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Editor’s Note

                                                                               N

     I am honored to introduce to you the twenty-seventh edition of the Lambda Alpha Journal,
the official publication of the National Anthropology Honor Society.  Volume 27, although
printed during the first weeks of 1997, comprises the annual issue for the calendar year of
1996.  This means that we are finally caught up with the delays in our publication schedule
caused by funding problems during 1994 and 1995.  Volume 28 is presently in the planning
stage and is scheduled for publication during the Summer of 1997.  I am taking this
opportunity to thank my student editors for their often herculean efforts and motivation. I
also extend my greatest appreciation to Dr. Ben Swartz, National Executive Secretary, for
his helpful suggestions.  I also thank the Wichita State Student Government for their
continued financial support without which we would be unable to publish.  As the present
volume goes to print, we continue to accept manuscript submissions for future volumes of
the Journal.  The editors are looking for article submissions  and reviews, including film,
book or article reviews which are of particular interest.
     Prior to publishing Volume 25/26, the editors undertook a thorough revision of the format
of the Journal to comply with the guidelines for American Anthropologist.  The latter has
long been our standard, if not in reality, at least in spirit.  In our opinion, the recent changes
in the American Anthropologist guidelines have not improved any on the format of that
journal.  Subsequently, the editors of the Lambda Alpha Journal have decided to maintain
the current Lambda Alpha Journal format and not follow suit.  We therefore ask future
contributors to adhere to the format of volume 25/26 or volume 27.  
     The current issue is diverse in content and include paper contributions ranging from a
sociocultural study of immigrant Filipino communities in the United States, to a study of
urban anthropology in Brazil and another in the United States Midwest, to a study of social
organization among the Hopi of the United States Southwest and a biological anthropological
study of disease.  In addition, the editors introduce a new section in the Journal dedicated
entirely to reviews of anthropological or related literature.  It is our hope that our readers will
enjoy this addition and that they will consider contributing future reviews and commentary
of current books, journal articles, films or exhibits.  
     I wish to close by thanking all the authors who submitted material for publication and I
congratulate those whose papers were actually published.  I also urge the Lambda Alpha
Chapters and their Faculty Sponsors to continue to get behind their membership and provide
them with the necessary encouragement and support to help get potential student papers in
print.  For twenty-five years the Lambda Alpha Journal has served as a forum for student
publications and it is our desire to continue to do so.
 
Peer H. Moore-Jansen

Editor-In-Chief   ëá Journal
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Dana D. Ramos Herrera 
St, Mary’s College of California 
 

Adaptation of the Filipino Family Upon Immigration to the United States  
 
 
 
     This study examines how acculturation into United States society has caused the structure of immigrant 
Filipino families to change.  Surveys given to young adults (18-26 years old) who were born in the United 
States or emigrated here at an early age provided data about the current status of the Filipino family in the U. S.   
Interviews and discussion with Filipino men and women (40-80 years old) who immigrated to the U.S. as adults 
provided information which allowed me to compare and contrast their current family situation to their previous 
family structure  in the Philippines.  This study revealed that while the Filipino family in some aspects has 
remained traditional, the influence of United States culture as well as the distance from the "homeland" has 
caused a change in the role of individual family members, has altered some beliefs, and has caused some 
variations in family functions.   
 
 

History of Filipino Immigration 
 

     "The Philippines-- with a burgeoning population, a relatively low standard of living, and a highly educated 
and skilled population-- is a country of emigration" (Mangiafico 1988: 41).  Since as early as 1763, Filipinos 
have lived in and emigrated to what is now called the United States.  According to Sustento-Seneriches (1995), 
Filipino immigration trends can be categorized into four periods: 1763-1906, 1906-1934, 1945-1695, and 
1965- present.   
     The period of 1763-1906 began with the arrival of Manila men in Louisiana.  Due to the maltreatment and 
forced labor they endured, these Filipinos escaped from the galleon San Pablo which was captained by Spanish 
colonizers.  "There followed domestic helpers, steamship crew members, stowaways , mariners, and others who 
wanted adventure and a better life in America (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:8).  These emigrants settled in various 
states such as California, Hawaii, Washington, and Alaska.  During 1906-1934, "this wave [of immigrants] 
comprised mostly of young, single, uneducated or poorly educated men from the rural areas of the Ilocos and 
Visayas regions" (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:8).  These men were hired to work on the sugar cane plantations of 
Hawaii.  After 1924, a larger group of Filipino laborers arrived and began to work on the railroads and the 
mines.  They also became employed as farm laborers, cannery workers, domestic help (in hotel, homes, etc.), 
busboys, and janitors.  "In spite of being underpaid, the Filipinos managed to send part of their hard earned 
money to their relatives in the Philippines" (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:10). The immigrants during 1945-1965 
"consisted of war veterans, military personnel and their families, students, and professionals with their wives 
and children" (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:11).  It was during this period that the Philippines began to lose their 
best educated people to richer countries.  From 1965 to the present, the flow of people from the Philippines 
continued to increase.  Filipinos, eager to escape the poverty stricken Philippines, make their way to the United 
States in hopes of building a new life.   
 

In the United States, hard work is rewarded.  In the Philippines, it is part of  the struggle to survive.  Images of 
American abundance, carried home by the Balikbayans, or immigrants returning to their home-land for visits, 
have pulled frustrated Filipinos to this country.  When [one man] went back for a visit in 1981 after working in 
the United States for 10 years, he told his friends: "If you work, you'll get milk and honey in America." Other 
Balikbayans described the United States as a "paradise" (Aguilar-San Juan 1994: 208). 

 
     The appeal of the U.S. is undeniable, and as the social and economic situation remains oppressive, Filipinos 
will continue to seek the shelter of the United States. 
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  Research Objectives  
 
     This paper examines how the Filipino family has adapted after acculturation into United States society.  The 
people of this study have relatives, or have themselves, entered the United States during the third and fourth 
wave of immigration.  These families, and the changes their family structure have undergone, are the focus of 
this study. 
 

Methods 
 
    Questionnaires were sent out to 15 people, 11 of which responded.  The respondents were seven Filipino men 
and four Filipino women who were recruited through Filipino clubs on the campus of various universities.  All 
of the respondents are unmarried, United States citizens.  All have finished high school and are currently 
enrolled in a university or junior college.  For a copy of the survey, refer to Appendix A. 
    I interviewed various members of the Ignacio family and the Muñoz family* at their homes and all names of 
participants in the present study have been altered to protect their privacy.  The Ignacio household contains four 
members of a nuclear family (mother, father, daughter, son) and four members of an extended family (paternal 
grandmother, foster son, his wife, and their five year old daughter).  (For the Ignacio family tree, refer to 
Appendix B.)  The Muñoz household contains a divorced father, a son, and a daughter.  All interviews were 
recorded on audio tape (each interview ranged from 45 minutes to one hour in length). 
     I observed the Ignacio family over a period of one month within their home.  During that time period, I had 
the opportunity to watch the Ignacios in a variety of social situations: a family party, mealtimes, etc.  The 
Ignacios were friendly and receptive to my presence.  I tabulated the positive and negative responses to 15 
questions asked in my questionnaire.  The results are presented table 1.  
 
Table 1.  Percentage of respondents who agree or disagree to questions asked.  
 

Question Asked     Yes (%)  No (%)  
   
   1) Would you consider your family hospitable and generous to visiting 
        friends and relatives?                                                                                      90.9      9.1 
 
  2)  Is Tagalog or some other Philippine language spoken at home?                   90.9       9.1 
 
  3)  Is it important to the women in your family to marry and have children?   90.0    10.0 
 
  4)  Would you ever marry someone of whom your family did not approve?   81.8     18.2 
 
  5)  Is it important for the women in your family to have jobs?                          90.9      9.1 
 
  6)  Is it important for the men in your family to have jobs?                             100.0       0.0 
 
  7)  Is it important for the teenagers in your family to have jobs?                      45.4        54.6 
 
  8)  Is it important for men to be educated?                                                     100.0      0.0 
 
  9)  Is it important for women to be educated?                                                100.0      0.0 
 
10)  Is it important for the children in your family to be educated?                100.0          0.0 
 
11)  Are the women in your family allowed to go outside the home by 
        themselves?                                                                                                       72.7        27.3 
 
12)  Are the women in your family more protected  than the males?               90.9      9.1 
 
13)  Has anyone in your family suffered or is suffering from a mental illness?  .     9.1    90.9 
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14)  Do you employ servants or maids at your home?                                   0.0  100.0 
 
15)  Is anyone in your family sending money to other  relatives in the Philippines?     90.9                  9.1  
 
 

Discussion 
 
    Traditionally, the family has been at the core of a Filipino's identity since it provides stability, support, and 
guidance throughout all aspects of life.  Thus,  a better future, as well as improved job opportunities and living 
conditions remain powerful incentives for immigration to the United States since those factors benefit not only 
the immigrant individual, but the entire family as well.   
 

    For Filipinos the initial group, and the one which remains central throughout life, is the family. . .The 
family is the ultimate place of security, and a consideration of the needs of  the family, often over one's own 
wishes and interests, is a serious obligation.  As the Filipino matures, the family group remains bedrock and 
serves as a model for the development of other friendships and associations. . ...To  a  degree  unusual  in  the  
United  States,  Filipino families are closely intertwined in each other's comings and goings, failures, and 
triumphs.  To understand Filipinos is to accept the complete centrality of the family-- and that means the 
extended family, including several generations.  No other single aspect of life is likely to be as important, 
lasting, or influential on choices and decisions from childhood to old age.  Among Filipinos, the person exists 
first and foremost as a member of a family and ultimately looks to that family as the only reliable protection 
against the uncertainties of life.� (Gochenour 1990:17-18) 

 
     Despite acculturation into U.S. society, the function of the Filipino family as a whole, within an individual's 
life, appears to remain the same.  Of those interviewed and surveyed, eight out of eleven lived in homes with 
extended family members and all described their families using positive adjectives such as "supportive," 
"loving," "protective," "happy," "close," "loyal," and "bonded together for life." While the adjectives "strict" 
and "demanding" were also mentioned twice, those words were used in conjunction with the aforementioned 
adjectives.  Upon considering the actual role of family within an individual's life, most emphasized the belief 
that their families would always be present to provide support, advice, and a foundation from which they could 
always draw strength.  "The role of family is [one] of guiding and offering assistance. . .offering a sense of 
stability where there is none" states twenty year old Philip Magdelena.  However, while the function of the 
family is undisputed, the definition of who is a relative and who is part of a family is in question.  Philip 
Magdelena, wrote that "a family comes to mean those who you care for deeply.  Blood or no blood.  A family is 
ever changing."  In contrast, twenty year old Catherine de la Cruz stated that family is a "group of people 
connected together by blood." This concept of blood equaling kinship is the focus of David M. Schneider's 
"American Kinship: A Cultural Account."  In his article, Schneider states that:  
 

“In American cultural conception, kinship is defined as biogenetic. . .Two blood relatives are 'related' by 
the fact that they share in some degree the stuff of a particular heredity.  Each has a portion of the natural, 
genetic substance.  Their kinship consists in this common possession. A blood relationship is a 
relationship of identity.  (Schneider 1968:392-393)” 

 
     Therefore, while the notion of blood as the common link between family members is a trait of the American 
kinship system, it is not clear whether or not this is inherent of Filipino kinship beliefs.  As I observed with the 
Ignacio family, demonstrating respect for friends of the family consists of referring to them with what 
Schneider called "basic terms": aunt, uncle, cousin, etc. (Schneider 1968:391).   However, assignment of a basic 
term does not necessarily indicate membership within the Filipino family structure.  In some cases, the term 
"aunt," for example, is simply used to show respect to an older woman, while in other cases, a woman who is 
referred to as an "aunt" is extended all the rights and privileges which accompany the term (regardless of 
whether or not a "blood" tie exists).  However, while talking  to members of the Ignacio and Muñoz families, as 
well as reviewing the questionnaires, it is interesting to note that in listing members of their extended family, all 
mentioned kin who were related by blood or by marriage, the "explicit definition which Americans readily 
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provide  [of what constitutes] a relative" (Schneider 1968:391).  It is unknown, therefore, whether the Filipino 
idea of what constitutes a family member is influenced by the American kinship system or if these notions were 
already in use in the Philippines.  For the remainder of the discussion, the term "family" will be used to indicate 
members of the nuclear and extended family who are related through blood or marriage. 
 
 

The Roles, Status, and Treatment of Individuals  Within the Family Women. 
 
     As seen in the Philippines, there is an attitude of protectiveness toward the women.  "A protectiveness 
toward females is pervasive in the Philippines, extending to an active preoccupation over matters of chastity and 
safety" (Gochenour 1990:19).  This strong sense of protection towards women has not waned due to 
immigration into the United States.   Three out of the four women and five out of seven men mention that 
because they are female, their parents have been stricter about their upbringing.  Jennifer Ramos writes that her 
parents seem more lenient towards certain things with her brother than her sister and herself.  Her parents are 
known to be far more protective of their daughters because they  as women  are exposed rape which is more 
prevalent in females, possible pregnancy, and because they are perceived to be weaker physically.  One male 
however, claims that there "is no difference" between the way boys and girls are raised in the family.  It is 
unknown, however, why he subscribes to this belief.  Because of this protective attitude towards women, in 
certain parts of the Philippines, young women are not allowed to travel outside by themselves. 
 

“In Manila [the capital of the Philippines], I was always protected and surrounded by older relatives or paid 
chaperones.  It was unthinkable for a young girl to go to the movies by herself.  It was a sin.” (Aguilar-San Juan 
1994:175) 

 
     However, within Filipino families living in the U.S., there is a lower correlation between how much 
protection the women in the family received and their ability to leave the house unchaperoned.  Of those 
surveyed, 90.9% agreed that the women in their families are more protected than the males, yet only 27.3% 
stated that women were not allowed to go outside of the house by themselves.  For example, eighteen year old 
Anna Ignacio Cisneros has the choice to attend high school dances by herself, or go out to the movies with a 
group of friends.   She is, however, one of the most protected members of the Ignacio family.  "Everyone takes 
care of Anna" said twenty one year old Michelle Ignacio.  "Everyone makes sure that no one hurts her or makes 
her unhappy."  (Anna is, perhaps, the most protected woman because of her status; she is the only female 
adolescent in a family where the other women are either over the age of twenty one or younger than five years 
old.)  Therefore, while  women remain as well protected  in the United States  as they do in the Philippines,  
their social life is not as curtailed.  The responsibilities of women to the family, however, are expected to 
remain the same.   
     Although a greater number of women are entering the work force in the Philippines, "the rightful role of 
women is still strongly believed to be that of homemakers and mothers"(Gochenour 1990:19).  In addition to 
their responsibilities at the workplace, "the mother is primarily responsible for the social, religious, health, and 
educational activities of the nuclear family" (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:110).  Woman are responsible for the 
maintenance of the home as well: cooking, cleaning, and raising the children.  Immigration to the United States 
has not altered the role of the women in the family, although there is also an emphasis now on outside 
employment; 90.9% of respondents stress the importance of women having a job.  Despite the fact that many of 
these women are working at demanding jobs (such as, nursing, veterinary medicine, teaching, accounting, etc.) 
they are still required to take care of the home during what sociologist Arlie Hochschild calls the "second shift." 
In addition to their work outside of the home, Hochschild discovered that women were working "an extra month 
of twenty-four-hour days a year" taking care of the responsibilities at home (Hochschild 1989: 3).  During my 
research, I discovered that Filipino women in the United States were also undertaking a second shift.  All eleven 
people surveyed mentioned that the women's responsibilities in the home consisted of cooking, cleaning, taking 
care of the children, doing the laundry, ironing, washing dishes, etc. in addition to their careers.  "The women of 
the family are raised to care for the needs of the men" writes Catherine de la Cruz.  Also, while the men in these 
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families appeared to be sharing the second shift, in reality, they were not.  "If real sharing means sharing the 
daily or weekly tasks, then again, [men] didn't really share" (Hochschild 1989: 146).  The Filipino men of this 
study had non daily chores: mowing the lawn, washing the car, yard work, car repair, home repair, or paying 
bills.  The majority of the housework, therefore, remains the responsibility of the women. They have retained 
their traditional role as the caretaker of the family, yet their entrance into the work force has caused them to 
undertake the "second shift."  It is unknown if the women of this study are employing any strategies to help 
them cope with the second shift, or if they are completely comfortable with their situations.  What is certain, 
however, is that the women's role in the Filipino family will undergo changes as more women must deal with 
the demands of their career and their responsibilities to the family. 
     In addition to workplace and "second shift" responsibilities, women in the U.S. (especially mothers) are 
expected to have a social responsibility to the family, much like the role women have in the Philippines.  As 
Eric Muñoz states, "mothers are the embodiment of all Filipino values. . .they have the ultimate responsibility: 
to keep the family together."  For example, Theresa Ignacio, (Michelle's mother) completely manages the 
family.  She supervises the activities of all her children and grandchildren, gives advice on any problem a 
family member is experiencing, gathers everyone together for church, and makes sure that all the Ignacios are 
safe and happy.  When her nephew was in trouble with the law, she recommended that a temporary move to 
some family members on the East Coast would give him some time to sort out his problems.  Upon his return, 
Mrs. Ignacio assisted him on carrying out  his plans to  solve his difficulties.  Her son Kirk,  Jr. was unsure  
about what college courses to sign up for and she discussed his options with him in a two hour conversation.   
  
    As a registered nurse, Mrs. Ignacio symbolizes the women of this study: in addition to their jobs, they also 
have the responsibility of working to maintain the  home as well as the family.  Because of the economic need 
for their jobs, the women have engaged in the �second shift�, which is beginning to cause a redefinition of their 
roles.  Yet as they change, the family may not be accommodating to this evolution and tensions may arise, a 
situation Hochschild deemed the "stalled revolution." 
 
Men 
     As Filipino men immigrate to the United States to gain employment, they come from a tradition of being the 
"breadwinners" of the family. 
 

“The father is considered the head of the nuclear family, but the mother mainly governs the household.  
Generally, the father is responsible for supporting the nuclear family, but he usually gives his earning to the wife, 
who budgets the family income and gives an allowance to the father. . .The father is expected to help discipline 
the children and to do some major household chores, like repairing broken furniture or mowing the 
lawn.” (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:110-111). 

 
     The roles of men in the families of this study have remained similar to those they have in the Philippines.  In 
considering a man's employment, 100% of people surveyed stated that it was important for men to have jobs.  
"All of the men are breadwinners" states Joseph Garcia, an eighteen-year-old student.  Also, when asked to list 
what the men's responsibilities were around the house, four surveys specifically mentioned paying bills and 
supporting the family.  The amount and type of household chores also remains consistent, as was discussed in 
the section on "Women."  The men of this study had non-daily chores (mowing the lawn, washing the car, yard 
work, car repair, or home repairs) which ultimately places the burden of the household on the wife.  Two 
surveys did mention, however, that the men in their family did some cooking, cleaning, and taking out of the 
garbage. 
     The disciplining of children is one action which no one, save one person, attributed to the father figures.  As 
I read in the surveys, the women were responsible for the children and my experiences in the Ignacio home 
supported that.  Mrs. Ignacio, in her role as the managing member of the family, was the person who decided 
when a person should be punished for misconduct.  Eric Muñoz, however, expresses the opposite belief. 
 

“Men are the one who discipline the children.  The phrase “Wait till you dad gets home” is a common.  Mothers 
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would like to discipline but they rather let the man do it because knowing Filipino men, they would get upset or 
wouldn't approve of the way the woman handled it.  So the women just say �Forget this, I'm not going to deal 
with this. . .I'll let the man handle it.� It creates a really strong bond between fathers and children.” 

 
     Although traditionally both men and women instructed the children, the extent to which men discipline the 
children now is inconclusive.  It would appear that in some cases, only the women are the �punishers�, while in 
others, it is the men.  Perhaps this role is no longer shared by both genders, but rather one parent takes the entire 
responsibility. 
 
Children 
     Due to the poverty which engulfs most of the population in the Philippines, many children in a family 
becomes an asset.  The income generated by one child could be quadrupled in a family with four children.  
Also, when the parents become older, they will have a larger group of people whom they can depend on for 
help.  
 

“Large sibling sets serve parents well, too.  There are more children to make returns to aging parents and at least 
some of those children, because of the age span in a large sibling set, are likely to be able to assist parents when 
other cannot. . .Fewer children, more closely spaced, may have difficulty meeting the needs of both their parents 
and their children.” (Peterson 1993:24) 
 

     The need for children to work in the United States has been reduced.  Only 45.4% of the people in this study 
claimed that it was important for teenagers to have a job.  This may have to do with the fact that in the U.S., the 
need for teens to work is minimal whereas in the Philippines, a child's job and the income generated by it is 
needed for survival.  As a lifeguard, Jennifer Ramos stated that her job was convenient for extra money but 
"school comes first."   
     In the traditional Filipino family, more siblings also help maintain the family structure since older children 
can reinforce the gender role of parents.   
 

“Older sibling are expected to help with the parents' responsibilities in the family, such as child rearing, and may 
also discipline younger siblings.  In the absence of a parent, the eldest brother generally takes over the father's 
responsibilities, and the eldest daughter carries on the mother's responsibilities.  A special sibling group is also 
significant in the Filipino family.  Alliances among siblings make shared responsibilities less of a burden.  In 
absence of parents, siblings become more supportive of each other.” (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:111) 
 

     Partially, these types of responsibilities to the family have remained the same.  In three families, the role of 
the eldest sibling has remained gender oriented (the eldest brother takes over the father's responsibilities, and 
the eldest daughter carries on the mother's responsibilities).  Gerard Merina, a twenty-six-year old student, states 
that his responsibilities to the family are to "protect my brothers and sister, maintain appliances, and yard 
work."  Alvin Ramos, a twenty-three-year old engineer, writes that he does "outside yard work, car repair, and 
cleaning."  These two people have adopted the role of men in the family as ones who do non-daily chores 
around the house.  Michelle Ignacio also follows the gender role of her mother as she cleans the house, babysits, 
and cooks.  Catherine de la Cruz also cooks, washes dishes, sweeps, vacuums, dusts, polishes, and does the 
laundry, a list of chores which is similar to what her mother does around the house.   
     There are, however, four examples of teenagers who do not follow any specific gender oriented 
responsibilities.  Both Eric Muñoz and Jeremy Villanueva, for example, cook, clean, and repair things around 
the house.  Joseph Garcia, babysits, vacuums, and takes out the garbage.  Samantha Padilla, an eighteen year old 
student, writes that "all I have to do is to continue with college, do well, graduate, and have myself a good life."  
Despite the fact that some teenagers adopt the roles of their parents while others do not, they all work toward 
the benefit of the family.  As I will examine in the section titled "Education," even Samantha's plans for a 
successful life eventually benefit the family. 
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     Of those with siblings, most claim that the bond between them remains strong.  As Jennifer Ramos stated "I 
feel very close to both my brother and sister."  Kirk Jr. (eighteen years old) and Michelle Ignacio are also close 
as they depend on one another when dealing with problems or simply with family chores.  However, as the 
older of the two, Michelle also reacts with a motherly concern for her younger brother.  When on her way to 
Reno with other members of the family, Mrs. Ignacio leaves Michelle with strict orders to "watch out for your 
brother while we're gone."  As Gerard Merina mentioned as well, one of his responsibilities is to "protect my 
brothers and sister." 
     While in the Philippines the sibling sets are a matter of survival, residing in the United States has slightly 
changed their roles.  Children are no longer required to help their family in order to live, but rather, they help as 
a matter of easing the burden on the other family members. 
 
Elderly 
     In the Philippines, "there is an almost automatic deference of younger to older both within the family and in 
day-to-day interaction in school, social life, and work" (Gochenour 1990:19).  Aging brings with it increased 
respect and status within the family as well as the community.  As twenty-year-old Eric Muñoz reminisces 
about his maternal grandparents who lived in the Philippines, he refers to them as "almost like gods and 
goddesses."   
 

“My grandfather, he was in World War II and went through the Bataan Death March. . .he was one of the 
survivors.  He escaped and got military money from the army.  My grandfather's brother had gotten caught while 
trying to escape and got tortured. . .He got even more money and he was the richest man in our province. . .Yet 
everybody [within the family and the town] came to ask advice from my grandfather.  He was the wiser one and 
more well liked one. . .This one time, this child was going to commit suicide so they called for my grandfather 
and [he] rushed to the house.  Everyone was begging the child to stop but my grandfather just said "Quit that 
foolishness. Come down right now [out of the house]!" and the kid just dropped the gun and came out and hugged 
my grandfather.  My grandfather had the utmost respect from the whole town.  Everyone respected him so much.” 

 
    As with "lolos" (grandfathers), "lolas" (grandmothers) are respected and wield considerable power within the 
family.  "My grandmother. . .ran everything.  That is true in many Filipino families. . .[She] handled the 
finances and the house.  She took care of pretty much everything" (Lee 1991:256).  As the heads of the family, 
the grandparents dictated family policy.  Whether in the U.S. or the Philippines, however, grandparents continue 
command the highest form of respect.  Despite having come to the United States 1980's, Grandmother Virginia 
Ignacio has not, for example, lost any of the reverence that she would have received in the Philippines.  Even 
family members born and raised in the U.S. treat her with respect.  Grandmother Virginia is an impressive 
example of how the oldest head of the household can take control of the family. 
     Although she is almost eighty years old and barely four-feet, eleven inches tall,  Lola Virginia manages to 
remain active in both household activities as well as the social life of the entire family.  While Mrs. Teresa 
Ignacio managed the family, Lola Virginia ruled the group.  Every time I visited the Ignacios, she was cooking 
food for either lunch or dinner or washing laundry.   For entertainment, she would watch television or play with 
her greatgranddaughter Kathleen.  I realized, however, that Lola Virginia took the greatest pleasure in "making 
tsismis" (gossiping) with the other family members all over the world.  From her bedroom telephone, she was 
able to talk to relatives who lived in the same city, to family on the East Coast, as well as family in the 
Philippines.  Through the information she gathered and the advice Lola dispensed over the phone, she was able 
to effectively "rule" the Ignacio family.  To the family in the Philippines, Grandmother Virginia attempted to 
arrange suitable marriage partners for her single grandchildren.  In the home in which she lived with her son and 
daughter in law (Michelle Ignacio's parents), grandchildren, and great-grandchild, she gave advice regarding 
Michelle's problems with her fiancé.  Important family decisions, such as planning the next trip to the 
Philippines, were never made without consulting Lola Virginia.  There were instances when I heard the remark 
"Grandma is always in everyone's business," but behind those feelings of irritation, most accepted her role 
within the family and they continued to show her the proper respect.  Some responsibilities, such as the family 
finances, have been passed along to her son Kirk and daughter in law Theresa, although she still maintains 
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control over her own social security check as well as the money in the Philippines. Whatever country she is in, 
Lola Virginia remains the embodiment of the Ignacio family spirit. 
     Within the families of those surveyed, grandparents played a similar role as that of Grandmother Virginia.  
For Catherine de la Cruz, her grandparents "provide guidance and give advice during times when my family has 
conflicts."  Jeremy Villanueva has a grandmother who "does most of the cooking and some of the cleaning 
within the house."  Philip Magdelena's grandparents have a special role within the family.  "They tell old stories 
and as figureheads they try to keep peace and the old ways firmly in mind."  The status and role of  
grandparents has remained the same as the most respected members of the family. 
 
Godparents 
     As the dominant faith in the Philippines, Roman Catholicism has a definite influence within the family.  The 
tradition of naming of godparents for children, for example, fulfills not only a religious purpose, but a social 
one as well.  "The godparents are. . .expected to provide emotional, moral, and some financial support to the 
godchildren, as needed" (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:111).  However, the relationship also extends beyond the 
godparent and the godchild. 
 

“By Church law and tradition, the requirement of godparents are not just rituals.  With it are established 
contractual obligations between the godparents and the godchild. . . Moreover, they also extend to obligations 
between the co-parents (child's real parents and godparents).  Both families are, therefore, allied through this 
ritual.  Although the godparents normally are the ones obligated to help the godchild, the reverse is also true.  
The contractual obligations are multidirectional.  They are based on who needs the help and who can give it 
within which the boundaries of the alliances incurred under this mechanism. “ (Pido1985:21) 

 
    Distance, however, has seemed to weaken ties between those in the Philippines and those in the United 
States.  Seven out of eleven surveyed claim that they do not have contact with their godparent/godchild who 
live in the Philippines. As twenty -one year old student Jennifer Ramos wrote  

 
“My godparents are scattered geographically. . .I have a godchild in the Philippines and I know I have a greater 
responsibility to him. . .but I don't feel I'm playing an active role in his life.” 

 
     Godparents who live apart from their godchildren appear unable to maintain the traditional roles as set by 
Filipino culture and Church doctrines.  Yet for those in the United States who do live in close proximity to their 
"anak sa binyag" (godchildren), the traditional role of the "ninang" (godmother) and "ninong" (godfather) 
appear to remain the same.  Michelle Ignacio is a "ninang" to her five-year-old niece Kathleen, and, as I 
observed, their relationship is very special.  Michelle assumes the role of a primary parent by clothing, feeding, 
disciplining and entertaining the rambunctious five-year-old whenever Kathleen's real parents are not present.   
One afternoon in particular, I watched as Michelle feed her "anak" cereal with milk.  When Kathleen began to 
get restless and cranky, Michelle played a favorite Disney video tape.  As Kathleen sat there smiling and 
laughing at the dancing animated characters, Michelle turned to me and said "If you want to get Kathleen to be 
quite, you have to put in Aladdin.  I've watched this movie with her so many times I've memorized the words."  
When I asked her if she ever minded having to watch her godchild all the time, Michelle replied "No.  We have 
fun together and besides, she's like a daughter to me."   
     It is difficult to ascertain whether any extra obligations (as defined by Pido) would occur between Kathleen's 
real parents and her godparents because of the fact that they are all part of the same family.  (Kathleen's father is 
Michelle's brother.)  The naming of Michelle as a godparent, however, seems to have strengthened the ties 
within the family.  Kathleen now has an "ninang" whose obligations are more serious than those she would have 
if she were simply an aunt.   
 
Servants 
     Because labor is so inexpensive in the Philippines, "having a servant . . . was not a big luxury.  The 
middle-class people often had a maid.  The rich people has a maid for each kid" (Bode 1989: 55).  In the Unites 
States, however, servants are not employed.  Of all the families in this study, none have servants at their homes.  
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The difference in the standard of living between the two countries as well as the fact that workers in the U.S. 
require higher pay, may be two factors which restrict the employment of hired hands.  
 
 

Factors Which Affect Family Growth 
 
Fosterage 
     Fostering children to another family is another form of survival in the Philippines.  Due to the 
insurmountable poverty which many families face, parents are sometimes forced to place their children in other 
homes which will be able to provide them with food, education, etc. 
 

“Fosterage is seen as a mechanism that provides children to those who have none, provides nurturance to children 
who lack parents, or adjusts gender ratios within which families. . . The child who spends a period of time in 
another household away from parents often forms exceptionally close bonds with those members of the extended 
family.”  (Peterson 1993:24) 

 
Although none of the families I researched had ever fostered their children to other people while in the U.S., the 
Ignacios have had one instance of fostering within the family.   
     In the 1970's, when Kirk and Theresa Ignacio had settled in the United States, Kirk's sister (who lived in the 
Philippines) asked him to adopt her two children, Michael and Raymond.  After a long discussion, Kirk and 
Theresa agreed to take their nephews into their home.  When asked why she took her nephews into her home, 
Theresa replied "At the time, we were able to provide them with better opportunities here [in the U.S.].  They 
were able to go to school and become citizens." Over the years, they had two other children, Michelle and Kirk 
Jr., who considered their cousins Michael and Raymond their older "brothers." "Kuya Michael and Kuya 
Raymond will always be my brothers.  We were all raised together and we take care of each other" Michelle 
emphatically states.  ("Kuya" is a term of respect for an older brother or older male cousin.)  Raymond and 
Michael also share special ties with their "foster" family.  For instance, Michael is the father of Kathleen and he 
asked foster sister Michelle to be his child's godparent.  Also, as I watched them talk to Kirk and Theresa, they 
were referred to as Mom and Dad, and I sensed that there was a genuine bond between the family members.   
     This example of fostering took place when someone from the Philippines  decided to place their children 
with relatives in the United States.  Although this situation did not occur between families who were already 
living in the U.S., the Ignacios provide a good example of how fostering can strengthen bonds between family 
members, as well as give children, who might not otherwise have the chance, an opportunity for a better life.        
 
Marriage 
     In the Philippines, with its predominantly Roman Catholic population, marriage is a serious vow which joins 
not only the couple together, but the two families as well.  Two different aspects of marriage will be discussed 
in this section.  First, the question of what constitutes a suitable spouse will be addressed, then, the relationship 
between the husband and wife will be examined.  As stated, marriage is an opportunity to enlarge family size as 
well as form new relationships.  In the Philippines, “a family does not 'lose' a son or daughter in marriage, but rather 
it gains a son or daughter, plus, of course, an alliance with another group.  Prearranged nuptials are very rare, but young 
men and women are consciously or subconsciously aware of the boundaries within which to seek marriage partners.  The 
family does not make absolute demands nor narrow the choices, but if the couple expects the support of both families after 
the marriage, they must marry those whom both families can at least tolerate, is not actually like.” (Pido 1985:19). 
 
     Within traditional Filipino families, then, there is an implied limitation as to who a person can marry.  As I 
conducted my research, it became apparent that although those boundaries still exist, parental approval is not 
mandatory.  When asked the question, "Would you  ever marry someone of whom your family did not 
approve?" over eighty percent of those surveyed marked "yes."  Yet, ten out of eleven surveyed also 
consciously or unconsciously recognized the boundaries which their parents had set (Table 2).  Of the three who 
did write that there were no limitations to the type person they could marry, one male felt  that neither  parental 
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approval nor recognized boundaries are going to limit his selection of a wife. 
     The second male stated that there were no limitations but wrote that �she would probably have to be 
Catholic.�  The third male who claimed that there were no boundaries also mentioned that he would not marry 
someone of whom his family did not approve.  Although he does not recognize it, his choice of wife is, in fact, 
limited by the seal of approval from his parents. 
    A Filipino man/woman is the most common requirement for a preferred spouse.  Concerning the family's 
spousal preference, 81.8% of those surveyed listed Filipino as their family's number one choice for a spouse 
with Asian as the second choice.  Michelle Ignacio comments that "My parents don't come right out and say it, 
but I know they want me to marry a Filipino guy.  A Caucasian would probably be O.K., but definitely no 
African Americans."  As seen in Table 2, African Americans rate as the last choice for a potential marriage 
partner.  Joseph Garcia also recognizes the unspoken limitations within his own family and provides an example 
from his own experiences: 
 

“[My brother's] wife is Chinese.  My parents don't criticize him for being involved with a Chinese girl but it 
always seemed to be an issue.  For example, when mentioning my siblings to others, my mother will readily 
describe my brother's wife as "[Lisa], she's Chinese," but on the other hand, she'll describe my sister's husband as 
"[Renaldo] the doctor." [Renaldo is Filipino.]  So I would suppose race and social status play a role in who is "fit" 
for me but they would never outright say it.” 

 
     Three other people mentioned that their parents want them to marry a Filipino,  while the remaining three 
mentioned financial status, religion, and the fact that the potential spouse must make the other person happy as 
requirement for a spouse.  Once a couple is married, keeping the relationship intact remains the number one 
priority, regardless of any indiscretions such as extramarital affairs. 
 

“Divorce is illegal in the Philippines. . .A mistress on the side, even another child or two outside the marriage are 
common enough to be recognized as basic facts of contemporary life.  Yet, society tends to hold the marriage 
vows sacred; whatever the man's extramarital habits might  be, he is expected to support his family and not 
humiliate them through abandonment or by flaunting his behavior.  The woman is expected to be loyal to her 
marriage and to strive to maintain it.” (Gochenour 1990:19-20) 
 

Table 2.  Respondents Views on Marriage  
 
Percentage of families with marriages that have ended in divorce: 

Number of incidents   Group     % of all families  
No      divorced couples    27.20   
 1      divorced couples    36.30   

     2      divorced couples      9.09 
      3      divorced couples      9.09 
      4      divorced couples      9.09 

 
Percentage of marriages that have survived an extramarital affair: 

not applicable     72.70  
one marriage       9.10 
two marriages       9.10 
three marriages      9.10 

 
Ethnic group from which respondents family would prefer the % of respondents 
respondent to marry: 

1st choice = Filipino    81.8 
2nd choice = Asian    81.8           

                               3rd choice = Caucasian   70.0 
     4th choice = Mexican/Chicano/Latino 60.0 
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5th choice = Native American  50.0 
6th choice = African American  40.0 
 Does not matter    30.0 

  
     In contrast, United States society has made it legally easier to obtain a divorce.  Of those surveyed, 
63.6% knew of 1-4 marriages within their family that had ended in divorce.  In addition to the existence 
of divorce, 72.7% of marriages where affairs occurred were ended, indicating that toleration for such 
"outside activities" had decreased.  As Samantha Padilla states "People in my family look down on 
[extramarital affairs].  Marriage is thought to last forever."  In agreement, Jeremy Villanueva writes that 
"My family is against having extramarital affairs due to our strong religious beliefs." 
     Of the 27.3% who claimed that affairs were tolerated within the family, the respondents echoed very 
traditional beliefs.  "As an Asian woman, you were raised to accept all faults of your husband. . .Affairs 
have happened and the wives had to accept it" writes Catherine de la Cruz.  As Eric Muñoz observed, 
"when the guy [cheated] the marriage survived but when the women did it there was a divorce." Even in 
the Ignacio family with the strong, independent women, a high tolerance of affairs was noted.  Although 
a large number of married men had affairs, no woman had ever engaged in activity, and no woman had 
ever obtained a divorce.  Michelle Ignacio explains  
 

“My family sticks to a lot of the old ways even though they're a little bit more modernized. If someone cheats and 
they still want to stay together, it's for the sake of being together in front of the kids and in front of the family.  
They don't want to get divorced because it's really disgraceful. . .Filipinos don't believe in divorce. Staying 
together for the family keeps everything together.” 

 
     There is the obvious correlation between tolerance and the expectation that men will cheat.  Because men are 
expected to be unfaithful, they feel as if it permissible to conduct affairs.  Traditionally, however, women 
tolerate their men's indiscretions because of the belief that they are simply acting in accordance with their 
manhood. 
 

“Filipino wives are expected to be faithful to their husbands but men are traditionally tolerated by society and by 
the family when they have mistresses or become unfaithful, since they are perceived as only trying to prove their 
machismo.” (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:113) 

 
     The Ignacio family has a similar attitude regarding Filipino men.  Michelle Ignacio again relates the belief 
that it's a given that 

 “all men will cheat. . It's just something  that I'll have to deal with.  Like my mom told me, all men will cheat 
especially Filipino men.  They think that they can pretty much do what ever they want because women are still at 
home. . .They take care of the husband. . . Filipino men are like that because they're babied and spoiled so much 
by their mothers.  They think they can do anything they want.” 

 
     Interestingly, the Ignacio women continue to encourage marriage. While I was talking to Grandmother 
Virginia Ignacio, she said to me "You get married now.  Find a man to support you."  Mrs. Theresa Ignacio also 
said to me that it was possible to stay married to a man who has had an affair, if "you think you can trust him 
again."  This statement, in addition to the belief that all men cheat, implies that for some, marriage is a 
continuing  cycle of tolerance and trust.  For others, marriage is kept as sacred and monogamous as the Church 
intended. 

Family Functions 
 
Decision Making 
     Traditional Filipino families often consult each other about when making important decisions.  "Going to 
college, taking a job overseas, and getting married may sometimes be individual decisions, but quite often they 
are family decisions"  (Gochenour 1990: 18-19).  Actual family involvement in personal decision making has 
decreased for most of those surveyed, but all admit to considering their family's feelings.  "Family plays a very 
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important role by how every decision I make is dependent on whether or not my family will agree/approve/ be 
happy" claims Catherine de la Cruz.  Philip Magdelena writes that there are "limitations in which I have 
freedom to make decisions regarding personal wants without worrying about [my family]."  Respondents also 
emphasize that they do not always follow their parents' advice and, in fact,  often make the final decision for 
themselves.  "I'd be lying if I say that I wouldn't consider what [my family] thinks. but for the most part, I try to 
think and make my decisions based on how I feel" claims Joseph Garcia.  Gerard Merina also remains "pretty 
much independent but [I] value my family's views and morals."  For most people, family remains a constant in 
their lives, as they attempt to balance their personal desire for independence with the faith they have in their 
family's morals. 
   
Sharing 
     Traditional Filipino families are often a close group where  
 

“considerable sharing of material things-- of clothes and belongings-- is taken for granted. . .Sharing bedrooms or 
sharing the bed itself is commonplace between two sisters or two brothers.  Sharing time together with family 
members and friends-- not being alone very often-- is taken for granted” (Gochenour 1990:19). 

 
     This attitude of sharing is still prevalent within families, especially with respect to time and money.  
"Sharing is very important within my family.  Money and resources should be shared and is shared without 
much-- if any-- question" writes Jennifer Ramos.  For Samantha Padilla, it is important to spend "at least one 
day of the weekend with my family."  Even with the Ignacios, on any given night, they can be found playing a 
few rounds of mah-jongg in the kitchen.  In the case of Joseph Garcia, the sharing of money is what allows him 
to attend college: "there is a great reliance of financial resources. . . Both of my siblings send money to my 
parents who in turn pay for my tuition."  In the case of Catherine de la Cruz, however, she feels that sharing is 
not important because the members of her family have "all become 'individualized'  in a way."   In families  
where  sharing  is still dominant, all members are benefited.  In one case, a student is able to fulfill a dream of 
going to college while in another scenario, a friendly game of mah-jongg and spending time together leads to 
family bonding. 
 
Supporting Relatives in the Philippines 
     As discussed in the previous section, finances are often pooled in the traditional Filipino family in order to 
help defray expenses.  Once Filipinos immigrate to the United States, they are expected to continue helping the 
family back home.   
 

“Filipinos who live abroad are expected to continue supporting their elderly parents or to help meet the 
educational and financial needs of sibling or members of the extended family.  When a member of the nuclear or 
extended family is sick or dies in the Philippines, the Filipinos abroad are expected to help pay the hospital bills 
and doctors' fees, to send medicines, and to send money to help pay funeral expenses.  They are also expected to 
go home to the Philippines to visit sick parents or attend funeral.” (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:112) 
 

     Currently, the trend remains consistent as 90.9% of the families studied are sending money to the 
Philippines.  During a recent death in the family, Mrs. Theresa Ignacio was called upon by her sister to send 
money home to help pay for funeral expenses.  In addition to money being sent on a regular basis, whenever 
they travel back home, the Ignacios bring back several boxes of goods which can be sold.  Again, support of the 
family is essential in order to maintain the strength of the whole.  
 

Family Beliefs 
 
Education 
     The importance of a solid education is one of the deepest held beliefs of Filipino families.  An education for 
the children will, in time, benefit not only the individual but the entire group as well.  
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“Clearly education is attractive because an educated child can be called upon in times of acute economic need or 
when parents are old and in need of assistance.  The specific skills acquired through education may be  attractive, 
too. . .The employment of educated members is also seen as an  important means of supplementing household 
income from the farm, and of obtaining fringe benefits, such as insurance and retirement, which may be 
provided.”  (Peterson 1993: 24) 

 
     An emphasis on education has certainly remained prevalent within Filipino families in the United States.  "I 
cannot stress [how important education is] enough.  It is priority over everything else and there is not excuse to 
put off" Philip Magdelena emphatically states.  One hundred percent of those surveyed agreed that it is 
important for men, women, and children to be educated.  As demonstrated through Joseph Garcia's statement, 
education is perceived as a direct precursor to success. 

 
“Education is the key in my family.  If you don't have an education, you would turn out to be a nothing in the eyes 
of this family.  We are deeply rooted in the idea of success equals being educated.  I, myself, agree with this 
concept.”  

 
     All people who were surveyed listed education as the crucial element for a good life, security, wealth,  
success, and/or the means by which one's future goals can be achieved.  Mrs. Theresa Ignacio says as well, "If  
you want to get a good job and a good life, you should go to school."  Her daughter Michelle also subscribes to 
this belief.  As a student in a junior college, Michelle has recently applied to various Universities in the hopes 
that she will be accepted for the next semester.  One afternoon as I was talking to her, I mentioned that she 
appeared unhappy.  Michelle told me how much pressure and stress she was experiencing due to her college 
applications.  "I know I need to have a good education to get a good job.  That's why I feel so stressed out about 
trying to get into a university.  I know my parents want me to go to a better school.  I need to get out of the J.C. 
[junior college] soon or I'll never get out."  The desire for an education by Michelle, Joseph and the others is 
obvious.  Immigration has not stifled that desire since, as Samantha Padilla wrote, "that's one of the reasons why 
my parents [came] here."  The move to the U.S. meant to foster a greater interest in education, and so far, that 
has been successful. 
 
Religion 
     "Christianity is the dominant faith in the Philippines, in particular, Roman Catholicism" (Gochenour 
1990:34).  Religion is the cornerstone of Filipino  belief systems because  
 

“it enables people to face reality with strength and optimism.  The Filipino's profound faith in God makes them 
accept adversity without many deleterious effects on their self-esteem. . .The predominantly Catholic Filipinos 
have the tendency to practice their religion in a concrete and personal manner" (Sustento-Seneriches 
1995:116-117) 

 
     As seen in Table 3, 90.8% of people surveyed rated religion as important or very important to their families, 
while 90.2% rated religion as important or very important to themselves.  For Catherine de la Cruz, "Religion is 
very important. . . My family accepts religion as the basis of why things happen."  To demonstrate their faith, 
most families attend mass once a week, as well as biannual confession, and the celebration of Holy Days of 
Obligation.  More data is not available since those surveyed were not specific about the exact role religion 
played in their lives.  Of those interviewed, one was only sure about the existence of God and was 
contemplating leaving the Church, while those in the Ignacio family would only attest to the importance of 
religion in their lives. 
 
Table 3.  Respondents Views on Religion  
 
Religion practiced by respondents:                  Roman Catholic               100% 
1. On a scale of one to five, the importance 
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    of religion respondent             % of respondents  
1.  not important             0.00 
2.  (less important)             0.00 
3.  (somewhat important)              9.09 
4.  (more important)         72.70   
5.  very important         18.10    

2. On a scale of one to five, the importance  
     of religion to respondent's family:  

1.  not important            0.00 
2.  (less important)                0.00 
3.  (somewhat important)           9.09 
4.  (more important)         45.50 
5.  very important                       45.40  

 
Mental Illness   
     Within the traditional Filipino family, "a family member's mental illness is identified as the family's illness 
which causes shame and stigmatizes the family" (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:133).  Because 90.9% of those 
surveyed, (and the Ignacio family as well) have had no one in their family suffering from any mental illness, the 
attitude towards it is unknown.  Most however, assume that their families would be supportive and helpful.  
Mental illness has "never occurred in our family but if someone was mentally ill, we would still be loyal and 
care for them" says Catherine de la Cruz. 
 
Hiya  
     In the Philippines, there is an emphasis on family and personal honor.  In order to preserve family integrity, 
the concept of "hiya" is used to control people's actions. 
 

“A form of social control is hiya-- shame or propriety. . .There is concern for social approval and acceptance by 
others and the need to belong to a group.  Behavior depends on what others will say, think, or do.  Moreover, 
while growing up traditionally, the Filipino child has been watchfully taken care of and exposed to many 
significant others.  He learns to avoid 'losing face' in front of others and to feel the shame of subtle ridicule, scorn, 
or outright ostracism from others" (Sustento-Seneriches 1995:118). 

 
     Sensitivity towards other's opinions continues to be high for those surveyed.     Six people mentioned that 
they were "very sensitive" about what others thought about them.  As Catherine de la Cruz has  mentioned, she 
finds it difficult to "judge myself so I rely on the comments of others."  Eighteen-year-old student Steven San 
Juan writes that he is very sensitive about what people think about him because "I don't like it when people are 
mad at me [because] I don't want to be considered a [snob]."  Alvin Ramos, however, is  
responsive to others for reasons other than honor, or reputation.  "I am sensitive towards others because I want 
to be treated the same.  I believe that if you want to be treated fairly. . .you must do the same to others."   
     Three other respondents acknowledged the fact that they considered what people were thinking about them, 
but they emphasized the fact that it was not a vital part of their lives.  "What others think of me is always in the 
back of my mind, but for the most part I don't care what they think" says Joseph Garcia.  Samantha Padilla also 
writes "I wonder what people think, but it's not my whole life."  In some cases, the actions and decisions of 
some people are based on what their family and others think about them while for others, only their family's 
opinions are reliable (refer the section titled "Decision Making"). 
 
Hospitality 
     "In spite of limited resources, Filipinos help friends and relatives and they welcome visitors with warmth and 
plenty of food" (Sustento-Seneriches 1995: 121).  Most Filipino families have remained hospitable and 
generous to visiting friends and relatives, as 90.9% of those surveyed and interviewed indicated.  Every 
occasion I visited the Ignacio's, Grandmother Virginia, Mr. Kirk Ignacio, Mrs. Kirk Ignacio, or Michelle would 
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always ask "Have you eaten yet? Here, have some of this" or "We have some [food, drink] if you want it."  
Kirk, Jr.'s friends were accorded the same treatment.  Although I was entering their home and asking many 
questions, the Ignacios made me feel welcomed and comfortable.   
 
 

Conclusion 
 
     As I walked through the Ignacio's dining room, I noticed a large family tree depicting well over 200 names.  
It's prominent position at the center of the house indicated its importance as the inscription at the bottom read 
"To the strong and everlasting strength of the Ignacio blood."  As I stood there and examined it, I realized that 
although the family has undergone changes, it remains the cornerstone of the Filipino culture.  The family is 
important, and the responsibilities of the individual to the group has not been forgotten.  As Philip Magdelena 
explained that "it's up to me as the oldest to carry on the honor of the [Magdelena] family."  The question 
remains, however, as to how long the Filipino family will maintain all or even some of its culture as more and 
more people immigrate to the United States and adopt this way of life.   Will the recent wave of 
Multiculturalism be enough to make people remember their heritage?  Or will the traditions and customs of 
various ethnic groups be regaled to the history books and anthropology classes? 
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Appendix A-1 
 
The following document is a copy of the survey sent out to the respondents. 
 

Name:          
Age:    
Occupation:  
Marital Status:  

 
Please circle one answer or fill in the blank. 
  1)  Would you consider your family hospitable and generous to  
       visiting friends and relatives?                                                      . Yes     No 
  2)  Is Tagalog or some other Philippine language spoken at home?       Yes     No 
  3)  Is it important to the women in your family to marry and have 
       children?         Yes     No 
  4)  Would you ever marry someone of whom your family did not 
        approve?         Yes     No 
  5)  Is it important for the women in your family to have jobs?               Yes     No 
  6)  Is it important for the men in your family to have jobs?  Yes     No 
  7)  Is it important for the teenagers in your family to have jobs? Yes     No 
  8)  Is it important for men to be educated?    Yes     No 
  9)  Is it important for women to be educated?   Yes     No 
10)  Is it important for the children in your family to be educated? Yes     No 
11)  Are the women in your family allowed to go outside the home  
       by themselves?      Yes     No 
12)  Are the women in your family more protected than the males? Yes     No 
13)  Has anyone in your family suffered or is suffering from a  
       mental illness?      Yes     No 
14)  Do you employ servants or maids at your home?                Yes     No 
15)  Is anyone in your family sending money to other relatives in the  
       Philippines?       Yes     No 
16)  Do you consider the United States or the Philippines your home?  

                              United States     Philippines     Both countries 
 

17)  What religion do practice?          
 

18)  On a scale of one to five, rate how important religion is to you. 
            (not important)  1    2    3    4    5  (very important) 
                   

19)  On a scale of one to five, rate how important religion is to your family. 
                                  (not important)  1    2    3    4    5  (very important) 
 

20)  How many people do you know, within your family, that have been divorced?     
21)  How many marriages, within your family, have survived an extramarital affair?     
22)  From which ethnic group would your family prefer you to marry from?  
       Number in the order of preference, with number one being most preferred. 
       If ethnicity does not matter, mark "Does not matter." 
      Caucasian            African American            Mexican/Chicano/Latino            Filipino  

                             Asian            Native American             Other (please specify)                 no matter   
 
 
 
Appendix A-2 
 
 
  1) Who among your family members immigrated to the United States (include yourself if you were born in   the Philippines) and 
when did they arrive? 
  2)  Why did they come to the United States? 
  3)  How many people live at your home and how many are members of your extended family (i.e. grandparent, aunts, uncles, 
cousins, etc.)?  Please list the extended family members.  
  4)  What does the word "family" mean to you (include adjectives you would use to describe your family)? 
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  5)  What is the role of family in your life? 
  6)  What role does family play in your personal decisions about your life? 
  7)  How important is sharing (of time, resources, money etc.) within your family? 
  8)  Describe the type of relationship you have with your siblings. 
  9)  What type of responsibilities within the home do the women (mother, grandmother, aunt, etc.) in your  family have? 
10)  What type of responsibilities within the home do the men (father, grandfather, uncle, etc.) in your family  have? 
11)  What are your responsibilities to the family? 
12)  What is the role of your grandparents or other elderly relatives in your family? 
13)  What is the role of your godparents in your life?  If you yourself are a godparent, what type of role do you  feel you play in the 
life of your godchild? 
14)  What types of jobs do the women in your family have?  Include the "homemaker" as one job. 
15)  What types of jobs do the men in your family have? 
16)  Are there differences in the way girls are raised as compared to the way boys are raised?  If so, what are  the differences? 
17) Is education important in your family?  Why or why not? 
18)  Are there limitations as to the type of person you can marry?  For example, does a difference in race,  economic status, religious 
practices or any other factor influence who you marry?  
19)  Have extramarital affairs ever been tolerated within your family?  Why or why not? 
20)  What role does religion play in your family?   
21)  What type of religious practices (mass, confession, etc.) does your family engage in and how frequently? 
22)  Does anyone in your family practice faith healing or any kinds of alternative medicine, and if so, what  type? 
23)  What is the attitude towards mental illness in your family? 
24)  How sensitive are you towards what others think about you? 
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Dirty Faces of Development:  Street Children in Colombia and Brazil 

  
 
     While most of their fellow urbanites look upon street children with disdain and fear, they miss the lesson 
these ragged youth can teach us about the contradictions of a society and a system ostensibly geared toward 
"development" and betterment for all.  One problem with the study of development is that there is a tendency to 
see it as a powerful force tumbling over the last remaining corners of the "underdeveloped" world and pulling 
these corners into the world capitalist economy.  To conceptualize development this way means to see the 
inherent problems it brings as unavoidable consequences of a process which nobody controls in the first place.  
When these problems do arise, all society can do is try to sweep up the residue of development as it goes along 
and to continue riding the tide that is, after all, washing the society as a whole onto the shores of the modern 
world.  Thus street children who live and work in the streets of major urban centers throughout the developing 
world have been treated as residue, the unwanted grime that collects around the edges of an otherwise smoothly 
running machine, and traditional attitudes and actions toward them have been to try to remove them from the 
streets, either to institutionalize them or push them back to the marginalized neighborhoods from which they 
came. 
     While I set out to review the literature in this paper which shows how structural forces of development are in 
fact responsible for pushing children into the streets where they carry on a daily struggle to survive, I must 
emphasize from the beginning the fact that in development, choices are made, strategies devised, and policies 
implemented.  These decisions are made by powerful groups of people, often in reaction to pressures from 
outside groups and nations, but these decisions must inherently benefit some people at the expense of others, the 
"others" being those who have traditionally maintained less power.  This is a crucial point to make when those 
same powerful groups of people look at street children as criminals, or at least deterrents to the progress or 
development of their nation, for those children are simply the reflections of the effects of the very decisions the 
powerful factions have made.  In this paper, I discuss the complementary processes of urbanization and 
industrialization in Latin America, especially over the past fifty years, and show how policies which seek to 
concentrate capital in the formal urban industrial sector of the economy have subjected growing numbers of 
families at the economic and social margins of society to increasing pressures.  The burdens of survival fall to 
each member of the family and increasing numbers of children have ultimately become responsible for their 
own survival.  I will describe the reality of such children in Colombia and Brazil, where the problem is of the 
greatest proportions, and where the larger society is finally been forced to look at the problem directly and is 
beginning to seek ways of addressing it in all of its complexity.  
    The dynamics of industrialization and marginalization along with increasing concentration of wealth and 
increasing poverty are complex and are influenced by different historical forces.  One of the most important 
links to note for the purposes of this study is the fact that the most massive rural-urban migrations in Latin 
America were kicked off with the implementation of new industrialization efforts in the 1940s throughout the 
region (Roberts, 1978: 6; Oliveira and Roberts, 1994:53).  The extent of urbanization was very significant so 
that between 1940 and 1975, the urban population of Latin America doubled, with similar changes in the 
economic structure of the region.  By 1970, industry accounted for a greater portion of the GNP than agriculture 
(Roberts, 1978: 5-6).  Another statistic points out that in the decade of the 1960s alone, the proportion of people 
in the region living in cities rose from 32% to 40%, with 76% of these in cities larger than 100,000 
(Fernandez-Kelly and Portes, 1992: 254).  While statistics abound which illustrate the fact that the region of 
Latin America has indeed experienced rapid urbanization over the past half century, what is more subject to 
debate is how various structural, social, political and personal causes have articulated with each other to bring 
about this burgeoning of large urban populations. 
     Import substitution industrialization (ISI) was the development strategy adopted by many Latin American 
governments in the 1940s.  This tactic created an alliance between the state, national capital and international 
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corporations in order to introduce new jobs in labor intensive manufacturing based on craft skills, working class 
traditions and low rate of technological change (Oliveira and Roberts, 1994: 53).  Industrialization, with the 
offer of plenty of jobs in manufacturing, was a force of attraction to the city.  As advocates of the "push-pull" 
theory claim, workers will not leave home and settle in a city away from their traditional way of life and their 
community relationships without a concrete reason or "push" factor.  The push away from the rural area has 
been attributed to the changing relations of production between landlords and peasants, the wage differentials 
between rural and urban areas, government policies including land reform, and deliberate recruitment of 
workers (Peek and Standing, 1982: 5-6).  The actual "push-pull" conceptualization tends not to take all of these 
possibilities into account, nor does it address historical and economic changes which stimulate migration, 
therefore, it has become obsolete in the original modernization-oriented form (Fernandez-Kelly and Portes, 
1992: 252).  It is important here to review recent works on rural-urban migrations which set out to understand 
some of the complexities of rural-urban relationships in changing economic contexts. 
    Roberts points out that with the push toward industrialization, Latin American economies went from being 
suppliers of raw materials to consumers of imported technology.  Urban based industry became the dominant 
economic force, replacing the agro-mining sector (1978: 61).  Yet the relationship between the rural and urban 
sectors of the economy is far from being one in which one sector displaces the other.  Rather they both become 
more specialized and interdependent, a process which takes place on the international level, and whose specific 
characteristics influence incidences and patterns of migration.  Roberts explains that urbanization implies 
territorial division of labor where agricultural areas specialize in certain crops and urban areas in certain 
industrial activities.  On the international level, each country specializes in branches of production for export, 
leading to increased interdependence (1978: 9).  Industrialization begins to unify the internal market  of 
underdeveloped countries, bringing the even more remote and less developed regions into direct economic 
dependence on major urban centers, and this opens the doors for increasing migration to those centers (1978: 
89). 
     Roberts offers a very relevant discussion of  the kinds of transformations that take place in the agricultural 
sector of an economy in the context of industrialization.  The increasing commercialization of agriculture 
transforms the relations of production, creating a rural proletariat that works for a wage and migrates seasonally.  
These wage laborers often live in towns, and when they migrate to larger cities, as they often do in periods of 
economic strain in the rural sector, there are less ties pulling them back to the country (1978: 92-3).  The 
predominance of one form of agricultural production in a rural area over another is a source of variation in 
rural-urban relationships, so that areas of capitalist farming expel more people than areas of peasant farming, as 
peasants have more complex ties to their land even when they migrate to cities (1978: 90).  Peasants are also 
subjected to the pressures of increasing population in the country side which puts greater pressure on the land 
holdings which are often insufficient for subsistence needs (1978: 92).   
     Some further issues factor into Robert's conceptualization of urbanization in the last fifty years.  One issue is 
why a few large "primary" cities have been the target of the bulk of migration, especially during the height of 
ISI policy implementation.  Roberts points to the historical role of these cities as the locus of raw material 
exportation when such activity represented a major force in Latin American economies (1978: 87).  He also 
points out that migration to these cities was only so heavy during the initial stages of industrialization (1978: 
105), but that a high annual population growth rate of 2.7% for the region (1970's) has had continuing effects on 
the urban social structure (1978: 91).  He goes on to show the effects on changing trends in economic policies 
and paradigms that came into play in the 1970's.  During this period, industrialization became more 
capital-intensive and dependent on technology.  This lead to the stagnation of provincial economies in the face 
of the concentration of economic growth in the large cities.  The specific type of economic growth, however, 
meant little potential to absorb labor into formal manufacturing jobs (1978: 87 and 107). 
     Peek and Standing (1982) concur with Roberts in asserting that migration has reflected changes in the 
structure of agricultural relations of production, or the "changing social relations of production between the 
producers and consumers of economic surplus," in other words, relations between peasants or wage laborers and 
landlords or commercial, agricultural and industrial capital (1982: 1).  Population mobility is also influenced by 
the legal, ideological and political superstructure coexisting with the prevailing mode of production (1982: 1-2).  
The key issue raised by Peek and Standing, however, is the active role taken by governments in repressing or 
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stimulating migration.  They give examples of diverse contexts in which governments have created policies 
which will influence population mobility (or lack thereof) in accordance with the interests of economically 
powerful groups of people.  Thus as landlords wishing to exploit peasants in the pre-ISI context held sway over 
government policies, such policies sought to generally preserve class structures, legislation was passed to 
restrict mobility, and practices of debt bondage or requiring permission to leave a rural area were in effect 
(1982: 6 and 9-10).  As governments came to play an active role in industrial expansion (and landlords adjusted 
the form of exploitation to fit this expansion), they came to introduce measures that directly or indirectly 
stimulated mobility (1982: 6).  Peek and Standing explain that "defensive" policies are designed to retrieve a 
situation in which the relations of production are under stress, yet powerful factions wish to restrict mobility in 
order to extract more surplus from the agricultural economy, while "progressive, expansive, aggressive" policies 
are intended to accelerate the transition from one mode of production to another (i.e., land reform, private 
property laws, protective labor legislation).  Whether or not this outcome is intended, population mobility is 
impacted by policies designed to alter social relations of production and patterns of development (1982: 6-7). 
     Peek and Standing argue that the traditional agricultural sector of the economy impedes the potential growth 
of industry by not providing surplus for investment or cheap food for urban workers, by restricting expansion of 
the domestic market for commodities, and by restricting labor supply and mobility.  Thus, industrialization 
means pressure for changes in agricultural relations of production (1982: 14).  Such changes are accelerated by 
government initiatives such as land reform, which is promoted as a measure to end quasi-feudal controls over 
rural workers and increase production and peasant welfare (1982: 16-18).  In reality, when peasants do receive 
land, their holdings are too small for subsistence at a time when terms of trade were turning against agriculture 
(in the case of Colombia), creating a need for larger holdings in order to subsist (1982: 15).  Yet reforms were 
often avoided in the case of the most productive lands under policies that precluded expropriation of "well 
managed" holdings (Colombia) and "rural enterprises" (Brazil) (1982: 18).  When reforms were implemented 
and credit was given for technological innovations, greater productivity only lead to decreased unit prices for 
agricultural produce, putting the peasant who cannot raise production to ever higher levels out of business 
(1982: 20).  Finally, even minimum wage legislation failed to curb migration by eliminating rural-urban wage 
differentials.  Instead, rural employers hire workers at piece rate or on a temporary basis to keep artificially low 
wages.  This benefits the industrial sector because rural wages determine the cost of labor and food in urban 
areas (1982: 22-3). 
     Fernandez-Kelly and Portes (1992) contribute a more recent perspective to the Latin American urbanization 
debate as they argue that rural-urban migration must be seen as a deliberate strategy of labor recruitment.  
While differential advantages between areas determine the potential for migration, employers stimulate the 
actual flow (1992: 251-2).  Migration, they claim, is taking place not between independent economic systems 
but within systems whose various sectors have experienced different types and levels of private and public 
investment.  This is shaped by unequal exchange whereby political and economic power is concentrated in 
urban areas and depends on subordinating the rural sector.  Thus, "migration is a nonrandom outcome 
determined by the logic of the productive system."  The increasing globalization of the economy since the 
1970s has meant intensive capitalist penetration of the country side and produced accentuated social and 
economic imbalance, hence outward migration (1992: 253).  The debt crisis in Latin America in the 1980s and 
the movement toward export-processing manufacturing and deregulation of national economies have altered the 
profile of migration, so that less of the flows goes to primary cities, as well as the relationship between 
immigrant workers and the formal economic sector (1992: 258).  Finally, Fernandez-Kelly and Portes argue that 
migration, especially labor migration, cannot be regulated solely by legislation.  Rather, socio-economic 
changes enabling more equitable distribution of wealth and resources are necessary to reduce the need of rural 
people to move away (1992: 273).  While this may seem to contradict Peek and Standing's argument that 
government policies affect migration patterns, I would argue that these viewpoints are in agreement because 
both deal with the underlying problems which cause people to move out of depressed rural areas, only that Peek 
and Standing's article argues that government policies in fact have a role in creating that depression. 
     The arguments presented to this point show how urbanization is stimulated by the need for laborers in the 
industrial sector of the Latin American economy and how people living and working in rural setting have been 
pressured to migrate to urban areas by their diminishing ability to make a living in the rural context.  It has also 
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been shown that the lack of opportunity to make a subsistence living in the country side is actually created, 
directly or indirectly through development strategies of governments and the industrial sector of the economy.  
Yet if the purpose of this work is to understand the pressures that push Latin American children to work and 
sometimes even live in the streets, it is not enough to understand why there are so many of them living in the 
cities.  What we must understand is once the industrial expansion pulled so many workers and their families 
into the cities, it ultimately failed them.  The move to export-oriented industry mentioned above by Roberts and 
Fernandez-Kelly and Portes meant a move to higher technology and less labor intensive work, thus limited job 
opportunities.  Economic crisis in the 1980's lead to well-known drops in real wages which meant decreasing 
buying power for families that were already struggling for a subsistence living.  More people turned to the 
informal sector of the economy to find a wage and more members of the poorest families were needed to 
contribute to the family income.  This is clearly not the first time families had to depend on children to 
contribute to family subsistence nor the first time children appeared in the context of the street, many of them as 
"abandoned" or independent beings.  Yet in an era of regional and national economic crisis, the most vulnerable 
members of society, the poor and the young, were the first to be abandoned by the system.  Decent housing, 
low-cost food, education, and formal employment were all out of reach for the poor, and the consequences of 
this were most exaggerated among the children. 
 
     The problems of poverty in rural areas are carried in to urban centers with the waves of migrants.  As 
Gonzalez de la Rocha describes the situation of contemporary Latin America, the boundary of rural and urban 
contexts has become fluid and difficult to identify.  Latin America is now fundamentally urban with higher 
indexes of absolute poverty in urban than rural contexts, but increasing poverty in the cities is related to the 
impoverishment of the rural population through migration (1995: 16).  A decrease in public spending over all 
means fewer jobs previously provided by government agencies and fewer and weaker public services as well as 
cuts in food subsidies (1995: 16).  As Fernandez-Kelly and Portes point out, the masses of migrants that do 
move  in to the cities  seldom if ever  integrate into the urban economy, rather they concentrate in specific 
residential and geographic areas and particular niches of the formal and informal labor markets (1992: 272).  
Overwhelmingly, migrants to cities and their descendants find themselves living in squatter settlements at the 
periphery of the city.  Many of them work in the informal labor market rather than face the consequences of 
total unemployment, a situation that would translate to little chance of survival in a system that does not provide 
adequate social welfare. 
     The informal economy and informal communities of squatter settlements represent the structures that 
marginalized groups of people in the urban setting create for themselves in order to meet their basic needs 
which are not met by the State or the formal market economy.  Attitudes among the general public and among 
government officials in particular regard to such activities and settlements are mixed.  At the very least, the 
burden these marginalized people take on in providing for themselves when their nations face economic crisis 
goes unappreciated.  Although, in one case, Gonzales de la Rocha cites the City Planning Department of Sao 
Paulo, Brazil as saying that the favela or squatter settlement model responds to a strategy that allows maximum 
capitalist accumulation.  Settlers take over useless space and do everything in terms of community building, 
"reducing the need for investment in housing and infrastructure either by the public or private sector" (1991:7).  
More often, the self-sufficiency of poor populations in urban settings (which afford few resources, especially 
when compared to the natural resources in rural areas) goes unappreciated by the public and the institutions that 
are relieved of some of their responsibilities. 
     The informal sector of the economy has become very relevant in the struggle for subsistence, and is yet more 
relevant to this discussion as it is the context in which street children carry out many of their remunerative 
survival activities.  Roberts reminds us of the significance of this sector of the economy in the context of 
survival when he writes that the informal economy is "a dynamic form of economic activity with considerable 
capacity for absorbing labor and which represents the transfer of the peasant mode of survival to the 
city" (1978: 111).  The term "informal economy" has been described by numerous definitions, all of them being 
quite broad.  In general, we can say that informal economic activities are those which are unregulated and not 
carried out under the auspices of formal enterprise.  Long stated that the informal economy is characterized by a 
high percentage of self employment, low average income, low skills requirements, higher concentrations of  
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younger, older and female workers, and in urban areas, higher percentage of migrants from depressed rural 
areas (1978: 178-86).  Oliveira and Roberts give the estimate that the informal sector has accounted for about 
one third of urban employment since the 1940's, and claim that the role of the informal sector has changed with 
the supply and demand of labor.  Demand depends on changes in the phases of industrialization and the growth 
of service sector employment while supply is affected by rural-urban migration, education, and rising female 
participation in the labor market (1994: 51). 
     A distinction between formal and informal sectors of the economy may have become more solidified during 
the 1970's when regulations and labor codes became a significant feature of the urban labor markets.  Social 
security became a benefit of formal work rather than universal citizen right while welfare for unemployment 
was left to individuals, families and communities through mutual assistance and kinship (Oliveira and Roberts, 
1994: 57).  These authors go on to blame the problems of informal employment on the ineffective nature of 
State intervention.  Historically and especially during the crisis of the 1980's, informal employment becomes a 
substitute for State welfare.  They claim this sector of the economy has grown in the last decade and a half due 
to the pressures of urban poverty made worse by  the failure of the State and market to provide housing, social 
services, etc.  During the 1970's, labor supply increased due to migration, the delayed affect of natural increase, 
and the greater participation of women in the labor market.  At the same time, labor demand in the 
manufacturing sector fell with the transition from ISI to export-oriented industrialization.  Changes in the world 
economy and debt increased demand on external finance and external creditors imposed austerity and 
privatization policies, thus the State lost importance as an employer and provider of welfare (1994: 60)  They 
suggest that what is needed is an increased minimum wage, enforcement of social security and labor laws, 
general benefits for women with small children, and stimulation, through State purchasing and credit policies, 
of goods and services of the informal sector (1994: 69). 
     The informal economy can be seen as a mechanism which provides for work opportunities crucial to the 
survival of families in the face of declining State support, but it is also important to see that this sector of the 
economy articulates with the formal sector in such a way as to cut costs in the reproduction of labor as well as 
to provide services directly to this sector at lower cost.  Bromley shows that street occupations, especially 
public transportation and food retail, are important for the functioning of the urban socio-economic system.  In 
some cases where significant capital investments are required or official controls are exercised overzealously, 
there is a shortage of provisions with an increased cost for services, problems which can be offset by the 
presence of street traders and service providers.  He points out that removal of street traders would encourage 
price speculation in shops and reduce sales of some agricultural and manufactured goods.  If lottery ticket sales 
were abolished, government revenues would decrease and social welfare institutions would be closed, and if 
scavenging was halted, more manufacturing materials would have to be imported (1982: 74-5).  
Fernandez-Kelly and Portes add that informal workers keep the costs of industrial production low as 
subcontracted shop keepers, industrial home workers and service providers, and they often initiate small 
businesses (1992: 255).  This review of the activities carried out in the informal sector which support the 
industrial sector is by no means exhaustive, yet it does illustrate the point that informal workers contribute to 
the economy by providing services and accomplishing labor intensive tasks at a very low cost to the public and 
the industrial sector. 
     Clearly, where the intensive labor provided through the informal sector is an advantage to the public and 
industrial sectors of the economy, it is a disadvantage for the workers and their families.  What they put in to the 
economy is not equal to what they get out of it, so that they provide essential services to society and receive 
little or no social and welfare support, have limited access to health, education, housing, and other amenities, 
and do not even receive adequate incomes to cover basic food and clothing needs.  This is the point at which the 
family has to resort to emergency strategies for survival when all members must provide for their own basic 
subsistence or contribute more time and labor to the household to enable other members to work longer hours in 
search of a subsistence level of income.  One of the first outcomes of increased pressure on family subsistence 
in that the women enter the work  force, a move which has the paradoxical effect of increasing the number of 
incomes for the family while at the same time increasing competition in the labor market and driving down 
worker's bargaining power, thus incomes.  Nevertheless, data for the region shows that, where female labor 
participation was steady at 18.2% in the 1950's, the rate increased rapidly  from the 1960s to the 1980s, 
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especially in Brazil, Mexico and Colombia, where 26-28% of women over the age of ten were working by 1980 
(Oliveira and Roberts, 1994: 59).  The authors report that labor participation in Brazil increased at a higher rate 
among women with less education and among those in the 30-49 year old age group (1994: 65). 
     As it has been suggested already, it is the increased unemployment and decreased wages of the men in the 
household which force women (and eventually even children) to seek an income (Gonzalez de la Rocha, 1995: 
17; Oliveira and Roberts, 1994: 67).  The increased economic pressures and the budgeting these involve, along 
with the changing roles of different members of the household economy had consequences in terms of 
household composition and relationships of the members.  In many cases, it could be said that the presence of a 
male household head could become a burden.  While men still earned much higher wages on average, and the 
absence of such a figure in the household economy raises the chance of permanent poverty, a household which 
is not headed by a man tends to be characterized by more balanced patterns of consumption with less money 
going to alcohol and cigarettes and more to food, clothing, health and education (Gonzalez de la Rocha, 1995: 
22).  Women and children in male headed households in the context of urban poverty are also more vulnerable 
to the domination and subordination of gender and generation.  Domestic violence and conflicts between 
individual and collective interests increase as a consequence of mounting tensions generated by use and control 
of income (Gonzalez de la Rocha, 1995: 23-4).  The nature and legal status of family relationships as well as 
household composition have changed with the pressures falling in the household.  Consensual unions have 
increased among the poorest households in the region during the 1980's while the number of extended 
households have also increased as a strategy to decrease housing costs and increase the number of incomes per 
household.  Statistically, extended households are still not more numerous than nuclear family households, but 
they may contain more individual members (Gonzalez de la Rocha, 1995: 19 and 23-24).  In Brazil, the issue of 
defining the family is a matter that was addressed by the 1988 Constitution which set out to modify relations 
between the State and the family.  The family was officially conceived as the foundation of society, and it was 
the responsibility of the State to protect it.  A nuclear family was defined as a stable union between a man and a 
woman and/or a parent-child unit.  Statistics showed an increase in complex families from 1960 to 1984 from 
1.5% to 8.7% of families, and an increase in nuclear families with changes in internal dynamics so that single 
parent households went from 6.3% to 11% of households (Goldani, 1990: 525-6). 
     As we note the compositional changes taking place in the context of Latin American households, we must 
not let the implications of the trends and statistics escape us.  Gonzalez de la Rocha calls it to her reader's 
attention that the very mechanisms that have been adopted within the household to confront the changes 
imposed by economic policies have been instrumental to the immediate survival of the domestic group, but at 
the same time have worked as mechanisms for the intergenerational reproduction of poverty (1995: 12).  She  
discusses the effects of economic pressures and changing household patterns on children.  For example, she 
finds that children living in the context of consensual unions tend to have lower scholastic achievements (1995: 
23).  These problems are only exacerbated when children  have to go to work at an early age.  In that case, 
children tend not to reach higher levels of schooling which affects the type of incorporation to the labor market 
they will experience at entry and later in life, and it determines the levels of remuneration they will receive.  
Elements of short term strategy limit possibilities for long term advancement (1995: 24).  I will return to the 
issue of education later in the discussion of street children and their work.   
     As I turn the focus to the literature that deals directly with childhood work and street children in Latin 
America, I will continue to discuss many of the themes already addressed in this paper in terms of how these 
trends relate to children.  The study of issues relating to children is so important, first of all, because world 
demographic trends are such that by the year 2000, half of the world's population will be under age 25 and in 
underdeveloped areas of the world, more than a third of the population will be under age 14.  With the current 
economic pressures and their manifestations, it is estimated that tens of millions more  children will be working 
or living in the streets by then, and a large proportion of these will be delinquents (Sawyer, 1988: 153).  It 
would be helpful to contextualize these numbers in terms of current statistics on the areas addressed by this 
paper, but it must first be said that data on the actual numbers of street children are not completely reliable, 
especially considering the difficulties in defining the term "street children."  Thus, we find that in 1971, it was 
estimated that 40 million children in Latin America were "abandoned," 20 million of which lived in Brazil, and 
3,000 to 5,000 of which were concentrated in the city of Bogota, Colombia alone (Connolly, 1990: 129).  
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However, there are questions about whether or not children living in the streets part time are actually abandoned 
as many of them maintain ties with their families, and at the same time, these statistics may not give a workable 
sense of how many children work in the streets while living at home.  We will return to such problems in the 
area specific studies of Brazilian and Colombian street children. 

As I have argued that the structural forces of urbanization are implicated for putting children on the 
streets, several authors have made this same specific argument in terms of children in depressed economic 
situations.  Rodgers and Standing tie child work to rural emigration in terms of their work in domestic and farm 
tasks which allow other family members of migrate in search of employment.  As the family members establish 
themselves in cities or as children find a lack of opportunities for work and schooling in the rural setting, the 
children will often migrate to the cities (1981: 35).  Bequele and Boyden (1988) also argue that rapid urban 
migration and a shortage of employment opportunities have made the street an increasingly important arena of 
socialization and a central element of the work experience of urban children (1988: 25).  Sawyer describes the 
situation almost as a chain of events, whereby industrialization causes urbanization and sedentarization which, 
along with poverty, causes the corruption of good traditions of child labor within the family  and dissolves the 
family structure.  According to Sawyer, the dissolution of family is the ultimate factor forcing children to leave 
the home, which is no longer able to offer safety and protection, and work and sometimes live in the streets 
(1988: 158).  
     Once again, it is important to go deeper than statistics and structural causes and look at what the spectacle of 
street children presents to an audience of outsiders, looking at the situation from a distinct cultural perspective.  
It is still useful to take the analytical perspective of the bulk of this paper and situate the phenomenon of 
children working and living in the streets in a context of economic stress and household need.  Yet, as Ennew 
and Milne (1990) point out, Western society as well as middle and upper class Latin American society hold an 
ideal of childhood of beauty, health and innocence, and street children are an affront to this.  Children are 
vulnerable due to their mental and physical immaturity and can easily suffer because of acts of adults over 
which they have no control or responsibility.  They cannot make choices but have to accept the choices made 
for them by adults (1990: 9 and 14).  On the other hand, we must keep in mind the fact that children's work 
must be set in the proper cultural context, for work is often a means of socialization and crucial for a well 
adjusted childhood.  Rodgers and Standing put forth the question of whether cultural values which emphasize 
the value of work in socialization are causes or consequences of economic needs and conclude that many 
aspects of culture and its internalization by children may be conditioned by economic need, but they are also 
influenced by independent effects of the socio-cultural framework (1981: 23).  So childhood work stands in a 
questionable arena somewhere between exploitation and its tragic implications and socialization and better 
adjustment to one's social context.  Of course, it will be the specific instance which will determine whether or 
not work in childhood is exploitative and destructive to the child or not, and this relates to many other 
circumstances of his or her life.  It is generally such circumstances of life and work among young informal 
street workers that limits the life chances of the child and subjects him or her to extreme exploitation and 
numerous hazards of daily life. 
     The subtleties of child exploitation are explored in greater detail by Bequele and Boyden.  They argue that 
children are better suited to fluctuations in demand for labor, they are more easily laid off when business is 
slack, they work for less money and they have no rights as workers and cannot belong to unions.  They are also 
less likely than adults to change occupations, which lends stability to the market (1988: 1-2).  Children rarely 
earn close to minimum wage, they earn less than adults for the same work, and they do not get fringe benefits, 
social security or insurance.  They work longer hours for less pay (1988: 4-5).  While child work in the 
agricultural sector is carried out in the context of household production with parental protection, work in the 
industrial and related sectors, including service on the street, implies an employer-employee structure in which 
children are especially vulnerable (1988: 2).   
     Here I return to the issue of education and the contradictions it presents in the life of a working child.  
Pursuing even primary education is obviously made more difficult for a child who is also required to dedicate a 
great deal of time and energy to work, and the strain of managing these responsibilities can lead to problems of 
health, performance and attendance at school (Bequele and Boyden, 1988: 25).  Beyond the time management 
constraint, there are a number of factors limiting the tendency of children to achieve a basic education.  These 
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range from costs of school materials, the experience of poverty leading to fatalistic attitudes toward schooling, 
incompatible structures of the educational system and the labor market (i.e., classes and business hours 
overlap), and parental educational background, to name a few (Rodgers and Standing, 1981: 19-20 and 33; 
Bequele and Boyden, 1988: 6).  Schooling can also be irrelevant to the experiences and needs of children in the 
circumstances of street workers and may even be harmful to their development.  Child laborers develop a self 
image as proto-adults, and the traditional educational system, which assigns them an inferior social position 
becomes irrelevant (Salazar, 1991: 273).  Rodgers and Standing list other problems with the school system.  
Schooling for the underclass often trains children to accept the role of docile, exploitable workers, it may 
weaken their ability to survive in an environment of poverty, malnutrition and unemployment, and it may create 
in them desires for materials goods beyond what they need and what their circumstances allow (1981: 33-4). 
     Besides lack of educational opportunity, children face many problems which threaten their physical, 
psychological, emotional and social health and well being.  The work they do itself can weaken their resistance 
to illness, especially of they are undernourished.  While work can build physical fitness and does earn money to 
buy food, in the reality of street children, the income is not adequate for proper nutrition and the work is 
hazardous, stressful and exhausting, so it is more likely to weaken physical well being (Rodgers and Standing, 
1981: 32).  Malnutrition and health problems are high among street children, and this may be related to 
exposure to the elements, physical and social risks of daily life, exploitation at work and harassment by peers 
and adults.  Violence is a constant threat and a part of everyday reality for many children, especially those who 
actually sleep in the streets.  Street children live their lives in constant alert against conflicts with peers, hostile 
members of society and public authorities, and often suffer permanent psychological and emotional damage 
from this experience (Bequele and Boyden, 1988: 4).  Yet for those children living the hard core street scene, 
and who are psychologically and practically divorced from their families, the violence of the streets may be 
acceptable in the face of that which they faced at home.  Sexual assault and sadism (often in the context of 
excessive work) are violations which often cause a rift in the family, along with rejection by a mother who 
remarries and consequently offers less support to her children by previous unions.  Yet children on the streets 
are not independent of communal life, which is one of the most basic of human needs, and they band together to 
form substitute families which face the hardships of survival and violence together (Sawyer, 1988: 155-7). 
     The question of what should be done about the problem of street children has become more relevant and 
more seriously acknowledged throughout Latin America as more individuals and sectors of society realize that 
they cannot just be swept off the street.  Institutionalization (in orphanages, reform schools and adult prisons) is 
a lingering policy which continues to reflect this tendency to try dispense of the problem without implementing 
structural change.  Sawyer asserts that most State institutions have brought no lasting benefit to the majority of 
street children, who often suffer delays in cognitive, motor and language development, are often unable to form 
stable social relationships or to exercise self-restraint in  their  emotional  lives  after  institutionalization.   One  
reason  the  system proves to be so ineffective is the hysterical climate of public opinion within which the State 
dispenses reluctant tax payer's money (1988: 166-7).  Other efforts to address the problems of street children 
have been taken on by non-governmental organizations (NGOs).  Some of the specific NGO programs will be 
described later in this paper, but it is interesting at this point to contrast the approach of NGO programs to that 
of State institutions.  These organizations work with volunteers on projects for advocacy and community 
organization, and projects for education, social services and work opportunities for children.  These projects are 
creative and practical in providing welfare services at costs as low as one fifth to one tenth the cost of 
institutionalization per capita at the same time as they help children gain a relevant education and find creative 
activities to generate an income (Bequele and Boyden, 1988: 21 and 26).  These projects which promote 
familial or social rehabilitation owe much of their success to settling children into the discipline of paid labor, 
and Sawyer concludes that, until there has not been a revolution in the quality and availability of education, job 
satisfaction is the best way of bringing alienated children back in tune with society (1988: 171-2). 
     Yet NGO programs are small and are inherently geared toward the treatment of symptoms of larger 
structural problems.  Governmental and non-governmental efforts should, therefore, be coordinated to address 
the needs of street children from both ends.  Bequele and Boyden call on governments to establish a conducive 
policy and legislative climate to allow for the effective operation of NGO programs and to provide universal 
compulsory education, to raise poor household's access to employment and income, and to ensure minimum 
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standards for children's working conditions (1988: 26).  Sawyer calls on the governments to address the root 
problems of family disintegration.  They must protect and defend community structures, encourage rural 
initiatives, discourage migration, sustain the extended family, raise housing standards, and promote full adult 
employment (1988: 172).  Bequele and Boyden point out that, while labor legislation has been adopted 
throughout Latin America, ostensibly in order to protect children, it has meant that they are merely excluded 
from the formal labor market.  Child labor persists in the unorganized sectors of the economy despite 
legislation, and is all the more exploitative in its unofficial form (1988: 11).  Salazar concludes that the 
exclusion of children from the labor market does not eliminate subordination but simply changes its form.  
Government and private programs for children should provide for the right to an adequate income and can break 
their ties of dependency on exploitative adults (1991: 278). 
     The majority of literature dealing directly with the experiences of street children in Latin America focuses on 
cities in Colombia and Brazil where the number of street children is especially alarming.  Studies done in Cali 
and Bogota, Colombia, work with surveys and interviews with street children and discuss their street 
organizations and survival strategies as well as alternative ways of conceptualizing the situation of street 
children.  Aptekar sets out in his introduction to challenge three hypotheses concerning street children, first, that 
the children are recent migrants to urban areas searching for work because their parents lack the money to raise 
them, second, that they were abused in the home, especially by a frustrated step-father, and third, that they came 
from delinquent neighborhoods where cultural values were not conducive for them to lead productive lives.  He 
dismisses these hypotheses as ethnocentric assumptions made by the dominant social class which feels 
threatened by the presence of so many street children (1988).  He claims that the reaction of the individual to 
street children, whether one feels pity, envy or threatened, depends on the compromise  he himself has made in 
terms of compliance or non-compliance with social norms (1988: xxi). 
Aptekar's alternate explanation for the situation of street children, as he explains in an article based on this same 
work, is that Colombian boys in matrifocal families (based on African traditions) are socialized to leave home at 
puberty.  (1988, xx and 1989: 103).  Because this practice weakens the position of men within the household, it 
is seen as defiant of the dominant patrifocal social structures in Colombia (structures based on the Spanish 
model of the family).  At any rate, Aptekar sees the practice of putting children out to fend for themselves as a 
crucial move to teach independence, survival skills, and self-assurance.  Furthermore, programs for these 
children designed to help them "adjust" to society are misinformed and seek to make children into obedient 
masses of workers (1988: xxi and 1989: 104).  Much of the study sets out to prove how well adjusted the 
children are in terms of their environment and presents tests which show that they have normal IQ ranges and 
sound emotional and neurological functioning (1988: 99-100).   
     I present Aptekar's arguments here as an approach that must be considered in terms of this paper since, after 
all, the three hypotheses he takes to task refer to the major points of my argument.  It is not my wish to discredit 
the author and the validity of his data, but I would argue that his evidence does not manage to discredit the 
hypotheses he wishes to dismiss.  The first point I can make in this comparative study is that while the argument 
for conflicting cultural values and family structure may explain some of the cases of abandonment in Cali, 
Colombia, the fact that there are street children displaying similar characteristics in cities across Latin America 
and the world, and that the problem has intensified according to similar patterns in response to global pressures, 
support the argument that the phenomenon is caused by more far-reaching structural pressures.  The issue most 
important here, however, is the way Aptekar portrays life on the street as a proper and perhaps even healthy 
way of life for children.  Such an attitude can only be destructive in that it allows for complacence in a situation 
which demands public outcry, governmental assistance, and heightened awareness.  Although his attitude does 
allow him to make the argument that the employment and educational opportunities directed at these children 
should be designed to be more appropriate to their reality, this argument can be made without portraying their 
reality as it is to be desirable for the children. 
     Two other studies of the street children in Bogota undertaken during the 1970's  give an understanding of the 
social organization of street children and the every-day lives and childhood careers of these young workers.  
The street child in Bogota is commonly referred to as "gamin" or "street urchin," and is defined as a child whose 
family links have been debilitated or broken so that he prefers to live in the streets where he lacks substantive 
education and protection (Granados Tellez, 1976: 2).  When he takes up life on the street, it is impossible for the 
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"gamin" to survive on his own.  If he finds food, for example, other "gamines" will steel from him and he will 
not be protected when he sleeps in the street at night (Munoz and Pachon, 1980: 47).  For this reason, the 
"gamin" will join a "gallada," or a gang of street children.  The gang is usually made up of between 15 and 50 
boys over the age of 14, lead by one or more chiefs who leads the group because he is known as brave and 
strong and is able to defend himself and the "gallada."  There is a strict division of labor within the "gallada" so 
that each boy will specialize in one area such as robbing, begging, selling stolen goods, cooking, defending the 
"gallada's" work zone against other "galladas," etc.  There is also a hierarchy of relationships within the group 
determined by age and level of incorporation into street life, so that the chief is one of the oldest members, 
followed by an active body of members who have some power, and finally the "chinches," or young members 
who participate sporadically in the group and often suffer subordination to other members of the "gallada."  
Within the �gallada� organization," faults and transgressions are punished severely, especially in the case of 
betrayal of "gallada" secrets which will be punished with expulsion and maybe even death (Munoz and Pachon, 
1980: 37-8 and 47-8). 
     Granados Tellez reports several findings of his survey which help shed light on the situation of street 
children, though it must be kept in mind that this is an isolated survey of 110 "gamines" in Bogota.  According 
to his findings, 53.7% of his sample were born in and around Bogota and that the remainder of the sample grew 
up in cities larger than 50,000 people (1976: 37).  This shows that the children had all grown up in the urban 
context and socialized into urban culture.  The fact that these children were not themselves migrants does not 
contradict the claim I have made that they are effected by forces of migration and urbanization, for many of 
them may be children or grandchildren of migrants, and in any case, they are effected by the changes in the 
labor market which have taken place under the pressure of migrations.  Granados Tellez also found in terms of 
education that 64.5% of his sample had completed four years of schooling while 28.2% were illiterate (1976: 
37).  While these findings are low and support the claims in some of the other works cited above that education 
is limited among children who work, it can also be considered a fairly hopeful sign, in terms of children's 
abilities to handle multiple responsibilities, that these numbers are not lower.  Finally, over half of the sample 
stated that their parents had separated because of fights, a point which shows the kinds of stress that falls on the 
household and is often responsible for pushing children out.  Granados Tellez shows that frustration, discomfort 
in living conditions, and lack of fulfillment build up inside the individual psyche in the context of urban poverty 
and lead to personality alterations and defensive behavior and escape mechanisms such as alcoholism, 
aggression, uncontrolled sexuality and delinquency.  Male heads of households who are unable to fulfill the role 
expected of them by society are very likely to take out these frustrations on those closest to them, and this is a 
common force for children to leave their homes (1976: 4 and 11). 
     Street children in Brazil have received a great deal of attention in international circles as the violence and 
oppression they experience in their lives reaches appalling levels.  While economic pressures and migration 
bring large populations into the cities and obligate children to go out to the streets to search for a means of 
survival, political and cultural forces work to push them back, sometimes violently, to the far corners of the 
squatter settlements that have built up around the cities as the infrastructures of the urban centers were unable to 
incorporate the waves of new immigrants.  Scheper-Hughes and Hoffman write that the tolerance of violence is 
a legacy of the Brazilian military rule of 1964 to 1985 when civil and military police tortured and murdered 
"subversives."  These institutions have retained power  in democracy and now act to enforce the apartheid-like 
code which aims to keep poor people and black people "in place" (1995: 148).  Many children become victims 
of this kind of terror  especially when store owners hire off-duty police and death squads to "get rid" of children 
whose very existence is an attack on "decent people's right to walk down the street in safety"  (1995: 147).  
Street children make a daily practice of defying the unspoken segregation as they invade the city centers, 
beaches, and parks and commit petty crimes, get intoxicated in public and refuse to disappear.  But social 
attitudes toward the notion of "street children" manifest this symbolic and psychological segregation even when 
the children refuse to leave the public arena (1995: 140-3 and 149).  Though they rebel against the attitudes and 
oppression of society, they face the hazards of street life from illiteracy and hunger to toxicity from drugs, 
sexual exploitation and AIDS (1995: 149). 
     The form of segregation discussed by Scheper-Hughes and Hoffman is not reserved for children, but rather it 
characterizes the social isolation of favelas, or shantytowns.  One such favela in Porto Alegre is discussed by 
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Shirley (1990).  The favela phenomenon is more than a century old, and through its development, impoverished 
people have established community links, self-help and support networks independent of outside social 
structures (1990:  255-7).  Drug gangs play a prominent role in the life of the favela and are seen as community 
leaders for their wealth, weapons, and organized structure.  They keep peace in the community which is in their 
interest and they contribute economically and employ many children as lookouts, runner, and couriers.  On the 
other side of the social divide are the police, none of whom enter the favela while they are on duty for the 
viscous reputation that it has (1990: 265-8). 
     A survey study carried out in Belo Horizonte, Brazil in 1989-90 revealed some note-worthy results much 
like the Colombian studies.  The study begins with some more current statistics which estimate that two-fifths 
of the world's street youth live in Latin America, mostly in Brazil, where there are between 7 and 17 million 
such children.  Most of the children from this survey came from peri-urban slums and had parents, but left for 
reasons of economic necessity and family dysfunction (Campos, et. al, 1994: 320).  With increasing age, the 
children are more likely to sleep in the street and lose contact with their families and get involved in illegal 
activities.  Two-thirds of the street-based children belong to the "turma," a group that provides support, 
companionship and protection much as the Colombian "gallada."  Group solidarity is maintained with a secret 
language with code words, gestures and letter substitutions (Campos, et. al., 1994: 322-4).  The study found, 
furthermore, that street-based youth are more likely to have been institutionalized, to have used drugs, and to be 
sexually active (Campos, et. al.,1994: 324).  In the conclusion of the study, the problems of lack of support are 
emphasized, as Campos, et. al., point out that many street-based children do not have adults in their lives to turn 
to as they face life, events such as arrests and violence and every day hassles of street life, only peers and 
institutions (1994: 327). 
     As the Brazilian government seeks to deal with the overwhelming number of street children, their 
approaches, as discussed earlier, are to either institutionalize the children or support NGO programs to provide 
services to for them.  Public responsibility for orphaned, abandoned, destitute and delinquent children has  
traditionally  been executed through the National Child Welfare Foundation (FUNABEM) and the state level 
version of this, FEBEM.  Children are sent to the "schools" by juvenile courts, often as a part of a cycle which 
begins as street children are picked off the streets by the police, sometimes in massive sweeps to rid the streets 
of them.  The aim of the institution is to suppress delinquency as much as to protect the children.  The effects of 
detention are to increase psychological and social marginalization, undermining the child's ability to cope with 
the world upon discharge (Sawyer 1988: 127-8).  Sawyer claims that of the 427,000 children in Brazil's 
institutions, only 14,000 have committed crimes, yet more go to prisons than to child-care establishments.  They 
come out of these prisons prepared for a life of crime, carrying permanent mental and sometimes physical scars 
(1988: 163).  Scheper-Hughes and Hoffman note that some progress has been made on the part of the 
government in recognizing the urgency of this problem as evidenced by the first national convention of street 
youth held in Brasilia in 1986 and the Child and Adolescent Statute in 1990 which gave children the right of 
due process so that they would not be held indefinitely.  On the other had, they note, children are placed in adult 
prisons, and the government has not adequately addressed the roots of the problems which caused 5,000 
children to be murdered in Brazil between 1988 and 1990 (1995: 145-6). 
     Myers advocates alternative programs for children which address their diverse needs through the volunteer 
work of NGOs.  He argues that to make an efficient program for children, the first step is to debureaucratize the 
problem and make it one of public interest.  changing the plight of street children.  Additionally, committees 
and political campaigns must be formed to defend street children and influence government decisions (Salazar, 
1991: 277).  In his own piece, Myers discusses programs that combine work and education, such as the CESAM 
(Salesian Center for Minors) program which provides contract services (office managers, markets packers, etc.) 
to businesses.  One thousand children were employed in this program, with legal documentation, rights and 
benefits, and hours that accommodated schooling (1988: 129).  Taking the success of small programs as an 
example, the government and UNICEF established to Alternative Services for Street Children Project in 1981 to 
implement policy and program changes through FUNABEM.  The impact of the Project was mixed and while 
FUNABEM reoriented its policies toward the encouragement of community based alternatives to institutional 
care, after five years of this policy, only 1.6% of the budget was dedicated to support services for street children 
(1988: 132, 137 and 140).  It is a commentary on the approaches of Latin American governments in general to 
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the problem of street children that the government will make concessions to programs that seek to implement 
changes, but only to the point that these concessions do not interfere with the overarching goals and aims of the 
government and the powerful and wealthy members of society which they represent.  The structures that 
desperately need to be changed in order to alter the forces that create new masses of street children are the very 
structures that the governments and the powerful people have an interest in preserving. 
     It is a hypocritical system which produces and maintains the phenomenon of street children.  It is a system 
that hoards the wealth and glory into the hands of the few and begrudges the weakest and most vulnerable 
members of the society the small crumbs they dare try to claim for themselves.  The indignant public looks on 
the ugly specter of its own impoverished offspring and wonders at the temerity of this mass of children that they 
dare to exist among more worthy, decent, productive members of society.  Yet it is never questioned who 
commits crimes upon whom.  The society of the powerful, the wealthy, along with the government are guilty of 
neglect and of willful ignorance of the structural changes that must be implemented in order to curb the great 
extent of economic and social crisis.  Street children can no longer be overlooked as nameless faces in the 
shadows of busy streets.  The crisis that has engendered them is beginning to engulf too large a part of society, 
and the children themselves are forced to greater and greater extremes in their efforts to survive.  These children 
who have been ignored for decades as an unfortunate blemish on an otherwise positive road to modernization 
must now be seen for what they are, a sign of the true nature of the process of modernization, urbanization, 
industrialization and capitalist accumulation, and their needs must be addressed, because their needs are not 
only their own, but those of society as a whole.  
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Identity, Self-in Context: 67214, Wichita, Kansas 
  

 
 
     The purpose of this essay is to examine the kind of relationship that exists between identity and environment.  
A great amount of thought and theory has been focused on the concept of self and context.  This essay attempts 
to apply various examples of social theory in random, face-to-face interactions.   
     To observe a phenomenon physical parameters must be established.  Modern researchers define 
circumscribed observation as the sample population.  Research in a modern urban environment, poses numerous 
criteria to establish a sample, its size, and physical nature.  Jack Gibbs, in his article "Methods and Problems in 
Delimitation of Urban Units", cites that cities by their nature are comprised of both politically and physically 
bounded regions (1961:57).  Patterns of settlement and social behavior differ within and outside these regions. 
Physically, a certain patterning of settlement  exists.  Streets demarcate travel from one urban area to the next 
and provide a system along which, human residence can be organized. 
The researcher, approaching a multiplexed urban environment may incorporate what Gibbs terms "landmark 
identifiers" to define the city  and the sample population within it (1961:58).  Lines and points of demarcation 
and identification may be physically, politically, administratively or socially recognized.  The nature of each 
identifier, and its perceived worth as a marker, will affect not only the units size but its overall purpose for those 
who reside within it. 
     Census tracts and zip code areas represent administratively demarcated residential units (Gibbs 1961:62).  
Administrative territories, such as zip code regions, can and generally are composed of politically, physically 
and socially perceived sub-units.  One young African-American male questioned in this survey described his 
residential unit as a "ghetto" a shared socio-economic status.  An elderly African-American female, living not 
more than a mile away from the first subject, described her environment as "the eighteen-hundred block" a 
physical region, sharing a common location.  These are just two examples of the numerous perceptions residents 
of a shared urban setting can take.   
     Demographic patterns within administrative territories are visible through the examination of statistical and 
census data that urban bureaucracies readily compile and manipulate.  Gibbs points out that information derived 
from such resources represent "indirect examination" of social trends caused by "facts of 
delimitation"(1961:66).  A fact of delimitation does not always have to be physical; population density, 
expressed in percentage can also represent a limit mark (Gibbs 1961:68).   
     Research that combines and examines the roles and effects of administrative, physical and demographic 
boundaries, incorporating direct and indirect census material, should provide a balanced overview of the 
individual and the environment.   
 

Background 
 
     Area 67214, as an administrative unit, has clear landmark identifiers.  It is bounded in the east by Hillside 
Avenue, running north-south.  In the west by Broadway Avenue, parallel to Hillside.  Its northern extent is 
traversed by 21st Street, running east-west, while its southern extent is Douglas Avenue.  The entire unit 
encompasses a thirty-one square mile area.  CACI recorded, that just over 18,000 people live in the zip code, 
representing over 4,000 families (CACI 1995:111-A).   
     Area 67214 is racially comprised of twenty-six percent white, sixty-four percent Black, four percent Asian, 
and eight percent Hispanic (CACI 1995:111-B).  Over forty-eight percent of 67214's residents earn below 
15,000 dollars a year (the 1994 federal poverty level is 14,000 dollars income per year for a four person 
household (Adam 1994:abstract)) (CACI 1995:111-C).  The average household size for 67214 is three persons 
(CACI 1995:111-A).  Social and economic characteristics of urban units like 67214 provide the researcher with 
a ground work for the direct perceptions he or she may encounter inside and outside of the administrative unit.  
They also provide a stimulus for an inaccurate image of the spacial environment 67214 encompasses; what J. 
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Douglas Porteous, in his book Environment and Behavior, terms the urban "mental map" (1977:138).  This 
mental map can be manipulated by both the researcher and subject.  The concern of this essay is the relationship 
that exists between the environment, perception, and identity.  An understanding of their interrelation has been 
the impetus for a great degree of recent social theory and explanation.  
     Thomas Fitzgerald, in his book Metaphors of Identity, defines identity as "self-in-context", as such identity is 
intimately connected to context.  Context represents the environments which self, both physical and non-
physical, inhabit.  Environment, as a result, cannot be isolated from the identity of its occupant.  Action and 
behavior, of a social nature, as derived from self, affects this environment.  Verbal and Physical expressions of 
identity, self in context, represent the culmination of environment and ones place in that environment.  Self 
cannot be viewed as a unilineal, constant stream of human thought.  It is composed of numerous variables of 
human existence.  The Sense of Self: Research and Theory, authored by Alan O. Ross, divides self into at least 
two existent halves.  One half, the subject self, is represented by concept of "I" (1992:5).  This expression of "I" 
generally is concerned with the individual, separated from his or her surroundings; their self awareness.  
Occupants of 67214, included by the survey, were questioned as to how they would identify themselves.  
Ideally, responses provided were representative of perception, unique to that individual.  Ross points out that 
this "I" is counterbalanced by a second half of self, a "me" or object self (1992:5).  As an object or categorical 
self, the "me" must focus on relation, specifically, relation to others, and to ones environment.  Personal 
attributes like gender, age, role and status dominate the orientation of this categorical perspective.  Unlike Ross, 
Fitzgerald views the individual as separate from the object self, using the metaphor "mirror" (1993:50).  This 
paper's intent  focuses on Ross's object self as a reflection of subject self in environment.  Verbal responses, 
pertaining to self must be viewed as highly influenced by all characteristics present during the speech event.  
Elaine Chaika, in Language: The Social Mirror, points out that semantics in linguistic expression encompasses 
perception of the speaker, and the context in which the expression occurs (1982:69).  The resulting form of  
audible response, thus represents the median or common ground established by converging perceptions, 
attitudes, values and context.  Chaika terms this the resulting speech genre (1982:70). 

 
Method 

 
     The data incorporated by this paper is part of a random community survey involving ten, face to face 
interviews.  A questionnaire was followed during the entirety of each interaction.  Interviews began with a short 
description of, who the interviewers were and the purpose of the survey.  Only a very generalized synopsis of 
the research purpose was used as part of this description.  Questions were designed to be short, open-ended, and 
unbiasing.  Survey questions were designed with the understanding that, even on a modular level, organism, 
behavior, and environment are intertwined (Porteous 1977:133).  Human interactions are a composite of all 
three models.  It was for this reason, that gesture, verbal tone, response and place were all observed during the 
interview.  This study's indirect data came from demographic statistics compiled for 67214 zip code residents.  
This data represented only a fraction of material provided by the CACI Sourcebook of Zip Code Demographics
(CACI).  CACI marketing systems researched topics pertaining to economic behaviors within each 
administrative unit.  Trends in household size, personal and household income, and purchasing power were 
combined with general census conclusions.  Multiple resources were cross referenced by the CACI when 
deciphering these statistics.  Income, for instance was the result of data acquired from the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, the U.S. Department of Commerce, and the National Planning Association Data Service (CACI 
1995:ii).  
 

Results 
 

     Six out of the ten individuals interviewed, residing in 67214, when asked what one word they would use to 
identify themselves, chose a positive adjective.  Three of the six used the word "great": an elderly Hispanic 
women, visibly in her late sixties; an African-American male, at or around the age of sixteen; and an elderly 
African-American female.  In each instance, similar gesticulation, verbal tones, and facial expression 
accompanied the response.  Arms were crossed, heads raised, and little or no eye contact was given.  In two of 
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these instances, both involving elderly residents, bodily swaying accompanied the event.This particular 
phenomenon exemplifies, what Chaika points out as a means by which, the respondent conveys information and 
action with response (1982:71).  "Great" and other positive terms expressed may have been directed, not as 
much to the question but, to the interviewer(s).  Words, such as "Great" and "Very Good" may have acted more 
as symbolic markers of life satisfaction, discussed later, and satisfaction with place than as identifiers of object 
self.  These first responses to identity, generally reflect an initial reaction of the  respondent to the inquiry and 
inquirer.  Responses to the second and third questions however, became the representatives of self in context.  
In these secondary responses, six of the ten interviewees stand out.  Among the six subjects, three pair emerge 
as unique.  
 
 

Pair One 
 
     Thomas Weyr, author of Hispanic U.S.A.: Breaking the Melting Pot, views the Hispanic-American 
population as divided into two groups (1988:1).  The first half is comprised of those who wish to assimilate into 
the American culture while remaining separate.  Members of such a group would include individuals who wish 
to be perceived as American citizens yet, remain physically separate from mainstream culture and community.  
A second group, within the Hispanic-American complex, seems to strive for a mainstream American existence 
yet, preserve a highly visible ethnicity and distinctiveness.  Members of this grouping would not cluster their 
settlement patterning but, would be spread throughout numerous American communities living as Hispanics.  
The two "Hispanic-Americans" included in this survey seem to demonstrate a reversed perception to Weyr's 
groupings.  This turn about may not be due to Weyr being wrong in his hypothesis, rather they may be the result 
of age, place, and associated stress.  The first subject was a "Hispanic-American" female at or around the age of 
twelve.  Her family, who she resided with, consisted of a male sibling, two parents and a grandfather.  Their 
house was located in the extreme northwest portion of the 67214 zip code, at or around the intersection of 19th 
Street and Broadway.  She identified herself as "I'm Mexican" with little or no hesitation.  Her house was 
located in "a neighborhood",  "a place where one lives", and was surrounded by friends of the family.  This 
young Mexican girl's grandfather acted as her primary care giver while her parents were at work.  If a situation 
arose which called for help outside of her grandfather and his ability to resolve it, then, she explained while 
pointing to a nearby home, her nearest neighbors would be notified.  The second subject was an elderly 
Hispanic-American female.  She lived alone at or around the intersection of Douglas and Ohio, located in the 
southwestern portion of the 67214 zip code district.  Her home was visibly isolated from its surroundings.  This 
residential unit was located in the midst of a highly industrial and commercial area.  Her little white house stood 
in contrast to its environment.  She identified herself as (one whom) "attempts", and described her 
neighborhood as "not much" (of one).  To her the "neighborhood" was almost a forgotten term, due to the fact 
that the people who used to comprise it were no longer there.   Presently, there was only one individual which 
she knew lived nearby, but her knowledge of them was the result of random greetings.  Her home was filled 
with a large number of small objects and pictures, generally religious in nature.  The majority of the secular 
photos were of her family, those both deceased and living.  Central to these photos was a portrait of her and her 
husband; now deceased.  In times of trouble her sister would be the first person she would notify.  Her sister 
lived "only" a few miles away.  There is a conscious choice of identity occurring in the response of each 
subject.  The youth identifies herself with her ethnicity, while the aged Hispanic-American  identifies with 
personal strife.  This may allude to the divisions within the Hispanic-American culture pointed out by Thomas 
Weyr.  Residence seems to best express the presence of a different perception of place.  The elderly subject 
chose a desegregated residence while the Mexican youth lived, and derived a certain security from a 
neighborhood of residents sharing her ethnicity.  In his book, The Hispanic Condition: Reflections on Culture 
and Identity in America, Ilan Stavans cumulatively identifies the Hispanic-American  culture  as a culture of  co
-existence with those subjugating it (1995:157).  Stavans perceives Hispanic-Americans as comprising "a 
culture of adaptation, of survival, of change which welds the people together"(1995:157).  Continuous 
oppression as well a historical trend of American nationalism seems to have united a number of ethnic groups.  
Within these ethnic identities divisions or what Stavans terms, "sub-cultures" have formed (1995:156).  Three 
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divisions seem to be occurring within the Hispanic-American cultural complex.  The first incorporates those 
who wish to assimilate into the American mainstream culture.  A second, is a transitional group "living in the 
hyphen" (Stavans 1995:156). Third, there are Mexicanos clearly perceiving themselves as Mexican.  The first 
subject, identified herself as "Mexican".  Based upon Stavans hypothesis, this places her into a sub-culture of 
Hispanic-America perceiving itself as Mexican, first.  It demonstrates a strong sense of ethnicity within a larger 
mainstream culture.  The young Mexican girl was bilingual, speaking both English and Spanish.  As the 
interviewers approached the residence, she was speaking in Spanish to her grandfather.  Upon contact with the 
interviewer, her mannerisms, vocal intonations and language changed.  She answered questions following rules 
of mainstream American linguistic custom.  Verbal stressors, and tonalities accompanied her speech with little 
or no Mexican dialect.  This linguistic turn-about, may allude to the presence of a social duality existing within 
the pre-teen female.  Ethnically, she was clearly Mexican.  Her Mexican traits were those which she identified 
most closely with.  The phenotypic, linguistic and social qualities she perceives as Mexican, comprise her 
subject and object self.  It is when she is forced into interactions with the dominant American culture that her 
social (what Chaika previously terms) "actions with words" change, becoming "American" in nature.  Her 
object- self remains Mexican, and is identified as such, while her subject self becomes an expressive 
characteristic of the mainstream American cultural complex.  This manipulation in words of action may 
represent a symbolic movement out of a Mexican self-in-context to an American mainstream contextual 
expression.  Clearly, she had no hesitation in identifying herself as Mexican and, as such, having the right to 
exist within American culture. 
     Stavens cites the work of Martin Ramirez and his book Hunger of Memory in which, Ramirez addresses this 
young Mexican's duality as creating an "abyss" between the Latino culture and those which surround it 
(1995:158).  This separation can become a force perpetuating isolation.  Ramirez points out that the perception 
of ethnicity and its affects differ within each culture and sub-culture (Stavans, 1995:158).  Hispanic-Americans 
view the repercussions of cultural isolation with differing opinion.  It is for this reason that Stavans recognized 
divisions within the Hispanic-American culture.  The strongest lines of division, for the expression of ethnicity, 
seem to be those dividing generations.  The Hispanic elderly recognize ethnic identity as a further limitation, 
while the youth view it as a security (Stavans  1995:158).  What Stavans terms an existence "of two hearts" 
appears  (1995:168).  Those  individuals obsessed with cultural satisfaction and empowerment divide from 
others who are "traumatized" by the distinction and haunted by the "painful unresolved past" (Stavans 
1995:168).  Hispanic youth seem to strive for membership within their ethnic group.  These youth, 
representative of the first Hispanic-American surveyed, are not alone in their desire for Hispanic membership.  
In recent decades, there has been an intensive influx of non-traditional Hispanic descendants.  Stavans refers 
specifically to the recent boost in Cuban membership to those comprising Hispanic-America as an example 
(1995:162).  This trend may be a result of the romanticization of Hispanics and their heritage by the media and 
much of academia.  The perception of a glorious, pristine existence seems to have been born out of the trends of 
cultural awareness in the 1960's (Stavans 1995:161).  In the 1990's, this cultural awareness has become codified 
as part of the movement termed Multiculturalism.  Differences in reaction to this awareness, exist between two 
Hispanic subjects included by this survey.  A difference in context may explain this.  Researchers with the 
National Hispanic Council on Aging (NHCA) have found that, for all ethnic groups, advances in age require a 
virtually continuous re-adjustment to change outside and inside self (1988:11).  This readjustment becomes 
hazardous and two fold for members of ethnic minorities.  Ethnicity, along with age provide reasons for 
prejudice and discrimination.  Inadequacies in income, education, employment, and health can contribute to the 
degree of ethnic racism aged members of minorities confront (NHCA 1988:12).  Self-worth and self-esteem 
become directly affected by these stresses.  Self, for the ethnic elderly, is impinged upon by stresses resulting 
from their compound existence and their environment.  The NHCA views self-worth and self-esteem as closely 
associated to the success of an individuals standards and values through their capability to perform within the 
context of the stress (1988:12).  In the Hispanic-American culture, ethnicity and its expression have become a 
strong, socially defining force (NHCA 1988:13).  Concepts of social structure, role, place and self have all been 
well defined by Hispanic tradition.  Roles of gender have been most strongly affected.  Roles related to the 
Mexican family are similar to those expressed by the larger Hispanic family structure (NHCA 1988:13).  
Therefore, the Mexican family can be viewed as a subset of a larger Hispanic expression.  The NHCA found 
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that extreme patriarchy was a characteristic of this family structure (1988:13).  In recent times the patriarchy has 
weakened and, to a great extent, has been replaced by increasing gender sharedness within the family.  Elderly 
Hispanics, such as the second subject examined here, find themselves caught in changing roles of gender.  
Evolution within these social structures can create stress for individuals experiencing it.  The aged Hispanic-
American's home, contained pictorial representations of her young relations, all peripheral to a portrait of her 
and her deceased husband.  The sharedness of marital responsibility which many of her relatives and offspring 
may experience provides ample care for her youngest relation.  This fact may decrease her role in their 
upbringing, a role which her mother may have fulfilled as her and her sister's offspring matured.  Her isolated 
lifestyle, a residence far away from her relatives, and the skeletal nature of her neighborhood may have resulted 
in a change of role and identity for this woman.  Duties which the first subjects grandfather has, as a secondary 
care giver, may not be necessary or available to the second subject.  Stress resulting from social change in this 
manner, may severely affect her self-esteem and self-worth.  Her identification as "attempts" are probable 
indications of just such stress.  The roles assumed by her mother and grandmother as they became elders, 
provided them with a degree of familial worth no longer present for the second subject.  Culture has been shown 
to influence perceptions of life satisfaction.  Ethnicity and the successful fulfillment of related roles seem to 
affect the level of this satisfaction (Reed-Sanders et al. 1988:52).  Within the Hispanic-American complex, role 
and its reflection of worth is an important factor as to how an individual may perceive overall life success.   
     Delores Reed-Sanders, Robert Wrinkle and Hermita Anzaldua in their article "Life Satisfaction Among the 
Hispanic Elderly", surveyed three hundred, forty-seven aged Hispanics.  Of their sample population, over sixty-
eight percent were female, of this percentage, over sixty-five percent lived alone (Reed-Sanders 1988:53).  A 
primary variable examined by this correlative analysis was the concept of self "Mastery".  Mastery was defined 
by Reed-Sanders as the "extent to which life chances" seem to be "under ones control" (1988:60).  This concept 
of mastery is, by definition, is an integral part of life satisfaction.  Those respondents more socially empowered 
than others felt a greater sense of mastery and control over life stress.  Hermita Anzaldua, Delores Reed-
Sanders, Robert Wrinkle, and Guadalupe Gibson in "Coping Styles of Mexican-American Elderly", found that 
those which were assimilated, to a higher degree, into the dominant culture were better able to cope with 
environmental stresses outside the support provided by familial or communal ties (1988:97).  This ability or 
inability to cope well within the dominant culture may explain the difference in role expressed in the first 
subjects grandfather and subject two.  The first subject's grandfather may be monolingual and more dependent 
on those individuals which his granddaughter may depend upon in times of trouble.  The second subject on the 
other hand, lives alone and may have been forced to adapt to her changing environment as well as the changing 
concept of family within Hispanic-America.  Her husband passed away.  Their portrait remained central to all 
others in her home.  Within the picture, he stood above and behind her; she was seated.  The towering nature of 
his familial status to her own and, the idealized security associated with it were gone.  This may provide a 
second reason for her metaphor of identity "attempts".    
    Support groups do exist for the aged.  They seem to be categorized into two types.  An informal or 
community organization, and a formal or agency group (NHCA 1988:15).  Ethnic aged, especially those of 
African-American and Hispanic-American membership, look positively upon the use of community 
organization to cope with high levels of stress.  Coping with stress not by group but, through self, is the ideal for 
the ethnic aged.  Delores Reed-Sanders et al., term this reliance on self as the usage of a "cognitive 
map"(1988:51).  The success of this cognitive map reinforces what Reed-Sanders terms "life 
satisfaction"(1988:51).  Cultural factors have been shown to influence the perception of life satisfaction.  
Ethnicity and the successful fulfillment of related roles seem to affect the level of satisfaction (Reed 1988:52). 
 
 

Pair Two 
 
     The role of context as a component of self-in-context, or identity may be better illustrated by a second pair of 
interviewees.  This pair share common traits of cultural membership, gender, and age.  They exist as members 
of an ethnic minority encapsulated by a mainstream culture.    The first subject was an African-American male 
at or around the age of sixteen.  He lived  with his  mother and a younger  sibling  near  the intersection of 16th 
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Street and Kansas.  This places him in the north central portion of the 67214 zip code district.  The first subject 
identified himself  as "black".  He lived  in a particular urban environment which he termed, "ghetto", "that�s 
where it's at".  Individuals familiar to him, within this environment, were predominantly of the same age.  In 
times of trouble the subject would turn to his father.  His father lived outside the community in Kansas City.  
The perceptions of the first subject  represent those of an individual perceiving membership in an ethnic group 
and, as such, sharing a geographic and economic environment.  The second subject's residence was located 
three city blocks northwest of the first.  He was similar in age, ethnicity and locality.        When the interviewer 
approached him he was cleaning a car which was proudly proclaimed as his own.  During the inquiry, his father 
and a younger sister moved to the doorway, just behind the subject.  When they became visible, the second 
subject turned and assured them that he was "all right" and was merely being asked a few simple questions.   
The African-American youth described himself as "goofy", and his "neighborhood" as "rough, sometimes" but, 
generally "O.K.".  The neighbors he identified to the interviewer, contrasted those identified by the first subject.  
Residents, known to him, were older than he was.  He vocalized these examples by prefixing them with either, 
"mister" or "misses".  In times of trouble, the subject would turn to his neighbors if his family was not first able 
to help. 
     William Julius Wilson, in his article "The Underclass: Issues Perspectives and Public Policy", perceives the 
"ghetto as a modern urban reality (1989:183).  The ghetto represents a pocketed isolate within a larger 
American cultural complex.  Attributes, stereotyped with residence in a ghetto setting, seem to be perpetuated 
by its social isolation (1989:183).  Physical boundaries, in the form of administrative categorization and 
economic limitation, seem to perpetuate occupancy and membership along with the attributes stereotyped to its 
inhabitants.  Ghetto residents become severely separated from the mainstream culture around them, reinforcing 
this delimitation of place and membership (1989:183).  Wilson proposes that, with such perpetual isolation from 
the larger whole, reservation-like affects can occur (1989:183).  Deficiencies in opportunity and subsequent 
inability add to the depleting nature of the ghetto.  Concepts of who one is, in relation to place, become 
permanent; an ethnic identity.  Ethnicity, as perceived by the National Hispanic Council on Aging, is 
determined by the country of origin and the length of residence in and out of that location (1988:13).  This 
definition can be applied in the same way to residence in the "ghetto". Occupation within this urban unit can 
create and justify an native identity.  This identity, if allowed to exist long enough, can evolve to the point that it 
becomes an ethnicity.  Writers, such as Bernard Makhousezwe Magubane, disagreed with the perception taken 
by scholars that a "ghetto" ethnicity evolved as a reaction to place.  For Magubane, in his book The Ties That 
Bind: African-American Consciousness of Africa, ghetto ethnicity is part of a larger, historical, socialized 
concept of inferiority (1987:44).   
     African-America has always been a subjugated portion of the larger, mainstream culture (Magubane 
1987:44).  Magubane believes that with colonial slavery, a "culture of control" and of the controlled was 
founded (1987:45).  The persistence of this historic subordination and superordination seems embodied by the 
socially isolated and accompanying underclass status of perception which is shared by many 
"blacks" (Magubane 1987:45).  The ghetto and its alienation may represent the modern prodigy of this historic 
process.  The perception of the first subject, pertaining to his place in society, demonstrates a view better 
explained by Wilson than Magubane.  For this young man,  the ghetto is a reality, or context in which he exists.  
His existence within the ghetto, in combination with those around him, help to define a sharedness as a reality 
of place, "where its at".  The ghetto becomes an ethnicity of space more than race, inhabited by an underclass or 
sub-culture of non-opportunity a micro economy inside a macro economy (Wilson 1989:185).  Existence in an 
environment of non-opportunity, if perpetuated long enough, can create cultural traits for those inside.   
     Alienation can represent a trait of social isolation.  In their book Race, Class and Culture: A Study in Afro-
American Mass Opinion, Robert Smith and Richard Seltzer, point out that perceived alienation, among the 
public opinion of Afro-Americans seems to be predominantly expressed by urban black youth and, single 
women (1992:89).  The first subject along with his mother fall into the category established by Sanders and 
Seltzer.  Their feelings of separateness may be stronger than others who share the same context.  Distinctions as 
strong as class may provide a further degree of alienation.  If shared, perceived alienation  resembling those of 
this young black male and his mother may lead to class distinctions among an isolated "ghetto" underclass.  
Alienation can thus, be viewed as a recognition of distinction.  The first subject's self, and self-in-context, were 
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specific and representational.  His alienation and that shared by his mother, who sent him to the door upon the 
arrival of the interviewer, became characteristic of his subject self.  The second interviewee, on the other hand, 
clearly did not have the same perceived alienation.  Members of his family were present, and clearly acted in 
concern for the subject.  Great concern was given to daily activity.  Alienation felt by this second youth may not 
have been as strong as those of the first subject, and for this reason, distinctiveness was not strongly expressed.   
     Pierre Bourdieu, in Language and Symbolic Power, recognizes a concept he terms "linguistic 
ethnicity"(1991:220).  Linguistic ethnicity and its relation to identity can best explain metaphors like "black", a 
metaphor used by the first subject.  Linguistic ethnicities are objects of mental representations (1991:220).  
These objects of representation are composed of the values of cognition, personal investment and user interest 
(Bourdieu 1991:220).  Mental representations of oneself, unless purposely made secret, are shared with 
individuals outside self.  The way in which representation is expressed to others becomes an integral goal of 
identity and subsequently ethnicity.  Extremes, or socially perceived types, may be manipulated in order to 
convey a particular image of self.  Extreme expressions allow the formation of almost spontaneous perceptions 
representational of the speaker.   
     Region, identity and ethnicity of place, as viewed by Bourdieu, require the inclusion of traits of origin and 
location (1991:221).  Linguistic labels incorporated by this process are comparable to symbolic representations 
of self-in-context.  These symbols, need not be physically real, as much as, icons for a perceived reality.  The 
first subject's identity as "black", in the manner it is presented to the interviewer, along with further responses, 
associates its meaning, not with a reality of phenotype but with a perceived reality of self-in-context and 
sharedness.  Linguistic expression is then manipulated in a way that awakens associations and concerns within 
the mind of "the other"; in this case the listener.  In the same manner, ethnic identifiers, and what Bourdieu 
terms linguist  "fines", demarcate  the existence and sharedness of place, division, and ethnicity (1991:221).  
Responses, which include expressions of neighborhood, block, and side each represent the specific use of 
linguistic fines to demarcate the extent, size, and sometimes composition of place.  Bourdieu points out that 
identity exists only in individuals outside of self (1991:224).  The perceptions aroused in the listener and, those 
who share self's context, are what matter in identity and linguistic ethnicity.  Two concepts emerge.  First, a 
"dialect of manifestation" (Bourdieu 1991:224).  A reason is given to the label.  Generally, a reality of sorts 
appears in the mind of whom the dialogue is directed.  Next, what Bourdieu terms "officialization" occurs 
(1991:224).  A label, when perceived as a reality, is manipulated from the particularity of one, to the sharedness 
of many.  The identity becomes a category which encapsulates the user.  A child's declaration that "words will 
never hurt me", may be true if expression is examined for physical characteristics, but action with words 
(Chaika), and the stigmas words may carry (Bourdieu), make them a very real reality. 
 

Pair Three 
  
    Pair three is composed of two aged African-American women.  The first subject was born and raised in 
Wichita.  Most of her life she spent as a resident of 67214 specifically, the "eighteen-hundred block" of Piatt.  
1821 Piatt, places her in the northeastern portion of the zip code district.  Her views of 67214 and the larger 
urban unit (Wichita), are of "a great place to have lived".  The first subject was in her late to mid seventies.  She 
identified herself as, first, "great", then as a "community worker".  In times of trouble, she would seek out the 
police.  The reason for this, she explained, was due to the fact that her son was the local "police chief".  Naming 
neighbors was not a problem for the first subject.  As the "block captain", it was her business to know virtually 
everyone in the area.  The first subject lived alone, but at the time of the interview her granddaughter was 
present. 
     The second subject was an elderly woman in her mid to late sixties, living just north of the intersection of 
13th Street and Hydraulic.  This placed her in the north-central portion of 67214.  She lived alone, identifying 
herself as "me" a first time, and "alive" when asked for a second identifier.  The second subject viewed her 
residence as part of a "neighborhood".  The neighborhood was "small" but "very good" in nature.  Neighbors, 
for the second subject were known generally, without an associated name or only by a greeting.  As a result, in 
times of distress, she would turn to city wide emergency services for help.  Coke and Twaite, in The Black 
Elderly: Satisfaction and Quality of Later Life, examine the nature of coping mechanisms among the African-
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American elderly.  Coping mechanisms exist as reactions to stress native to environment, status, and role 
(1995:3).  The basis of Coke's and Twaite's conclusion came from an interview study performed in 1986.  The 
study examined forty elderly blacks and the coping mechanisms they employed in the form of post-retirement 
activity (Coke and Twaite,1995:3).  An important aspect of this activity was the taking of roles.  The role of a 
care giver to the young ranked highest among activities most valued to elderly. 
     The study found that black elders viewed the family and community as the primary mechanisms to cope with 
stress(Coke and Twaite 1991:4).  It affected values of self-esteem and self-worth.  Obligations of descent and 
geographic sharedness were sources of security later in life.  Similar to the Hispanic-American elderly 
surveyed, African-Americans gave a higher degree of trust to organizations of community than those of agency 
or the state.  In fact, underutilization of public assistance institutions seem to be a common occurrence within 
Hispanic and African sub-cultures in the United States (Moore 1985:158).  This seems to be common within the 
agency groups designed for mental and physical health treatment (Moore 1985:158).  It was assumed that for 
this reason that the black elderly surveyed, coped successfully with high levels of stress.  Suicide rates were 
considerably lower for aged blacks in relation to whites (Coke and Twaite  1995:6).  West Africa provides a 
strong cross-cultural comparison for some of the behavior activities of African-Americans.  Similar securities 
are provided to those of elder status.  Coke and Twaite examined marriage, kinship and the similarities 
expressed in family structure between both cultures (Coke and Twaite 1995:22).  Kinship strategies among 
West Africans incorporate a system of "reciprocal roles and responsibilities" based upon a shared perception of 
descent (Coke and Twaite 1995:22).  Familial and consanguineal ties provided the foundation for a system of 
obligatory economic and social assistance.   
      The African-American family and community can be viewed in a similar way.  Marriage, for instance, 
entails a post-marital system of support which requires the involvement of both, the bride and groom's family 
(Coke and Twaite 1995:23).  This concern for the safety of consanguineal kin, seems to be a catalyst for a large 
portion of  Parental involvement with the marital status of their children.  The concern of a mother for the 
offspring, the role she plays in their upbringing, and the bond she establishes with their mate, seem to be a 
strong familial tie and concern both in West Africa and the United States groups.  Motherhood, and its nurturing 
role is an important social activity intimate to the survival of the consanguineal, corporate descent group (Coke 
and Twaite 1995:25).  The first subject, as a grandmother, played an important role in the nurturing of her 
granddaughter.  While being interviewed the subjects young relation remained; embracing her at the waist.  
Nurturing and marital welfare form the focus of kin relation among West African and African-American 
groups.  To a large degree, success in marital roles becomes tied to feelings of life satisfaction (Coke and 
Twaite 1995:23).  This conclusion of Coke and Twaite, drew upon survey data taken from two thousand, seven 
African-Americans eighteen and older (1995:23).  Individuals who were found to have higher responses of "life 
satisfaction" generally were involved in marriages with strong affiliations to children (Coke and Twaite 
1995:24).  Involvement in marriage and the raising of young, for members of African-American communities 
would place them at the center of a social network designed as an aid to survival.  This trend seems to have 
applied to elderly who assumed roles of secondary care giver.  Those elderly included by the Coke and Twaite 
survey, living alone and without strong family roles were found to have much lower levels of life satisfaction.  
With decreased satisfaction, coping mechanisms provided by involvement with community and family were not 
available.  In light of this, responses of the second subject become explainable.  An identity of  "alive", of 
merely a living existence, may allude to a reliance on fate.  The second subject response of "me", her object 
self, represented the only individual available to her.  If a situation arose which called for abilities outside her 
own, she would unhesitantly turn to public aid.  Her weak connection to those  around her would cause her to 
seek coping aids outside the community.  For this reason, obligations of role, to the community and family were 
not as evident as those of the first subject. 
     The first subject's role of secondary care giver and "community worker", represents another similarity to 
West African culture.  The elderly among West Africans posses a venerated place in both the family and 
community (Coke and Twaite 1995:27).  Their familial roles of fatherhood and motherhood are preserved 
throughout life.  Women are viewed as sources of family enrichment and insurance for the survival of corporate 
descent.  Men, as they age, retain qualities of guidance and leadership shared with women during sacred events 
(Coke and Twaite 1995:27).  The elderly become the carriers of past cultural history and its maintenance 
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through ritual.  In much the same way, the first subject possessed a clear role of community leader.  She viewed 
the "eighteen hundred block", as "her" neighborhood.  Her leadership role was reinforced by the social position 
of her son, the "police chief".  As police chief, he assumed leadership in a security mechanism outside that of 
community.  His position of agency mirrored her communal role.  The close relation she had with her 
environment and her familial involvement in its up keep, expressed itself in the title of "block captain". 
     The first subject's perceived success in the fulfillment of role and responsibilities both as community leader, 
and care giver to her grandchild, may have been incorporated in the original identification of "great".  The 
fulfillment of role in place may have bolstered her feelings of satisfaction. The loss of role and any increasing 
inability due to age location or health of the second subject may have cut her off from her context.  Concepts of 
self-worth and self-esteem, decrease as duty becomes replaced by devaluation (Coke and Twaite 1995:33).  For 
the second subject, inability becomes compounded with minority status.  All that remains, is the self and the 
personal force which keeps it going.  Coke and Twaite found that as one becomes older, there is a seeming loss 
of identity (1995:34).  The important factors of identity among the African-American elderly, such as social 
role, have a direct positive or negative affect on identity.  Those who are able to maintain or recapture role, will 
decrease the decaying affects of age on self and life satisfaction. 
 
 

Discussion 
 

     Human action and interaction along with the behaviors associated with these social patterns are closely 
associated to the context of both the event, in this case the interview, and the life experience of participants.  In 
the book Metaphors of Identity, Thomas Fitzgerald defines identity as "self-in-context".  Self can exist in two 
forms.  A self separate from what surrounds it, the "I", and a "me" or self molded by role and social place.  "I", 
or what Alan O. Ross terms ones' subject self was the focus of this survey.  Ross' subject self may be physically 
separate from context but, may also be directly affected by it.  Concepts of identity and ethnicity, represent 
markers visible to both, the individual expressing them or those outside observing them.  These markers can and 
are manipulated by the individual who it originates from and the environment he or she is a part of.  
Environment cannot be isolated from its occupants and their perception of who they are. 
      Stavan's concept of "sub-cultures" existing in the Hispanic-American community seems to be a social reality 
for the youth and elderly interviewed as part of this essay.  Strong divisions were recognizable between those 
who seek incorporation into the American mainstream culture and those, a transitional group, "living in the 
hyphen" (Stavans 1995:156).  This Mexican-Hispanic duality seems to create a division within the Latino 
culture and those surround it.  In the case of the Hispanic woman, this separation can become a force of 
perpetuating isolation.  The Hispanic elderly in these interviews seemed to recognize ethnic identity as a further 
limitation, while the youth viewed it as a security.  Stavan's idea of a complex "of two hearts" seems tangible 
among those surveyed.  Those individuals obsessed with cultural satisfaction and empowerment divided from 
those "tramatized" by the distinction and haunted by the "painful unresolved past" (Stavans 1995:168).  Among 
the elderly interviewed for this essay, cultural factors seem to have influenced their perception of life 
satisfaction and, how they expressed it.  Ethnicity and the successful fulfillment of related roles seem to affect 
the level of this satisfaction.  Subjects, male and young in age residing in 67214 also stood out for their views 
on who they were.  They stood out from others surveyed, due to the fact that they shared a common geographic 
location and sub-culture yet, differed as to how they described it.  Each subject viewed context, their role, and a 
group's role in that context differently.  For one, the "ghetto" became an ethnicity of space.  He clearly 
expressed feelings of separation and non-opportunity to the interviewer in his mannerisms, gesture, tone, and 
response.  Alienation can represent a trait of this social isolation.  Region, identity and ethnicity of place, as 
viewed by Bourdieu, require the inclusion of traits of origin and location (1991:221).  Linguistic labels 
incorporated by this process are comparable to symbolic representations of self-in-context.  These symbols, 
need not be physically real, as much as, icons for a perceived reality.  One subject's identity as "black", in the 
manner it was presented to the interviewer, along with further responses, associated its meaning not strictly with 
a reality of skin color but, with a perceived reality of self-in-context and sharedness.  Linguistic expression can 
be viewed, then as something that can manipulate the associations and concerns within the mind of "the other"; 
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in this case the listener.   
     The interview process incorporated by this essay did not include a regional survey that quantified and 
tabulated the responses of hundreds of 67214 inhabitants.  What it did was to focus on the responses of a small 
group of randomly picked individuals.  Individuals who had nothing in common but the last five digits of their 
address.  It tried to understand the way in which one identifies oneself and what kinds of social or psychological 
theory exists relating expression and place.  Responses were distinct; they were reflective of the people 
expressing them, and they did conform to a number of social trends.  But the question must be asked as to 
where a researcher, interviewer, or theorist should draw the line between conjecture and fact and, what answer 
is truly an expression of self-in-context verses an answer that is spurious or contrived.  
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Mechanics of Continuity and Community: Traditional Ceremonies of the Hopi Life Cycle  
  
 
 
�The concept of a �pueblo spirit,� as suggested by some experienced ethnologists, seemed at first to be invalid.  However, 
in view of the disintegrative possibilities of this pueblo, as one analyzes its social organization, there must be something 
that does hold the inhabitants together.� Mischa Titiev: personal diary, 1 December 1933 (Titiev 1992) 
 
     Cutting across the high Colorado Plateau, the Little Colorado River runs northwest from its headwaters in the peaks of 
the White Mountains to the Grand Canyon where it joins with the west flowing Colorado River.  South and west of the 
Four Corners locality is a desert region of high rocky mesas and  wide sandy valleys carved by arroyos blending gently 
into the shifting dunes of the Painted Desert bordering the Little Colorado drainage.  This region has been home to 
numerous prehistoric and historic cultures, each forging a precarious existence from a seemingly inhospitable 
environment.  Separated by intermittent washes, four rocky fingers jutting southward from the core of Black Mesa are the 
only bastion of  Hopi culture. 
     As descendants of the ancient ones, the Hopi are one of a handful of living peoples that exhibit a cultural pattern whose 
genesis can be directly attributed to the prehistoric Anasazi.  The history of Hopi culture on Black Mesa begins with the 
great Puebloan migrations of the 13th century.  Most likely emigrants from the Kayenta region, early Hopi settlers had 
established their first communities by late in the 13th century.  Contact with Coronado�s liaisons in 1540 ushered in a new 
chapter in Hopi history (Simpson 1953:9).  Regarding the foreigners with distrust and suspicion, the Hopi remained 
relatively unaffected by the cultural intrusion until 1629 when the Spanish began actively missionizing the native villages 
(Simpson 1953:9).   
     The Hopi attempted to maintain an informal policy of passive resistance towards the Spanish but in 1633 frictions 
flared briefly into violence with the poisoning of a missionary (Simpson 1953:9).  The already tenuous situation exploded 
in 1680 with the Pueblo Revolt.  Puebloan peoples ejected the Spanish from the American Southwest until 1692, but 
another eight years passed before efforts were exerted to reestablish missions on the Hopi Mesas.  Again the inhabitants of 
Black Mesa rose up, burned the new church and expelled the Spanish.  Buffered by the Navajo, Apache and Comanche, 
all practicing lifestyles of nomadic raiding, the Hopi remained relatively well insulated  from  influence flowing out of the 
Spanish colonial stronghold of the Eastern Pueblos. 
     With the Gadsden Purchase of 1848 and the United States� subsequent acquisition of the Greater American Southwest, 
power shifted from Spanish hands.  U.S. military action curtailed nomadic raiding in Hopi territory and in 1882 federal 
legislation granted the Hopi reservation land.  In possession of only a small portion of their pre-European lands, the Hopi 
Reservation is surrounded on all sides by the reservation of their traditional enemies, the Navajo.  The 19th and 20th 
centuries have been a complex period of transition for the Hopi.  The Hopi people have attempted to maintain their 
traditional life ways while seemingly under the grip of white culture and economics. Attributable in part to their 
geographic isolation, lack of exploitable natural resources and imperviousness to cultural change the Hopi have 
maintained the integrity of their cultural core.  
     The settlement of Oraibi, which is fabled to be the longest continually occupied settlement in America, echoes a theme 
of continuity that pervades Hopi culture and ethnohistory.  Considering the archaeological record of the Four Corner�s 
region, Hopi culture may have roots extending back over 2,000 years or beyond.  Even discounting their derivation from 
the Anasazi, the Hopi have been a viable culture unit for about 700 years.  Generation by generation a certain cultural 
concept of �Hopiness� has changed hands by tradition, ceremony and legend.  Even today, the conservative inhabitants of 
Antelope, First, Second and Third Mesas express what it is to be Hopi as the Hopi Way. 
     Essentially their world view, the Hopi Way prescribes proper patterns of behavior and responsibilities required, on an 
individual level, for a long, happy life and rebirth in the Underworld (Thompson and Joseph 1944:40).  According to Hopi 
thought, on a societal level the Hopi Way guarantees harmony and continuity for the community as a whole.  Considering 
the Hopi Way as the avenue to success in the here and after, then the Hopi Road of Life can be conceptualized as the road 
map.  Graphically mirrored in the Powamu ceremony sand painting, a yellow line with four crooks is drawn symbolizing 
emergence in to this world and the proper path to rebirth in the Underworld.  The Hopi Road of Life is one of  �gradual 
growth and development� segmented into four phases by the crooks or points of transition (Thompson and Joseph 
1944:50).   The four segments of Hopi life are childhood, youth, adulthood and old age.  With each successive phase, 
cultural norms demand different behaviors and new social responsibilities must be attended to in order to conform to the 
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Hopi Way.  As a Hopi progresses on the Road of Life, each successive phase augments and expands the individual�s 
kinship, ceremonial and economic ties with fellow community members.  While the Hopi Way is an outline for ideal 
individual behavior it seeks to expand and cement social networks within communities increasing Hopi inter-relatedness, 
harmony and continuity on a cultural level through time. 
 
 

Birth and Infancy 
 
     Just as the symbolic Powamu sand painting originates from the kiva si' papu or mythical place of emergence, birth 
begins the Hopi Road of Life.  Although custom decrees  that an  expectant mother should engineer her delivery as much 
as possible, her family tends to her needs during labor and birth (Titiev 1944:7).  The mother goes through labor reclined 
on a bed of warm sand and as the time approaches she assumes a kneeling position for the actual birth.  Delivered on a 
sheepskin rug, attendants wrap the child in a blanket or cloths.  Immediately after delivery, the mother reassumes her 
recumbent position on the warm sand and paternal relatives are summoned.  Guarding against the perceived detrimental 
effects of sunlight on their newborn, windows and doorways are blanketed casting the home into a darkness required to 
last for twenty days.  The maternal grandmother enters the birthing room and severs the umbilical cord (Titiev 1944:7). 
Because the Hopi consider the navel a spiritual locus, the umbilical cord holds special significance (Thompson and Joseph 
1944:51 and Walters 1963).  Tied to a bow for a male offspring or a stirring stick for a female, the cord is hung from the 
home�s rafters.  After the mother delivers the placenta, the sand bed and afterbirth are basketed and scattered into a 
special crevice, as are the remains of stillborn infants (Thompson and Joseph 1944:51). 
     Cries of the newly born infant initiate a shift in responsibility from the mother�s family to her husband�s kin.  Female 
relatives of the father are obligated to care for the physical and spiritual well-being of mother and child alike for the 
subsequent twenty days.  After being anointed  with ashes, the newborn is bathed in a basin with warm water and yucca 
suds.  Ashes are then applied again and are not removed.  Swaddled in a blanket or cotton cloth, they are lashed to a cradle 
board with a small cloth beneath their head and a roll under their neck (Dennis 1940:30) to prevent cervical deformation.  
Other than for changing and bathing, from their first day on the infant is bound to the cradle board for the next six to 
twelve months.  During their confinement, infants become dependent on the board and will often cry when removed for an 
extended time (Dennis 1940:96). 
     Once every four days, female in-laws bathe the mother and child.  With each cleansing a calendrical cornmeal mark is 
removed from one of the four walls or a beam in the ceiling and on the twentieth day, with all marks removed, the child is 
shown to the sun.  The father�s mother and sisters arrive at the baby�s home well before sunrise.  One of the women 
bathes the child in yucca suds and gives it a name.  The ritual repeats until every relative present washes and names the 
infant.  Just before dawn, the mother, child and paternal relatives walk east to the edge of the mesa.  As first light appears, 
each woman takes a handful of cornmeal, blows on it and says a silent prayer to the sun asking that the child enjoy a long, 
happy life (Titiev 1972:286).  As they scatter the meal to the wind, the most senior member repeats the names given to the 
baby.  With the introduction to Great Father Sun, the baby is ceremonially initiated as a member of the Hopi people. 
     Conspicuously absent from the birth and first few weeks of life is the father.  Conducting fieldwork at the village of 
Old Oraibi during the 1930's, Mischa Titiev found that under ordinary circumstances Hopi fathers tended to remove 
themselves from activities surrounding the birth.  Traditionally, a couple observes forty days of continence after a birth 
and typically new fathers take up secluded residence in their kivas �where days are less harassing and the nights far more 
serene than in [the] household� (Titiev 1944:7).  Sociological investigations carried out during the same decade by Wayne 
Dennis at New Oraibi, the most Americanized of the villages, mention the presence of the father and other male relatives 
during the birth (Dennis 1940:30), but their participation is minimal compared to that of the women. 
     The birth of a child is a joyous time in any Hopi community but especially so for maternal relatives of the infant.  The 
Hopi practice a kinship system where blood descent flows through the female lineage.  Upon birth, the Hopi child 
automatically achieves membership in the lowest level of this matrilineal social organization, the household.  As a 
reflection of this female descent pattern, a typical traditional household includes maternal grandparents, parents, maternal 
aunts, their spouses and offspring, unmarried maternal uncles, female siblings, their families and unmarried brothers.  
Households that can trace their descent through a common maternal ancestry are the integral elements of a lineage group.  
Essential for the perpetuation of the lineage, female offspring are especially prized among the Hopi and occupy a central 
position in kinship system. 
     Lineage relationships, primarily those of the household level are central to socialization and development during the 
early years of life and it is within the lineage that the child �first becomes cognizant of those ties of kinship which in later 
life are to be extended to other relatives� (Titiev 1944:7).  During the first several months of  life, mothers all but 
exclusively care for their children.  Rarely are children taken out of the household dwelling until about four months of 
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age.  After that, a female sibling may be entrusted with guardianship while the mother attends to her domestic 
responsibilities.  Maternal aunts are central figures in the Hopi kinship system.  Kinship terminology reflects their 
importance in that both mother and aunt, as well as selected other female superiors, are referred to by the same term.  
Robert Lowie refers to this mother term as iña�ö´ (Lowie 1929b:370) while Titiev calls the identical kinship position 
ingu�u (Titiev 1944:19).  Although a child�s affiliation with their mother�s lineage takes precedence over all other social 
ties, they are still considered to be a �child� of their father�s line (Thompson and Joseph 1944:50).  The series of 
ceremonial rites administered by paternal female relatives beginning at birth and lasting for the first twenty days of life 
open or extend social connections between the two lineages.  Performance of these rites establishes a pattern of 
�ceremonial exchange of gifts and services� between the child and his father�s kin that will continue throughout life 
(Thompson and Joseph 1944:50). 
     One or more lineages may claim descent from a common ancestral spirit.  This is the foundation for Hopi clan systems.  
Following the pattern of household and lineage affiliations, the mother�s kinship line defines clan membership.  
Functioning primarily to organize and delegate responsibilities of Hopi ceremonial life, clan relationships beyond that of 
their immediate lineage have little impact on Hopi young.  Under certain circumstances, children may become associated 
with other clans besides that of their mother�s.  In the event of severe illness, medicine men are called to perform curing 
rites.  If the ailment is survived, the patient is adopted into the medicine man�s clan opening a channel of reciprocity 
between non-familial relations.  As members of their mother�s clan; socially and economically tied to their father�s clan 
and perhaps others, Hopi children are trained for religious and social responsibilities that will begin to be delegated during 
adolescence. 
 

Childhood 
 

     Kachinas provide the medium through which young are instructed in the basic mechanics of Hopi spiritual thought and 
religious life.  The people believe that in the ancient past the kachinas were actual supernatural messengers sent by the 
gods to teach Hopi priests the ceremonies, rites and songs necessary to communicate with the gods.  Dressed in 
ceremonial masks and costumes, kachinas visit Hopi villages regularly from the winter through the summer solstice 
bringing �to life a legend or a myth that is part of the great Hopi cosmogony� (Simpson 1953:18).  Much of  activity 
surrounding kachinas revolves about a pattern of reciprocity and exchange that seems to pervade Hopi culture.  Kachinas 
provide rain, food and other human necessities in exchange for prescribed ritual behaviors (Thompson and Joseph 
1944:54).   
     The kachinas present Hopi children with gifts of dolls carved from cottonwood and decorated to resemble the kachinas 
they represent.  Through the dolls, children learn the names and costumes of the multitude of kachinas as well as the songs 
and dances associated with them.  Kachinas are often allied with particular clans through their creation and migration 
myths as well as their ceremonial obligations (Walters 1963).  By witnessing kachina dances and through play children 
are taught the rudiments of Hopi clan history, religious practices and are exposed to the workings of the Hopi social 
system outside and in conjunction with their clan. 
     Upon demonstrating the ability to recognize major kachinas and an understanding of the seemingly complex Hopi 
kinship system, children are deemed ready to enter the second phase of the Hopi Road of Life.  Somewhere around the 
turn of the first decade of life all Hopi children are initiated as a group into one of two societies.  Initiation into either the 
Kachina society or the Powamu society marks a Hopi�s first membership in a social group that crosscuts blood kinship 
lines.  In addition, induction into a society involves adoption into a new clan establishing new inter-clan relationships 
thereby furthering an individual�s relatedness among the group as a whole. 
     Respectively, girls and boys are chosen either a godfather or godmother that will accompany the child through their 
first initiation ceremony.  Afterwards, godparents supervise the youth�s spiritual and social developments through later 
segments of the Road of Life.  Sexual lines divide decision making power in choosing a godparent; men pick their son�s 
and mothers their daughter�s.  In choosing ceremonial parents, Hopi mothers and fathers select both their child�s adopted 
clan affiliation and later society memberships (Titiev 1944).  The Powamu society is the more important of the two and it 
is reserved for boys with potential for ceremonial leadership roles (Walters 1963:176) and other good children (Thompson 
and Joseph 1944:55).  All other children are inducted into the Kachina society with �bad boys� being especially steered so 
(Thompson and Joseph 1944:55). 
     Initiation ceremonies are conducted during the Powamu ceremony that is held about every four years.  The Powamu 
and Kachina initiates and their sponsors are taken to a kiva.  At midnight, the kachinas costumed as both men and women 
enter through the kiva roof and dance before the children.  This ritual repeats for three more successive days. 
After which, on the next night, the Kachina society ceremony is performed (Walters 1963:177). 
Both the Powamu and Kachina initiates and their godparents gather in a different kiva where the Powamu sand painting 
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has been constructed on the floor.  The Powamu chief enters the kiva dressed as the Muyingwa kachina who is the God of 
germination and regales the children with sacred tribal lore about the kachinas (Titiev 1944:116).  Muyingwa departs and 
soon after lookouts report the arrival of  three other kachinas.   
     Announcing their presence by beating and stomping on the kiva roof, Hahai’i Angwucnasomtaka and two Hu kachinas 
descend into the kiva armed with long yucca whips (Titiev 1944:116).  With the Powamu initiates marked by feathers in 
their hair excluded, the remainder of the children are one by one led to stand on the Powamu sand painting where they are 
given four lashes by one of the Hu kachinas.  When all the Kachina initiates have taken their turn on the kiva floor, the Hu 
kachinas flog each other and the Hahai’i and then depart.  The Kachina society chief  threatens the neophytes under 
punishment of another stout beating if ever they betray the kachinas� secrets that they have just learned (Titiev 1944:116). 
     On the sixth night, organizers again gather all the neophytes in a kiva.  The arrival of this night’s kachinas is 
announced with sweet corn dropped down the kiva opening and an invitation to eat.  With the children held fast to their 
seats with fear the costumed kachinas come down the kiva ladder only this time they are without their ceremonial masks.  
Here for the first time do the Hopi children realize their relatives and fellow villagers have been impersonating the 
supernatural visitors (Titiev 1944).  The kachinas dance until daybreak when the performers assemble in their kivas to 
feast.  The newly initiated Hopi are escorted to the homes of their ceremonial parents where the children�s heads are 
washed with the traditional yucca suds and they are given new names.  Parents present gifts to the ceremonial sponsors 
and the newly initiated children are adopted by their godparents’ clans.  Extending kinship terms,  initiates refer to their 
sponsors and people of prominence in their new clan as mother and father. 
 

Adolescence 
 
     After induction into their first societies, initiates are no longer considered children in the eyes of their community.  
Though still lacking considerable life experience, villages fully absorb the youths as productive members.  
Responsibilities and obligations change dramatically and roles diverge along gender lines.  Responsible for maintaining 
very little of the ceremonial calendar, women are primarily confined to the �domestic sphere� of Hopi life (Schlegel 
1973:451).  Extending training begun early in childhood, young women are expected to assume a greater share of 
household labors.  Duties pressed upon them may include grinding corn, care of younger siblings, carrying water and 
gathering fire wood.  Depending upon which mesa she lives on, a young female may learn to weave, coil baskets or 
produce pottery vessels (Titiev 1944:20).  Tradition entrusts Hopi women with the responsibility of caring for clan and 
lineage ceremonial objects and fetishes.  Training for maintenance and “feeding” of ritual equipment begins at this time 
for young women (Schlegel 1973:452).  As economic assets, young women very quickly assume an indispensable 
position in the household. 
     Like the girls, boys’ domestic training ensued early in childhood but with initiation young men’s ceremonial education 
begins in earnest.  Driven by the “sex dichotomy in labor “after societal  initiation a son�s relationship with his father 
develops into an intimate bond (Titiev 1944:17-18).  While boys follow their fathers to the fields as early as four, most of 
the boys’ time is spent in play.  As they grow older, fathers give instruction on farming and herding and a portion of the 
day may be allocated to “moral teachings” (Titiev 1944:18).  After initiation, a boy may tend to a portion of sheep from 
his father�s flock or he may manage an allotment of clan land.  Over time, a son carries more and more of his father’s 
domestic burden.   
     As members of the Kachina or Powamu societies, young men have free access to their fathers’ kivas and begin to 
participate in religious ceremonies that they were previously unaware of or excluded from.  Inside the kiva, young men 
learn the Hopi craft of weaving “to the accompaniment of story and song” (Thompson and Joseph 1944:57).  Spending 
time away from his mother’s household, a young Hopi masters secrets of clan and society rituals and learns tribal lore 
under the guidance of his biological and ceremonial fathers.  Initiated boys participate in kachina rites and gradually 
assume their share of responsibility for maintaining the ceremonial calendar (Thompson and Joseph 1944:56).  Hopi 
fathers take great pride in their sons’ early kachina performances and assist them in learning the necessary dances and 
songs.  As with domestic subsistence activities, a son gradually assumes a share of ceremonial obligations under father’s 
watchful eye. 
 

Adulthood 
 
     During late adolescence, Hopi males experience a distinct transition from youth to adulthood through the complex 
series of rituals aggregately known as Wuwutcim.  Pervaded by symbolism of death and rebirth, Wuwutcim is “practically 
universal” for men throughout Hopiland (Titiev 1944:130).  While always performed annually in some capacity, the full 
Wuwutcim ceremony is conducted only in years that the numbers of male youths necessitate tribal initiation rites.  The 
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Hopi Way prescribes young men join one of four tribal societies; Singers (Tao), Horns (Al), Agaves (Kwan) or 
Wuwutcim.  With induction into the secret society of his godfather, which is usually also his father�s, tradition pushes 
young men into the ceremonial and cultural responsibilities of adulthood. 
     The tribal initiation begins when the Horn chief observes the sun rising at the proper point on the horizon.  The four 
society heads gather to hold a formal smoke where offerings are exchanged.  Before the next morning’s dawn, the Crier 
chief announces the upcoming ceremony throughout the community.  On the morning of the fourth day afterwards society 
chiefs erect standards in their respective kivas indicating that the Wuwutcim rites  are in progress  (Parsons 1936b: 964).    
Officers of the Wuwutcim and Agaves kiva set about constructing altars while chiefs of all four societies prepare prayer 
offerings of cotton string and pine-needles (Titiev 1944:131). 
     Late in the afternoon members of the societies and their initiates, garbed in only white kilts,  proceed to the central kiva 
(Parsons 1936b: 965).  While filing in, participants toss a handful of cornmeal through the hatch onto the fireplace below 
before moving down the kiva ladder (Parsons 1936b:963).  With members lining the kiva’s walls, a member of the 
Agaves and one the of Horns kindle two fires with rotating drills, one north of the central fire pit and one south.  When the 
cedar bark fires are blazing, the string and pine-needle offerings are pitched to the flames in sacrifice.  Wearing the two 
horned headdress of his order, a Horns officer ignites a torch from the new fire and makes a round to each society�s kiva 
touching off their hearths.  Exiting the kiva, participants congregate at the shrine of Sand-altar Woman (Tuwapongtumsi).  
After honoring the deity with a brief ceremony, a member of the Horns leads the party down �to a space below the mesa� 
regarded as a great si' papu where the wise old men live (Titiev 1944:131).  Offerings are left for their ancestors, who are 
now believed to reside in the Underworld as kachinas, in hopes they will repay the act with blessings of rain, health and 
profitable harvests.  Retiring to their respective kivas, initiates and their ceremonial fathers sleep wrapped together in a 
single blanket, while patrols of Agaves and Horns keep a vigilant watch throughout the village because “unseen evil 
spirits [are] abound” (Titiev 1972:146). 
     The Singers begin the second day of Wuwutcim with a public dance escorted by members of the Agaves.  Taking 
advantage of a more relaxed atmosphere, throughout the day men gather in loose social groups weaving, smoking and 
sharing stories while initiates remain confined to their society’s kiva.  Later in the evening, Agaves join together in their 
kiva for a ritual smoke from a special pipe which Alexander Stephen describes as holding “two great handfuls” of tobacco 
(Parsons 1936b:968).  With darkness, Agaves and Horns resume their sentry duties and initiates again slumber under the 
protection of their ceremonial fathers nestled in society kivas. 
     Again Singers open the next day’s observances with a morning dance.  While most of the day is spent in preparation, 
that afternoon societies conduct a public performance in which some novice members are costumed as pregnant women 
marked with phallic symbols and signs of fertility.  With sunset, tensions mount as Wuwutcim approaches its most critical 
phase.  Now considered to inhabit “the depths of the underworld sea,” initiates begin a fast that will prepare them for their 
return to the surface world in six day�s time when their metamorphosis into manhood is consummated (Parsons 
1936b:973).  This night�s Horn and Agaves patrols intensify as the time of the spirits approaches.  Like the other nights, 
the rising of the star group Pleiades above kiva hatches signals an end to third day of Wuwutcim and men retire in the 
kivas with their godsons. 
     Activities of day four are the least viewed and most clandestine of the tribal initiation; aspects of which “no white 
observer has ever glimpsed” (Titiev 1944:135).  Early, before sunrise, sentinels of the Horns barricade trails leading into 
the community with a line of cornmeal (Walters 1963) and under physical threat bar access to all human visitors.  One 
path left unobstructed will serve as the portal through which spirits of the Underworld will enter the village under the 
cover of darkness on this night of the dead.  As before, preparation for upcoming activities consumes the daylight hours.  
Singers and Wuwutcim members dance under a strong Horns guard who later hold a private altar ritual in their society�s 
kiva (Titiev 1944:132).  The Agaves kiva bustles as men tend to their costumes, don their warrior paint and otherwise 
ready themselves for Wuwutcim’s most important and arduous night.  Women contribute by preparing large feasts for 
expected spirit visitors and as nightfall approaches a cornmeal line is drawn bisecting the community; one half for the 
villagers and the other for their ancestral spirits (Titiev 1944:135).  Women deposit the food offerings outside and doors 
and windows stand wide open on one side of the ground corn barrier.  Vacating their homes, Hopi seek shelter with 
friends and kin on the other side of the village that is “tabu [sic] for the dead”(Titiev 1944:135).  People are confined inside 
their homes as Horn and Agaves soldiers again take to the streets with the prime purpose of ensuring that no undesirables or 
witches mix with the dead. 
     With villagers forbidden even to peak out of their dwellings, costumed Horns and Agaves rush wildly about the village 
challenging spirits and each other while constantly on the watch for intruders of the human sort.  If an outsider is 
encountered, the Horns may thrash them severely and if ferreted out by the Agaves they may exert the right to put an 
intruder to death (Titiev 1944:135).  Fear prevails among the Hopi as the guards’ racket reaches a mad cacophony.  
Simultaneously, locked away in their subterranean kivas, the four societies initiate their new members in esoteric rituals of 
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which few details have been recorded.  The tribal initiations and Wuwutcim as a whole climaxes with the arrival of the 
dead.  After plundering a community cemetery, four Agaves men make a circuit entering each society�s kiva enshrouded 
in the burial clothes of recently deceased villagers (Titiev 1944:136).  Cloaked by the dim light of the kivas, initiates 
readily mistake the foul smelling Agaves for the departed ones themselves.  Instilled with the sheer terror of their 
introduction to the dead, initiates are symbolically killed and “their boyish lives terminated” (Titiev 1944:136).  Drawing 
the ceremony to a close, the Agaves chief “obliterates the path” of the only open trail into the village thereby severing the 
connection between the spirit world and that of the living (Titiev 1944:136). 

At dawn of the fifth day, all the groups make a pilgrimage to the shrine of Dawn Woman (Talautumsi) with 
appropriate rites being conducted (Titiev 1944:136).  Men return to their kivas where they purge themselves with emetics 
before feasting together all as full-fledged members  (Parsons 1936b:978).    That afternoon,  covered in only breech 
clouts, Singers dancers marked with phallic symbolism conduct a rowdy and sexually explicit exhibition.  The women 
respond by dowsing participants with water, urine and other filth.  Wuwutcim men may emerge from their kiva and “try to 
outdo their predecessors in obscenity” and are likewise retaliated against by the women (Titiev 1944:132).  A few dances 
take place on the sixth day, but on the whole,  activities are social and also domestic in nature; various groups may set out 
to gather fuel or a hunting expedition may be mounted.  With activities winding down, on the seventh day Wuwutcim men 
again put on a bawdy performance taunting and badgering women as they dance while on the eighth afternoon dances 
assume a more serious tone.  “Disorderly conduct of any sort” is not tolerated (Titiev 1944:132) and rituals fully 
emphasize aspects of germination and fertility.  Wuwutcim, Singers and Horns perform together in “alternating 
columns” (Titiev 1944:132) and at its completion women spectators receive gifts from the dancers. 
     Wuwutcim concludes on the ninth day.  Agaves men begin preparations early before sunrise by carefully decorating 
themselves and practicing the day’s dance steps in the privacy of their society’s kiva (Titiev 1944:132).  Later, still well 
before the sun has breached the horizon, members chant thirty-two sacred songs (Parsons 1936b:990) in nearly inaudible 
voices accompanied by a great uproar to disguise the nature of the lyrics from those not associated with the Agaves 
(Titiev 1944:132).  For the last time during Wuwutcim, Agaves men emerge from their ceremonial chamber in full 
costume.  In the meantime, Horns members have lit off bonfires in the village plaza and are imitating the behavior of 
mountain sheep by bounding here and there and occasionally leaping the fire while Singers and Wuwutcim societies look 
on (Titiev 1944:132).  The Agaves garrison arrives and begins to sing as their chief sprinkles a cornmeal line on the earth.  
As their songs come to a close, the chief sweeps away the line and its symbolic connection with the Underworld.  Having 
fulfilled their ceremonial roles, the Agaves and Horns are dismissed and return to their homes for breakfast (Parsons 
1936b:992).  About an hour after sunrise, Wuwutcim and Singers men perform their last dance throughout the village and 
the year’s Wuwutcim observances come to a close.  Just as with other Hopi ceremonies of spiritual and social transition, 
the heads of newly initiated society members are washed by their ceremonial parents and they are given new names that 
will follow them throughout their adult life. 
     Collectively having witnessed far more of the Wuwutcim ceremony than any other ethnologists, J.W. Fewkes and 
Alexander Stephen concluded the observances defied “all attempt at interpretation” (Titiev 1944:130).  While the complex 
meaning and symbolism of individual Wuwutcim elements may not be apparent or even discernible to an alien observer, 
common cultural themes repeat throughout the nine day observance.  Most obvious are the deeply imbedded recurrent 
symbolic references to emergence.  As “a myth of gestation and of birth,” (Titiev 1944:134) by default the emergence 
intimately intertwines with birth and death throughout Hopi thought.   
     As an integral component of emergence lore, the si' papu represents not only the orifice through which man came forth 
on to earth but also a direct link to the Underworld where spirits of the ancestral Hopi dwell.  The si' papu acts as the 
medium through which the breach between earthly life and the spirit world is transcended, linking both realities in an 
unbroken circle.  Death in one spiritual hemisphere is only a transitory crisis occurring in unison with the conjugate 
element of birth in the other half  of the continuum.  Wuwutcim observances draw heavily upon this sequence of death 
and transformation coupled with spiritual progression and rebirth.   
     Wuwutcim mirrors many elements of infancy and the rituals associated with birth.  Known as kele or little chicken 
hawks whose “quills are not strong enough” (Titiev 1944:133),  hungry initiates move their arms in the flapping motion of 
wings and their ceremonial fathers hold out bits of food to them.  Symbolically, kele rely upon their godfather for their 
physical survival paralleling the ceremonial parent�s necessity to the initiate’s spiritual well being.  Throughout 
Wuwutcim, ceremonial fathers carry their neophytes as infants to represent their spiritual immaturity.  Following the 
fourth night's ceremonies, blankets seal kiva hatches to block the sunlight from the fledglings’ eyes furthering allusions to 
childbirth.  Kivas remain dowsed in darkness until the final initiation when initiates are reintroduced to the sun as adult 
men with full societal membership.  The ritual head-washing and naming ceremonies that coincide with transitory life 
events demonstrates even more the successive cycle of death and rebirth as a new individual characterized by the Hopi 
Road of Life. 
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     As initiated members, social and economic ties develop between compatriots as well as the obvious ceremonial bond 
that cements society members and the organizations as a whole.  Society membership dissects the matrilineally derived 
kinship lines developing a strictly male social institution irrelevant of clan affiliation.  Fostering inter-clan contacts, 
men�s societies open lines of communication and reciprocity between clans that would otherwise be juxtaposed entities.  
With roots extending into the Powamu ceremony, tribal initiation furthers the development of age stratified groups 
increasing community homogeneity and group cohesion.  Crosscutting age defined social stratigraphy is the practice of 
ceremonial parenthood where by even the loose event based factions integrate.  On an individual level, Wuwutcim 
publicly marks the passing of male youths into adulthood where ceremony and tradition explicitly define expected cultural 
and social responsibilities and behaviors. 
     Unlike boys who culturally have a definite point of transition into adulthood, Hopi girls are subject to a phase of 
transformation usually culminating just before marriage.  After initiation into either the Kachina or Powamu society 
young women essentially achieve economic adulthood as viable producing units within the household.  Although socially 
integrated within the lineage and to a certain extent at the clan level, initiated girls lack the social status and cross-clan 
connective tissue of adulthood.  Communal wide connections begin to bloom when a young woman joins her first female 
society. 
     The form and function of women�s societies are in no way equivalent to that of the men�s organizations.  Among the 
Hopi communities there are three female organizations; Marau, Lakon and Oaqöl (Titiev 1944).  Hopi women may, but 
are not required, to join any number of the societies, in any order.  As with male societies, the ceremonial mother�s group 
affiliation determines a young woman�s first society membership.  Girls usually join their first societies around thirteen 
years of age barring other circumstances.  If a pregnant mother carries a female child into a meeting of her society the 
unborn baby automatically obtains membership in that society (Dennis 1940:77).   
     Although women maintain very few ceremonial obligations, the function of women�s societies in Hopi ritual life is of 
paramount importance.   Women�s societies sponsor dances and ceremonies of the men�s societies throughout the year.  
Drawing upon the economic and labor resources of several clans, women�s societies provide the conjoining feast and 
reciprocal payments to dancers and ritual leaders.  Besides providing capital to back men�s ceremonial endeavors, 
societies hold regular women�s dances where they themselves execute ceremonial duties.  Following a pattern similar to 
that of the men�s groups, women�s society rituals are carried out by secret organizations; they are connected to central 
fetishes; and they consist at least partly of esoteric kiva rites (Titiev 1944:164).       Unlike the ridged mechanics of men�s 
groups, Hopi women�s societies maintain an open membership where all girls wishing to join gain admittance.  Initiation 
rites for all three societies follow a �customary scheme� and exhibit an �exceedingly close resemblances to each other� 
(Titiev 1944:164).  Marau and Lakon initiation rituals generally take place in even years while the society women perform 
Oaqöl rites in the alternate years.  The Lakon ritual focuses primarily upon germination and fertility as manifested in their 
worship of Muyingwa (god of germination) (Titiev 1944:168).  Activities also express elements of healing and war during 
the eight day observance.   
     Operating in parallel with Lakon, the Marau rite �presents ritual for reproduction or fertility, for favorable weather, for 
war and for cure� (Parsons 1936b:864).  Unlike the other two women�s societies, Marau conforms closely with the 
pattern of men�s ceremonies, particularly Wuwutcim (Titiev 1944:168).  Joint symbolism permeating both observances 
include:  the use of the chicken hawk analogy in reference to initiates and the exchange of  bawdy songs and dances 
between the sexes.  Like Wuwutcim, the more arcane rituals of Marau are performed in absolute secrecy.  Of the three 
female organizations, only the Marau society maintains their own private kiva while Lakon and Oaqöl utilize men�s kivas 
for their private society functions.  Titiev suggests that the connection between these two sex based societies may be an 
indication that Marau may have once been a tribal initiation for adolescent girls (Titiev 1944:168).  In the very least, 
Marau is the �most highly developed� of  the women�s societies and �sets the fashion� for Lakon and Oaqöl (Titiev 
1944:168).   
     As the most religious of the Hopi women�s societies, older women compose most of the organization and while doing 
little to exclude new membership, the Marau maintains some eligibility requirements.  All initiates of the Marau society 
must either be of the Snake Clan or have a ceremonial mother who is a Snake (Dennis 1940:77), reflecting the foresight 
involved in choosing ceremonial parents.  Rounding out Marau eligibility, in the event of a severe childhood illness a girl 
may be pledged to the society in exchange for her recovery (Dennis 1940:77).  Pledges of the Marau society are generally 
considered to have a spiritual calling to join the organization. 

 
 

     The Oaqöl society and their ritual observances appear to be a relatively recent addition to the Hopi ceremonial cycle 
and social system (Voth 1903:3) probably introduced sometime in the 18th century (Titiev 1944:169).  Eslie Clews 
Parsons recognizes through informants and observation that Oaqöl women's songs have been �stolen� (Titiev 1944:170) 
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and Hopi regard the Oaqöl as a new innovation resembling long-established ceremonies (Titiev 1944:170, Parsons 1925 
and Voth 1903).  Despite underlying themes of witchcraft, stemming in part from the illicit procurement of ritual and 
song, the Oaqöl maintains a significantly large membership and Hopi communities are in no way �adverse to its 
performance� (Titiev 1944:170) or the functioning society as a whole.  As with the other societies� ritual endeavors, the 
Oaqöl and their initiation rites focus chiefly on aspects of fertility and germination. 
     While predominated by different clans and controlling different rituals, the three Hopi women�s societies may be 
considered three related manifestations of a single ritualistic pattern relating back to the religious observances of men�s 
societies.  The Marau�s relationship with Wuwutcim argues that this society is the prime materialization of female 
obligations while Lakon and Oaqöl are both derivative outgrowths of the original society and associated rituals.  The 
Marau is primarily a religious organization with associated social implications while the Lakon and Oaqöl are social 
societies binding women of various clans into single, unified groups regardless kinship.  Like that of the men, women�s 
societies promote the development of reciprocal and social relationships outside of consanguineal lines while at the same 
time furthering intra-clan obligations and social ties.  Operating within a purely matrilineal social system, women�s 
societies create confederated reserves of cultural power able to handle social and economic concerns and crises. 
 
 

Courtship and Marriage 
 
     Traditionally, young women conforming to the Hopi Way are fully indoctrinated into adulthood after participating in a 
four day ordeal of  corn grinding known as poliinteveplaluwa (Titiev 1944:203).  The rite ensues after a group of eligible, 
unmarried girls arrange for the ceremony by informing their paternal aunt that they are �ready to grind corn� (Titiev 
1944:203).  In its complete significance the statement indicates to relatives and community members that the young 
women are ready not only to participate in their adolescent rite, but also consider themselves prepared for the 
responsibilities of adulthood, marriage and family. 
     The ceremony begins that evening when participants are secluded in a room where they devote their daylight hours to 
grinding corn without the accompaniment of song or much conversation.  As with other rituals of transition, windows are 
blanketed excluding rays of the sun.  During their ordeal, the young women maintain a strict diet abstaining from fats, 
meat and salt.  In charge of the ceremony and enforcing a demanding culturally prescribed schedule /is a young woman 
who has already done her grinding (Titiev 1944:203).  Participants grind all day long with only short breaks for food and 
water.  Each girl presents the fruits of her daily  labor to a relative or other  respected woman in exchange  they return the 
present by providing her evening meal.  A young woman is obligated to present her ceremonial mother with a day�s 
grinding. 
     On the fifth and final day of the ceremony, participants cease grinding and devote themselves to baking piki bread from 
the freshly ground meal.  That afternoon, the director of the ceremony fashions the young women�s hair into the 
traditional butterfly whorls signifying her readiness for marriage.  A woman will wear their hair in this manner at all 
ceremonial functions until she is tied to a man.  Ordinarily, an elaborate feast and kachina dances are held at the 
culmination where the female grinders present themselves to the village for the first time as adults eligible for matrimony.  
In essence the corn grinding ceremony is a test and a symbolic proclamation that the participants are prepared for the 
economic responsibilities of wedlock and maintaining a household.  Up to this point, a girl�s work and even her 
amusements have been directed towards a goal of preparing her to be a good wife and a mother in hopes that she secures a 
strong, productive young man from a respected family (Schlegel 1973:457).  
     While some courting may occur before the grinding ceremony, it assumes a more serious nature afterwards.  Although 
the proposal of marriage is the woman�s responsibility, the process of courting falls upon eligible males.  As a reflection 
of acceptable cultural norms, true courting is considered strictly a night time activity.  Young men, sleeping in their kivas 
and free from parental control “prowl about” (Titiev 1944:30) at will to call upon girls of their choosing.  Young men visit 
their prospective lover’s windows under the cover of darkness taking care not to awaken other members of her household.  
If the suitor is acceptable to the woman, he may stay the remainder of the night with her, sneaking away before first light 
to avoid detection (Titiev 1944:31).  This custom of late night encounters or dumaiya is wide spread throughout Hopiland, 
continuing without an open cultural sanction (Titiev 1944:31).  Young couples are often found out but seldom receive 
punishment unless one of the parties is considered unworthy of the other.  Traditionally, less clandestine courting was 
carried out at picnics following night kachina dances where young men and women would exchange gifts and niceties 
without “any special formality” (Titiev 1944:31).  In recent times this custom degenerated into a public prelude to 
dumaiya and as since been abandoned by the Hopi (Dennis 1940 and Titiev 1944).  Although Hopi culture harbors very 
few sexual taboos, ideal cultural norms tend to frown upon experimentation, but a pre-martial pregnancy carries no 
particular social stigma and usually results in marriage without any coercion. 
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     Upon encountering an adequate suitor, Hopi women initiate the proposal of marriage.  Traditionally,  the question is  
dropped with  a tender loaf of  qömi baked from a sweet  cornmeal dough (Titiev 1944:32).  Without words the proposal 
gift usually changes hands after the conclusion of a public event such as a dance.  Prospective suitors accept the qömi 
regardless of their disposition towards the woman.  Those looking unfavorably upon the proposal covertly pass the loaf on 
to the father of the Kachinas or else throw it away, but in either event the man sees to it that the woman learns of his 
rejection.  If the proposal is accepted and both parties are in agreement, the man returns to his mother’s home with the 
qömi where marriage plans are arranged. 
     The clan head and maternal uncles are ordinarily consulted on the subject of marriage and although  they exert a great 
influence their advice is in  no way obligatory.   Aside from the obvious factors of individual temperament, social status 
and economic condition, the union must meet accepted standards of exogamy.  Ideally, individuals are expected to marry 
outside their clan and their father’s clan but in practice the Hopi make allowances for contrary situations.  Social norms 
are flexible concerning endogamy within a father’s clan and although exceedingly rare, Mischa Titiev even recorded the 
occurrence of intra-clan marriages at the village of Old Oraibi (1944:36).  Although readily endorsed, it is still considered 
improper to marry outside one�s own age group.  Those who enter marriage for the first time with another who has 
previously been wedded are referred to as “basket carriers” (Titiev 1944:36) for their punishment in the �after world� will 
be burdening heavily ladened baskets from the grave to the home of the dead.  Despite retributions in the Underworld, 
these forbidden marriages do occur with some frequency especially among women.  Should the proposed marriage be 
deemed advantageous, the soon to be bride relocates herself to the home of her groom bringing with her a gift of 
cornmeal.  Kept in semi-isolation by her in-laws, the woman devotes the next three days to grinding corn from early 
morning to late in the evening in order to prove her worth while her groom goes about his normal daily routine.  At 
sometime during this “probationary period” the man’s paternal aunts stage a mock attack on the bride’s temporary 
residence to punish her for “stealing their sweetheart” (Titiev 1944:37).  Relatives execute the mud and water 
bombardment in good nature and compensation is later made for all damage inflicted. 
     Early on the fourth day the man and woman are ceremoniously joined in a traditional fashion reminiscent of other rites 
of transition.  Well before dawn, the mothers of the couple about to be wedded prepare two bowls of yucca suds.  The 
women along with other women from both clans wash the heads of the bride and groom each in their own bowl.  Then 
comes the “crucial moment” when both heads are washed in one bowl (Voth 1912:148).  Symbolic of union, the couple’s 
hair mingles or is actually knotted (Titiev 1944:37) and at this point bride and groom “become one” (Voth 1912:148).  
With dawn approaching, the couple walks to the east edge of their mesa where they scatter cornmeal into the wind as they 
pray to the sun.  The couple returns to the his mother’s home where the new bride prepares a wedding breakfast.  That 
evening the couple and their relatives dine on a wedding feast complete with a traditional wedding cake (Simpson 
1953:40).  Maintaining their residence in the groom�s household, from this point forward the pair may sleep together as 
husband and wife although the wedding rites are by no means complete. 
     Beginning when bride takes up her mano and metate in preparation for the wedding feast, the groom�s clansmen 
cooperate to fashion their contribution to the occasion.  No Hopi wedding is complete without proper bridal garments and 
the responsibility for their manufacture falls upon the groom�s immediate male relatives.  With news of a pending 
wedding, community men and others from different villages take to task spinning and carding wool as well as the actual 
weaving of the costumes as a show of good-will (Titiev 1944:37).  In return for their labors, the groom�s relatives provide 
a number of feasts of mutton and corn.  As a requisite for passage to the Underworld for every Hopi woman, volunteers 
weave the necessary garments; two large white robes, a smaller robe and the bridal sash (Simpson 1953:40).  With the 
process sometimes spanning a period of weeks or more, the wedding rites do not conclude until the bride�s costume has 
been completed. (Voth 1912:149). 
     At last with her wedding fineries woven, the wedding ceremony comes to a conclusion with the bride�s return to the 
home of her mother which will be the couple�s permanent residence.  Just as dawn breaks, the bride dresses in her 
wedding garb and wraps the duplicate robe in a reed or willow case.  Carrying her second wardrobe, the bride follows a 
cornmeal trail laid down by her father-in-law to her mother�s home where she is received with warm greetings and great 
ritual.  For the remainder of the day the bride and her female relatives grind massive amounts of corn to �pay� her in-laws 
for the loss of their son (Simpson 1953:40).  Basket loads of meal are delivered to the groom�s household where they are 
exchanged for gifts and late in the evening the groom follows his new wife to her mother�s home where he will be 
incorporated socially and economically into their household. 
     A matri-local post-marital residence pattern typifies conservative Hopi culture. While historically the flexible Hopi 
marital norms have always made allowances for other patterns, as of late a trend of neo-local residency among newlyweds 
has developed (Titiev 1944 and Dennis 1940).  Traditionally, men relocate as economic resources to their mother-in-
law�s household while maintaining ceremonial and religious loyalties to their mother�s lineage and clan.  Bringing with 
him any sheep he owns and farming tools, a new groom cultivates fields for his in-law�s household.  As property of the 
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clan in a matrilineal society, Hopi women own all arable land and their agricultural production.  In addition men herd, 
haul wood, weave and fashion clothes all for the benefit of his wife�s household.  Expatriate husbands return to their birth 
household for ceremonial observance of their clan.  The ritual tool kit and fetishes of his clan are held and owned by the 
women of his lineage and his primary religious obligations reside within his mother’s home. 
     A married couple will remain in her mother’s home, possibly for several years, until the household becomes over 
crowded with children and an ever growing web of extended family.  With several daughters and their families residing 
under mother�s roof, the necessity of a new residence is inevitable.  House building is a husband�s responsibility and is 
often considered a measure of a man�s worth.  Even when contentedly living in their mother-in-law�s home, a man may 
construct a new dwelling to dispel talk of laziness.  Although a man constructs their dwelling with his labors, a wife is 
sole owner of the home.  Even after establishing a  new  household,  a husband and wife sustain economic attachments 
with her mother�s household that strengthen as the couple�s family grows and as her parent�s increase in age.   
     Divorce is culturally sanctioned, is executed with ease and occurs with some frequency at least in a historic context.  
Without ritual or ceremony, marriages dissolve when a woman leaves her husband�s things outside their home�s door or a 
married man gathers his few possessions and returns to his mother�s or sister�s home.  Such a lack of formal procedure 
creates difficulty in differentiating separations from divorce.  In many instances a man may find himself �cut out� after 
which he takes up residence with another woman which could be construed as a second marriage (Titiev 1944:40).  The 
Hopi Way necessitates only one sacred wedding ceremony for a proper life and with all other ensuing marriages formality 
is disregarded.  Such a loose flexible system tends to blur affinal relationships throughout the community. 
 
 

Old Age and Death 
 
     With age, although in no way dependent upon it, men and women acquire status and prestige.  Men develop their 
social position through ceremonial societies by assuming community leadership roles while women gather power through 
key positions in women’s societies and their place in the Hopi kinship hierarchy.  More than anything, whether male or 
female, social status correlates with �an effort of will on living the good, the peaceful life”  as mandated by the Hopi Way 
(Thompson and Joseph 1944:64).  Primarily men harbor power within the religious and ceremonial sphere while women 
dominate the social and familial arenas. 
     Just as there is no retirement in Hopiland, the is no point of transition to old age.  As individuals become aged, 
tradition decrees that they train successors and pass on their social and ceremonial responsibilities.  Elders are respected 
for their wisdom and continue to participate in whatever tasks they are capable of completing.  As the end of the Hopi 
Road of Life approaches, individuals gradually remove themselves from active community life.  Elderly women by their 
virtue of age and kinship status may enter a figurehead position as a matriarch of their lineage or clan.  Those who live by 
the Hopi Way are thought to have lived the ideal happy life and gracefully accept the reality of their impending deaths. 
     Generally revered with fear and aversion among the Hopi communities, those who are dying �are deserted by most of 
their relatives and friends� (Voth 1912:99).  A father, mother or other older relative will provide sympathy and tend to the 
needs of the bereaved.  Upon passing, a few relatives may assemble where the deceased lies and weep, but those cases are 
exceptions.  Death initiates immediate preparations for burial and almost as a rule, corpses are interred within half a day 
of death.  Ideally, a paternal aunt oversees the mortuary treatment of the body (Thompson and Joseph 1944:64).  The head 
of the deceased is washed as it was in birth and marriage and the face is covered with a layer of cotton cloth with openings 
for the eyes and nose (Voth 1912:101).  Sometimes a little food or a small vessel of drinking water is placed on the chest 
and the body is wrapped in its funerary shroud (Voth 1912:101).  Men are interred in a �blanket of distinctive pattern� 
while women are garbed in their wedding robe (Simpson 1953:42).  The corpse may then be wrapped in several blankets 
secured by wound around ropes. 
     Now adequately prepared for the journey to the Underworld, the deceased is carried on the back of a son or other 
relative to one of many graveyards situated on a slope of the mesa or a hill near the village.  A hole from five to seven feet 
deep is dug; the body is deposited in a vertical attitude with the knees flexed and the head facing towards the east (Voth 
1912: 102).  Attendants fill the hole with sand or earth usually capping the grave with rocks.  Grave markers are entirely 
absent but occasionally an insignia of the deceased’s societal affiliation adorns the site.  These community burial grounds 
are not marked nor maintained in any way and are frequently subject to natural inundation. 
     On the third day after burial, final rites are given to the dead.  A feast of a final meal is prepared by a close female 
relative and is deposited in bowls and baskets on the grave where it will remain.  A father, uncle or brother of the 
deceased that assisted in burial preparations makes a set of prayer sticks and towards evening leaves the ritual offerings, 
some cornmeal and a bowl of food at the grave site.  Corn meal is then sprinkled on a westward path to guide the dead to 
the �skeleton house� (Voth 1912:103).  The Hopi Road of Life terminates on the fourth morning after the body has been 
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interred when the hikvsi or Hopi soul emerges from the grave, partakes of the food offering and journeys down the path 
set before them (Voth 1912:103).  If the deceased Hopi lived in accord with the Hopi Way they can expect to enter the si' 
papu and return to the Underworld where they will live another happy and harmonious life. 
 
 

The Hopi Way 
 
     Immersed in the cycle of the Road of Life, during their lifetime Hopi are kept on the proper social and spiritual path, 
all the while fully cognizant of expected cultural behaviors and responsibilities collectively conceptualized as the Hopi 
Way.  As the four stages of life are experienced, individuals are gradually absorbed by their communities.  Transitory 
crises of birth, initiation, marriage and death mark points of development where culturally defined obligations either alter 
or intensify.  On the Hopi Road of Life, single strands are woven into a network of wide reaching social, economic and 
ceremonial relationships encompassing the whole of Hopi culture.  Gradual growth and development of the individual as 
prescribed by the Hopi Way is the key to the homogeneity and continuity of their singularly unique culture throughout 
time. 
     In passing through the life stage based ceremonies of the Road of Life individual human components are integrated 
culturally into Hopi society.  Seeking to maintain Hopi inter-relatedness whether it be social, religious, consanguineal or 
affinal, a multitude of reciprocal ties crystallizes between entities throughout the social structure on the varying levels of 
individual, household, lineage, clan and community.  Through the Hopi Way a theme of commonality develops not only 
between individuals and within the community but also extends ancestrally into the past.  When one looks past the 
individual through to the community, irregardless of time, the seemingly opaque phenomena of �pueblo spirit� that 
Mischa Titiev agonized over readily materializes.  By observing the Hopi Way individuals are tightly culturally bound to 
each other, ancestral spirits of the ancient ones and to Hopi that have yet to be conceived.  While the Road of Life outlines 
a spiritual path for the individual, the sum of its function can only be witness on an all encompassing cultural scale.  In no 
way a strict spiritual dogma, the gradual growth and development so characteristic of the Hopi Way is reflected 
throughout Hopi ethnohistory tying past, present and future on a single continuum.  Inevitable on any social or 
chronological scale, change is a given and through the cultural institution of the Hopi Way inhabitants of Black Mesa 
confront the present and prepare for their future as highly integrated individuals within an incredibly complex 
conservative culture. 
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Tuberculosis: an Anthropological Perspective  
 
 
     Tuberculosis is a contagious and destructive disease that has plagued humans and their domesticated animals 
for at least 6000 years (Morse, Brothwell, and Ucko 1964), and continues to be a serious disease worldwide.  
Like most infectious diseases, the virulence of tuberculosis constantly fluctuates as changes occur in the host, 
the pathogen, and the environment.  For example, in the United States, cases of tuberculosis are on an increase 
after a century of decline.  A new population of homeless, intravenous drug users, and AIDS victims has 
provided an environment favorable for the comeback of tuberculosis in the United States.  The spread of 
tuberculosis is tied very closely to human cultural practices and human biology.  Living conditions, nutritional 
status, occupation, health, age, sex, group affiliation, and many other factors play a role in the susceptibility of 
individuals to tuberculosis.  The possibilities for research on tuberculosis are endless.  Because of the steady 
decrease in mortality until the last decade, researchers have almost ignored tuberculosis (Weiss 1992).  This 
paper provides a basic understanding of the disease process involved in tuberculosis and addresses some of the 
major research currently being dealt with by researchers.  It is not the purpose of this paper to exhaust any one 
of these topics but to provide an overview of some of the more important ones. 
 
 

Classification of Tubercle Bacilli 
 
     Tuberculosis is caused by a group of parasitic bacteria form in the genus Mycobacterium.  This genus is 
composed of numerous species of acid-fast, nonmotile, nonsporulating rod bacteria ranging from saprophytes to 
obligated parasites.  The common tie of all Mycobacterium species is that they resembles fungi (myco means 
"fungus") in their slow growth and method of toxicity much more closely than they do other bacteria (Stead 
1973).  Of the parasitic Mycobacterium species, humans are generally only infected by the tubercle bacterium 
and the leprosy bacterium (i.e., M. leprae).  Several other Mycobacterium species are occasional human 
pathogens or "atypical mycobacteria" and cause chronic progressive pulmonary diseases similar to tuberculosis 
(National Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association, NTRDA, 1969). 
     Human tuberculosis is primarily caused by the tubercle bacillus M. tuberculosis (human type), occasionally 
by M. bovis (bovine type), and rarely by M. avium (avian type).  The three types or forms, however, can only be 
distinguished by their cultural appearance and virulence in rabbits, guinea pigs, and other animals.  
Mycobacterium tuberculosis and M. bovis have similar cultural appearances and are both highly pathogenic for  
guinea pigs.  Mycobacterium bovis is also highly pathogenic for rabbits while M. tuberculosis causes only mild 
infection in rabbits. Mycobacterium avium has a distinctly different cultural appearance than the human or 
bovine type and is not pathogenic for guinea pigs.     
 
 

Pathogenesis of Tuberculosis 
 
Route of Infection 
     In humans there are two primary means of entry for the tubercle bacillus: inhalation and ingestion.  On rare 
occasions humans can be inoculated cutaneously by directly handling contaminated animal products or 
congenitally via a tuberculous uterus.  The National Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease Association (1969) 
also reports that tuberculosis has been acquired by the genital route and during mouth-to-mouth resuscitation in 
a few rare cases.  Inhalation of airborne tubercle bacilli, contained in droplets ejected by persons with active 
pulmonary tuberculosis or in contaminated dust, is the most common route of infection by M. tuberculosis.  The 
bovine tubercle bacillus, on the other hand, is most commonly acquired by ingestion of milk from tuberculous 
cattle.  In most countries today pasteurization of milk has eliminated this danger, but cattle ranchers, dairy 
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farmers and other people working closely with cattle are still at risk of being inoculated by the bovine type 
tubercle bacillus though an aerial route.  The avian bacillus is also typically acquired by ingestion.  Raw or 
incompletely cooked eggs provide the best means of transfer. 
     The lungs are the most affected organ in human tuberculosis, but all organs are susceptible.  Once entry is 
gained, tubercle bacilli obtained by aerial route primarily implant in the alveoli and bronchioles--generally in 
the best ventilated areas of the lung.  They may also implant into the tonsils, cervical lymph glands, or the 
mediastinal lymph glands after gaining entry via macrophages in the lymphatic system (Willis and Willis 1972).  
Ingested tubercle bacilli typically implant in the intestine and mesenteric lymph glands (Willis and Willis 1972). 
 
Primary Tuberculosis 
     The first time a person is infected by tubercle bacilli, there is generally no illness and primary lesions heal 
without notice.  A healthy body is able to encapsulate the tubercle bacilli within a few weeks and render it 
inactive.  The body is generally not successful at killing the bacilli, however, and encapsulated bacilli remaining 
alive frequently reactivate later when the infected persons immune system is stressed (e.g., malnutrition, 
trauma, other diseases).  Only in individuals with an impaired immune system do primary infections lead to 
chronic tuberculosis without passing through a dormant stage. 
     In some cases the bacilli can escape the primary tubercle and enter the circulatory system before the immune 
system is able to get control over them.  Once in the blood stream, bacilli are transported to other areas of the 
body and frequently set up secondary foci.  These secondary  foci may be within the lungs or any other organ or 
tissue where oxygen tension is relatively high (Lurie 1964).  The secondary foci are usually brought under 
control immediately by the immune system.  But, if resistance is low, hematogenous military tuberculosis (i.e., 
acute generalized) or tuberculosis meningitis (inflammation of the membranes of the spinal cord and brain) may 
develop. 
 
Chronic Tuberculosis 
     For many years it was believed that chronic or secondary tuberculosis was the result of a person being 
reinfected after surviving the primary infection.  Today, it is well known that most cases of chronic tuberculosis 
do not result from reinfection but from primary hematogenous foci lesions becoming reactivated. The chronic 
stage of tuberculosis is the most serious and contagious.  The infected person often develops a chronic cough 
productive with yellow or greenish sputum and sometimes blood.  Weight loss, fatigue, fever, and night sweats 
are common.  Today, about five percent of patients with chronic tuberculosis will die from the disease.   
 
Extrapulmonary Tuberculosis 
     Extrapulmonary tuberculosis is the result of direct contamination of the bronchi, larynx, mouth, and 
intestine, or hematogenous contamination of any organ.  Tuberculosis of the larynx, bronchi and mouth 
generally results from implantation of tubercle bacilli in excretions from pulmonary lesions (NTRDA 1969).  
Superficial ulcers will frequently form and are maintained by constant reinfection.  Intestinal tuberculosis 
occurs after a primary infection from drinking raw milk or other contaminated dairy products.  Tubercular 
ulcers form most readily in the ileum and cecum around the ileocecal junction.  Hemorrhage, peritonitis, fistula 
formation, and intestinal obstruction are common complications resulting from intestinal tuberculosis.  
     Hematogenous infection can spread to any organ, but the bacilli accumulate in higher concentrations and 
survive for longer periods of time in the lung, kidney, and splenic corpuscles (Lurie 1964).  Bone marrow, 
synovial joints, and splenic pulp are also highly susceptible.  Tuberculosis of the bones is rare but occurs most 
frequently in children where it commonly develops in the vertebrae (primarily T8-L2) and epiphyseal ends of 
the hip, knee, and ankle (Willis and Willis 1972). 
 
 Age, Sex, and Group Affiliation Influences on Susceptibility 
  
Age and Sex 
     Tuberculosis thrives when the infected person's immune system is stressed; occurring more frequently in 
infants, young adults, and the elderly.  Infancy and old age are the times that humans are most susceptible to 
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almost all infectious diseases.  Infants frequently do not have the acquired immunity to fight off a primary 
invasion of bacilli, and as a result tuberculosis is extremely dangerous to infants under one year of age (Rich 
1944).  Elderly people, on the other hand, frequently become victims of reactivated tubercle bacilli that they 
obtained  earlier in life.  As their immune system weakens due to age and other complications, it becomes 
unable to keep the bacilli inactive.  Young adults normally have a fairly strong immune system, but it is 
frequently stressed by the responsibilities of providing for a growing family.   Physical exertion, malnutrition, 
insufficient sleep, mental stress and other factors all reduce an individuals resistance to tuberculosis, and 
primary infections acquired during childhood can become reactivated. 
    During childhood and middle age, stress levels are at their lowest.  Responsibilities, physical exhaustion, and 
mental stress are low while sleep and acquired immunity are at there greatest.  For these reasons the rate of 
mortality from tuberculosis drops during childhood and again after the fourth decade.  Although children 
between the ages of 5 to 14 years are especially resistant to tuberculosis (Anderson and Scotti 1976) the danger 
of infection is still high (Rich 1944).        
     There is little difference in the mortality rate of males and females from birth to puberty.  During the 
reproductive years mortality in women exceeds males, but by age 40 the mortality rate of women drops below 
men and remains lower throughout life (Rich 1944; Anderson and Scotti 1976).  The reason for an increased 
rate of female mortality during the reproductive years is probably directly related to the stress of menstruation, 
child birth, and child rearing (Rich 1944).  By the fourth decade of life the mortality rate decreases for both 
males and females, but the mortality rate for females becomes lower than males.  There are probably numerous 
reasons for the larger mortality rate decrease seen in women.  In the United States, middle aged males have a 
higher occupational hazard effect and greater prevalence of alcoholism (Rich 1944).  Furthermore, as Rich 
(1944:202) points out, the greater decrease in female mortality may result from the most susceptible females 
dying during the reproductive years.  The stress on males during young adulthood is frequently not as great as it 
is in females, resulting in some very susceptible individuals surviving into their forties. 
 
Group Affiliation 
     In the United States, between 1985 and 1987, there was a 6.3 percent increase in the number of cases among 
Blacks and a 12.7 percent increase among Hispanics (Snider, Salinas, and Kelly 1989).  During the same time 
period, there was a 4.8 percent decrease in the cases of tuberculosis among non-Hispanic whites.  Are these 
racial differences truly constitutional or merely a reflection of environmental influences?  Differences in 
resistance to tuberculosis between racial groups has been demonstrated and discussed by numerous authors 
(Black 1975; CDC 1987a; CDC 1987b; CDC 1987c; Rich 1944; Rieder 1989; Snider, Salinas and Kelly 1989 
and others), but relatively few studies have been conducted to eliminate environmental factors associated with 
the different races.   
     Rich (1944) argues that although there may be numerous environmental influences that can explain some of 
the racial differences seen in resistance to tuberculosis, environmental factors are inadequate to explain the 
anatomical and clinical differences encountered by researchers.  He argues that there is a definite difference in 
the way different racial groups respond to the tubercle bacilli, and that these differences are indicative of 
difference in native resistance.  As an argument, Rich (1944) explains that adult blacks frequently show 
symptoms of both "childhood" (primary)  and  "adult"  (chronic)  tuberculosis while white adults rarely exhibit 
"childhood" tuberculosis.  Furthermore, pulmonary lesions tend to spread much more rapidly in blacks than in 
whites.  Rich (1944) argues that the lesions spread much slower in whites because of a constitutive ability to 
inhibit the growth of tubercle bacilli.   
 
     Katz and Kunofsky (1960) and Stead et al. (1990) are two studies that have tried to eliminate the 
environmental influences.  Katz and Kunofsky (1960) conducted a study of the difference in susceptibility 
between black and white patients in hospitals of the New York State Department of Mental Hygiene.  Based on 
their data, Katz and Kunofsky (1960) concluded that under similar environmental conditions there was no 
significant difference in the rate of tuberculosis development between the racial groups.  Stead et al. (1990) 
conducted similar studies examining the rate of infection among patients in an Arkansas nursing homes and 
prisoners in Arkansas and Minnesota prisons.  Their research, however, concluded that black patients are almost 
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twice as likely to become infected by tubercle bacilli as white patients.   
     Although the studies of Katz and Kunofsky (1960) and Stead et al. (1990) appear to contradict one another, 
it must be kept in mind that Stead et al (1990) were looking at the rate of infection while Katz and Kunofsky 
(1960) were looking at the rate of disease development.  However, Stead et al. (1990:426) suggested that "there 
are individual variations in the threshold that an inoculum of M. tuberculosis must exceed to establish an 
infection and that this threshold is significantly higher in whites than in blacks." 
  
Cultural Influence on Susceptibility 
     Cultural practices play a major role in the transmission of tubercle bacilli and the morbidity of tuberculosis.  
Nutrition, occupation, living arrangements, hygiene, religion, economics, education, medical practices, and 
numerous other cultural influences have a direct effect on the incidence of tuberculosis. 
     Living arrangements especially affect the spread of tuberculosis.  Tuberculosis is primarily transmitted 
person-to-person by aerial route, and crowded conditions resulting in numerous people breathing the same 
unfiltered air provides a perfect atmosphere for tubercle bacilli to be transmitted.  The crowed conditions of 
urbanized areas are especially favorable for the rapid spread of tuberculosis (Hunter and Thomas 1984), but this 
does not mean that tuberculosis could not persist in small groups (Black 1975; Buikstra 1981).  The low rate of 
mortality associated with tuberculosis and the ability of tubercle bacilli to lay dormant provides a means for the 
survival of tuberculosis in small populations.  However, even within small populations, cultural housing 
practices can play a major role.  Chen (1988) reports a greater incidence of tuberculosis among Sarawak natives 
living in longhouses than those living in individual dwellings.  
     Crowded conditions, poor hygiene, and poor nutrition associated with the economically deprived also 
provide conditions for the rapid morbidity of tuberculosis.  Poor hygiene can help promote the spread of 
tuberculosis.  Tubercle bacilli are relatively resistant to a large number of disinfectants and can survive for long 
periods of time in dried sputum as long as they are not exposed to direct sunlight.  Young children, especially 
infants, become exposed to large doses of tubercle bacilli if a tuberculous individual is present  and hygiene is 
poor.  
Nutritional deficiency frequently associated with the poor also jeopardize the immune system and provides 
opportunities for tuberculosis to get �out-of-hand�.   
     Occupational hazards can often weaken the immune system resulting in reactivation of old lesions and 
formation of new ones.  Cattle farmers, along with butchers and veterinarians are at especially high risk of 
exposure to M. bovis.  Mine workers exposed to silicon dust are much more susceptible to pulmonary 
tuberculosis than most people.  Likewise, individuals working in jobs that are physically or mentally demanding 
frequently are more susceptible because their immune system is stressed. 
     Education, or the lack of it, promotes the spread of tuberculosis today.  Noncompliance to treatment is 
common among less educated tuberculosis victims.  Antibiotic treatment often brings relief to tuberculosis 
suffers within weeks, but it takes months for the antibiotic to kill the bacteria.  Many tuberculous people today 
discontinue their medication once symptoms subside.  As a result, the next time their immune response is 
weakened, inactive tubercle bacilli become active once again, and the surviving tubercle bacilli are frequently 
drug resistant (Weiss 1992).   
     Drug addiction is also associated with high incidence of tuberculosis.  Drug addiction frequently results in 
some of the most favorable conditions for tuberculosis.  Intravenous drug users frequently live in crowded and 
unsanitary areas, and their immune systems are likely to be jeopardized by the drugs themselves and the poor 
nutrition associated with drug use.  Snider et al. (1989) associate intravenous drug use, along with 
noncompliance, HIV infection, and tuberculosis in correctional facilities, as a major problem in the treatment 
and spread of tuberculosis in the United States today, especially among poor minorities. 
 
 Tuberculosis in Antiquity 
 
     Tuberculosis seemingly has plagued humankind for many millennia.  Early literature from India, China, 
Babylonia, and Assyria describe tuberculosis-like symptoms between 2700 B.C. and 675 B.C. (Morse  1967).  
Several cases of tuberculosis in mummies and skeletal remains from the Old World provide further evidence of 
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its antiquity.  Morse et al. (1964) report 31 cases of skeletal and mummy pathology resembling tuberculosis in 
Egypt between 3700 to 1000 B.C.   Formicola et al. (1987) attributed skeletal lesions in a fourth millennium 
Italian Neolithic burial site to tuberculosis. 
     Pre-contact American Indian art forms of hump-backs may also indicate tuberculosis cases in America, but 
Morse (1967) argues that they can not be used as evidence of tuberculosis.  He theorizes that persons in 
advanced states of tuberculosis would not be lying on their backs playing the flute as represented by the 
Kokopoli pictographs from Arizona.  However, Morse (1967) accepts evidence from early Mesopotamian 
medical texts that sufferers of tuberculosis have respirations that 'sound like a flute.'  It is possible that the 
playing of the flute by Kokopolo figures is symbolic of the wheezing associated with advanced states of 
pulmonary tuberculosis.  In the New World, skeletal evidence of tuberculosis has also raised controversy.  
Morse (1967) argues that skeletal evidence does not provide sufficient evidence of tuberculosis in the New 
World prior to European contact.  
However, numerous other authors (Allison et al., 1973; El-Najjar, 1979; Lichtor and Lichtor, 1957; Pfeiffer, 
1984; Richie, 1952 and others)  have contributed skeletal lesions in pre-contact Native Americans to 
tuberculosis.  Recently, Arriaza et al. (1995) have isolated a segment of DNA they argue is unique to M. 
tuberculosis from a vertebral lesion in a pre-contact Northern Chile population. 
 
 
 Possible Origins of Human Tuberculosis 
 
     The origin of the human-type tubercle bacillus has been speculated on by several authors but little research 
has been directed at solving the dilemma.  The two species M. tuberculosis and M. bovis are so similar that 
many authors, including Van der Hoeden (1964) and the National Tuberculosis and Respiratory Disease 
Association (1969), include them as the same species.  Some researchers even suggest that the difference 
between the human type and bovine type of tubercle bacillus could be the route of entry (Francis 1958).  Francis 
(1958) suggests the possibility that tubercle bacilli are able to transform between the bovine and human forms 
and that atypical species represent intermediate forms.  Rich (1944) points out that bovine tuberculosis can 
cause all forms of tuberculosis that the human type can and visa versa.  However, he argues that bovine tubercle 
bacilli retain their individual characters even after years of implantation in human tissue and therefore should 
not be considered the same species as the human bacillus. 
     Hare (1967) theorizes that the close resemblance between bovine and human tubercle bacilli suggests that 
one is derived from the other.  Hare also theorizes that pulmonary tuberculosis, which is chiefly a disease of 
human type bacilli, did not occur until the second millennium B.C.  From this he speculates that the human 
tubercle bacillus is probably derived from the bovine type.  Clark et al. (1987) agree with this sequence, stating 
that the fact that humans are susceptible to bovine tubercle bacilli but cattle are only mildly susceptible to 
human tubercle bacilli provides evidence for the mutation of the bovine type tubercle bacillus to the human 
type.  Francis (1958) also points out that because the bovine tubercle bacillus produces disease in a wider 
variety of animals than does the human tubercle bacillus, the former is probably more primitive than the latter.  
     Cockburn (1963) suggests that the Mycobacterium that causes tuberculosis in both humans and cattle is 
derived from avian tubercle bacilli that were spread in droppings indiscriminately.  Cockburn  also theorizes 
that neither humans nor cattle acquired tuberculosis at any significant rate until humans began domesticating 
cattle.  He bases this on the observation that wild animals do not generally develop tuberculosis unless confined 
for a period of time.  But, no evidence is present as to whether the tuberculosis results from new infection or 
reactivation of dormant tuberculli.  Buikstra (1981) proposes that if Cockburn (1963) is correct, then animals 
such as llamas, turkeys, dogs, and even bison may have served as reservoirs for the development of human 
tubercle bacilli in the Americas.  Dogs are susceptible to both human and bovine tubercle bacilli and once 
exposed can serve as a source of infection to humans, especially children (Rich 1944).  The likelihood of 
humans within the prehistoric Americas contracting tuberculosis with the domestication of 
turkey, however, is not as great.  Although M. avium has been isolated from lesions of people diagnosed with 
tuberculosis, the cases are rare and the lesions are generally limited (Rich 1944).  Likewise, adult fowl are 
highly resistant to both forms of human and bovine tubercle bacilli (Francis 1958).   
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      Summary 
 
     Tuberculosis is probably one of the most serious infectious diseases in the history of humankind.  It may be 
impossible to know just how long humans and tubercle bacilli have been evolving together.  Certainly, humans 
have served as hosts for several millennium and probably longer.  As with almost any infectious disease, 
individual differences in susceptibility to tuberculosis are going to occur, and at least some racial differences in 
susceptibility can not be ruled out.  But, most of the racial differences seen in morbidity and mortality statistics 
are probably due to environmental factors.  I agree with Cockburn (1963) that both humans and their 
domesticated animals became hosts around the same time period.  The major difference between the bovine 
bacillus and the human bacillus seems to be the mode of entry.  However, the human lung appears to be more 
susceptible to M. tuberculosis.  If Hare (1967) is correct in his hypothesis that pulmonary tuberculosis did not 
develop until the second millennium, then M. tuberculosis probably represents a mutant strain that became more 
specific for humans and M. bovis the primitive strain. 
     Evidence of tuberculosis in the Americas is overwhelming, especially with the recent discovery of tubercle 
bacillus DNA.  Lower resistance of American Indians to tuberculosis in early historic times suggested by some 
authors as testimony of the absence of tuberculosis before European contact in the New World does not clearly 
demonstrate that they were not exposed to tubercle bacilli.  The act of European contact and the crowding of 
American Indians onto reservations probably placed great strains on the immune system of many Native 
Americans.  Furthermore, slightly different strains could have resulted in higher susceptibility.  It is possible 
that tuberculosis was carried into the Americans by people crossing the Bering Strait.  But, was this tuberculosis 
pulmonary?  If Hare (1967) is correct, then pulmonary tuberculosis would not have developed until well after 
the land bridge closed.  In this case tuberculosis would have probably developed in the Old World and not have 
been introduced into the Americas until after European contact unless it was carried across via water migration.  
This does not mean that tuberculosis of the lungs was not possible.  Bovine bacilli have been isolated from 
forms of tuberculosis, including pulmonary tuberculosis.  However, the incidence of tuberculosis probably 
would not be as great since bovine tuberculosis is not as specialized for the lungs as M. tuberculosis.  This idea 
tends to correlate with the evidence from the New World.  Hopefully future DNA studies will allow researchers 
to positively identify the strain of tubercle bacillus from prehistoric sites.  Until that time, however, one can 
really only speculate. 
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Mark Pittinger       Article Reviews: Commentary                          
Butler Community College 
 
Fallacies of Uncritical Multiculturalism.  By Tibor Machan.  The Freeman Ideas on 
Liberty.  Irvington-on-the-Hudson: The Foundation for Economic Education.  Pp. 134-
135. 
  
     This article was written to demonstrate the potential fallacy of �true� Multiculturalism.  According to the 
author, true Multiculturalism is by definition the unquestioning and uncritical acceptance of any aspect of any 
culture other than that to which a person belongs.  Machan relates that diversity in common perception is 
benign.  The author then proceeds to feed the reader a brisk and unsubtle dose of reality.  Machan points out 
that diversity of culture can also be an extremely complicated phenomenon when viewed in a wholly practical 
manner.  In this case, Machan�s point is not to judge Multiculturalism as �inherently evil� or mistaken thinking.  
Rather, he suggests that �we� should be more realistic in �our� thought processes regarding Multiculturalism 
and all of its tenets and effects. 
     By raising the question of whether groups or movements such as the Cosa Nostra or the Nazi movement 
deserved consideration in the multicultural debate, Machan drives home both the point that unacceptable 
practices not only exist in different cultures, but also may be the very root of a particular culture.  The author 
continues by raising the question of how to define �a culture�.  If one were to answer this question devoid of the 
dreaded preprogramming of ethnocentrism, then one must face the fact that unrestrained pursuit of 
Multiculturalism can bring with it certain risks.  These risks include, in the opinion of this reviewer, the 
inevitable realization that in the pursuit of politically correct forms of thinking based on cultural relativism, we 
will have lost our ability to foster the types of behavior which have, through our own cultural evolution, been 
deemed acceptable and conducive to the future of this culture as a whole.  Although the author appears to 
represent various cultures accurately, he displays a certain level of ethnocentricity and the article is written from 
a  somewhat negative stance to Multiculturalism.  The ethnocentrism of the author is noted within the confines 
of his belief that no one can be wholly uncritical of every other culture in the world.  For example, the very 
individuals who demand blind acceptance of all the practices of the various and sundry cultures known to us are 
often among the first to raise dejected voices of outrage when confronted with cases of possible circumcision or 
the systematic abortion of female fetuses, practices which are acceptable in cultures other than their own.  The 
disgust that they expressed is not what is wrong, on the contrary, it confirms that some cultures bring  practices 
which others will find distasteful and unacceptable.  Therein lies the proof that Multiculturalism is a fallacy, 
according to Machan.  No thinking individual can blindly accept all tenets of any other culture and no matter 
how hard one tries to be otherwise, everyone becomes inherently ethnocentric when our own culturally installed   
sensibilities are threatened or offended.  When these traditions are followed only in their native environment, 
our response should reflect that situation.  Only when these practices are thrust into our culture should the 
ethnocentric view become an issue.   
     Socially acceptable behavior is the culmination of a cultural evolution sometimes requiring thousands of 
years.  Our own codes of behavior are no different, in that they stem from a long standing Anglo-Judaic 
practices which have allowed western civilization to flourish as few others have in the history of humankind.  
These practices must not be thrust aside for the sake of quieting the politically correct thought police.  Neither 
should we ignore that ours is a culture that prizes and respects the various views of others.  Ours can be seen as 
the compilation of many practices derived from a diverse and wonderful array of other cultures.  Within any 
thinking society, however, one must recognize that not all cultures are inherently seeking, nor are they worthy 
of, our unqualified acceptance. 

The author’s point is that to be a thinking and open-minded individual one must make oneself aware of 
the various practices of other cultures.  One should attempt to place a value on them based on the place that 
each practice holds within the culture and environment from whence it arose.  Further, to do so, one must 
attempt to evaluate these practices unburdened by the ethnocentricity that will surely tint and twist one’s finding 
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findings.    To extoll the virtues of various benign and likable cultural practices without recognizing that no 
culture is void of unsavory and often “terrible” practices, is to be intellectually lazy and contradictory.   
     Machan’s article will undoubtedly be considered troubling by many because of it’s content and frankness.  
This reviewer happen to agree that it is written in a “brutally” blunt style.  However, the author’s style must not 
be allowed to sway one’s attention away from the fundamental truth to be found within the article.  That truth is 
that all cultures bring with them both benign and “ugly” practices.  One must make an wholehearted attempt to 
recognize that these practices have their place in the respective cultures and that acceptance is complicated 
when these practices are brought into one’s own culture. 
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Bethany Caird              Review:Current Fiction 
Hartwick College 
 

Cultural Translation and the Concept of Power in Tony Hillerman’s Fiction 
 
     In anthropology there is much skepticism and debate on the process of cultural translation.  Ethnography is 
viewed as one the most popular, thorough and accurate tools (other than field work itself) that anthropologists 
use in the teaching/learning of different cultures.  However, one prominent anthropologist, Talal Asad, states 
that, "Indeed, it can be argued that translating an alien form of life, another culture, is not always done best 
through the representational discourse of ethnography, that under certain conditions, a dramatic performance, 
the execution of a dance, or the playing of a piece of music might be more apt." (Asad 1986:160).  Tony 
Hillerman demonstrates this well by using a unique form of translation.  He is the translator of Navajo culture 
through his fictional murder-mysteries.  Although his thrillers are fictional; the setting, the characters, and the 
underlying cultural concepts are very close to reality.  And even though he has had no formal training in 
anthropological studies, he has created a way to portray an accurate and compelling translation of the culture. 
Through Hillerman's representations of this Native American culture, thousands of people who would not 
normally have an interest in learning about this culture (through more strict anthropological methods such as 
ethnography) will come to a better understanding of Navajo ways of life. However, the question can be asked, 
what gives Hillerman such authority to be able to do this? 
     Hillerman's authority comes from a more personal rather than an academic foundation.  It stems from an 
intimate knowledge of the community he is writing about.  He is a white Catholic, part of the dominant culture, 
however, he has assimilated himself into a comfortable spot within the Navajo culture and its people (evidence 
for this will be discussed later.)  His authority comes from his ability to strattle the dichotomy between the 
dominant culture and subordinate Navajo culture.  Hillerman knows and understands aspects of both cultural 
worlds.  He lives in the dominant one but also relates to the subordinate one, and he perceives the impact of 
differences between them.  His position and ability to sustain this dichotomy gives him a unique place of 
authority and knowledge in that he is especially aware of prevailing power relations between the cultures. 
     Asad points out that "the process of 'cultural translation' is inevitably enmeshed in conditions of power - 
professional, national, international and that the interesting question of enquiry is how power enters into the 
process of cultural translation." (Asad 1986: 163) Power relations are an evident force in the translation of any 
culture into another.  Hillerman's own work is no exception.  The imbalance of power between the two cultures 
is evident in many of his central themes dealing with the cultural sensibilities of the Navajo people. The clash of 
this traditional Native American culture of the Navajo with concepts of modernism introduced by the outside 
world demonstrate the imbalance and force of power 
   
 

Hillerman as Interpreter 
 
     Before discussing Hillerman's work, his credentials as a Navajo interpreter must be considered.  Hillerman's 
identity as a  white, Catholic writer poses many questions.  Is he capable of clearly and fairly depicting the 
Navajo culture?  What are his strengths and weaknesses in doing so?  How have critics viewed his writing?  
And most importantly, how have the Navajos themselves viewed this depiction of their culture and lifestyle? 
     Hillerman says that he saw the possibilities of what one could do with the Navajo culture.  He thought it was 
a " good way to tell a story with the contrast of cultures and a way to put values in highlights." (Gaugenmaier 
1989:59)  He also claims that it's very important that his stories seem realistic, with genuine people involved in 
events that could truly happen.  (Hillerman and Bulow 1991:55)  He works very hard at presenting  Navajo 
lifestyles, feelings, and fears.  Hillerman claims that sometimes when he is "surrounded by the bright lights of 
Albuquerque and bombarded by his own Anglo-American cultural assumptions, he will go to the reservation, 
talk to his Navajo friends and get readjusted."  (Hillerman and Bulow 1991:82).  
     Hillerman thought that when he started writing these murder-mysteries that he knew a lot about the Navajo            
culture. (Gaugenmaier 1989:57)  However, he claims his research has never ended.  In the Introduction to The 
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Blessing Way, Hillerman says "I wanted to get back to Leaphorn and Navajo Country and do a better job of him 
and his culture.  Now it's almost twenty years later and I'm still trying to get it right." (1970).  Among his goals, 
Hillerman wants to find out how alive traditional behavior actually is in the culture of the reservation Navajo. 
(Gaugenmaier 1989:57)  In order to learn more, he goes to the reservation to interview Navajo friends about 
customs and traditions.  He asks a lot of questions and finds it hard sometimes to get a straight answer because 
of the Navajo sense of humor.  He always makes sure he gets several sources to know his information is 
truthful. (1989: 57).  So, Hillerman appears to be searching out the true life and emotions of the Navajo people.  
How have other commentators, popular white culture and Navajo culture, come to see his writing?  Is he seen as 
a genuine interpreter or a thief using another culture to make big money as a murder-mystery writer? 
 
 

Reviews and Awards 
 
     Hillerman has received many accomplishments and awards.  He has published over sixteen books and his 
work appears in thirteen languages.  He has served as President of Mystery Writers of America and won the 
Edgar Allan Poe Award from that organization.  For Skinwalkers, Hillerman also won the Golden Spur Award 
of Western Writers of America for Best Novel of the Year.  Overall, popular white culture has accepted 
Hillerman as a great murder-mystery writer who has brilliantly depicted many aspects of Navajo culture.  This 
is reflected in the best-selling status of his thrillers.  Many people eagerly wait for his next book, to enjoy the 
entertaining stories while believing that they are getting a glimpse of truthful aspects of the culture's lifestyle. 
 
     Book reviews yield a lot of positive critiques of Hillerman's work.  The New York Times calls him, "one of 
the nation's most convincing and authentic interpreters of Navajo culture.  Mr. Hillerman's Navajos are at once a 
part of their own tribal heritage and also well assimilated into the dominant culture."  His portrayal is a "light 
handed but utterly convincing advocacy of Native American culture and an enchanting description of the spirit 
of the Southwest."  (Gish 1990:12).  According to Time Magazine, "Hillerman's thrillers are painstakingly, 
almost anthropological efforts to plunge into the folkways and mind-sets of Native Americans, primarily 
Navajos." (Melton 1989:4)  A New York Times article states, "He is writing across a particularly troubled ethnic 
divide, the one separating Anglos from Indians, and no matter how he demurs, his novels have the cautiousness 
of anthropology, the decorousness that comes when you don't want to presume too much about an 
acquaintance." (Klinkenborg 1993:36)  Reviewing a Thief of Time, another Times article says, "Hillerman's 
picture of modern American Indians is never patronizing, never hokey, never precious.  We finish (the book) 
with the impression of having visited, vividly, though briefly, a place and people unlike any other."  (Dorris 
1988:6) 
     Bakerman (1984) looks at the fundamental themes of these thrillers and makes a statement about what she 
feels is a serious lesson which Hillerman is trying to portray.  According to the article, Hillerman is effectively 
making a statement about ignorance, prejudice, and racism. Bakerman believes that "Hillerman's most effective 
treatment of prejudice arises from biases Leaphorn and Chee (policeman, heroes) themselves reveal and cope 
with day by day." (1984:22)  She goes on to say that, "having both Joe Leaphorn and Jim Chee clearly 
recognize that they must themselves guard against and behaving in prejudiced fashion deepens their 
characterizations considerably... Both men look very carefully at Belacani (white) strangers, for both are 
educating themselves out of the habit of thinking that -and behaving as if- all white men look alike." (1984:22)  
Evidence for this will be discussed later.  Bakerman concludes that Hillerman made his two main characters 
identifiable to all people, that Leaphorn and Chee are aware of their own prejudices and "must always monitor 
their own behavior as much as they must guard against racism in others." (1984:25) 
     Reviewers of Hillerman contends that he effectively portrays the Navajo culture while keeping the story 
moving. This is one of the key reasons why Hillerman is so successful.  The author says that Hillerman's 
popularity among the Indians is partly due to the fact that he makes political points which are sympathetic to 
their side.  For example, Hillerman works in a statement about the poor health of American Indians: 

 
“He laughed, showing teeth that conflicted with the symphony of neatness.  Two were missing, one was broken, 
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one was black and twisted.  Poor people's teeth, Leaphorn thought. Navajo teeth.” (19xx:84) 
 

These kinds of descriptions woven into the story are what make Hillerman's murder-mysteries so interesting and 
popular.  Hillerman offers a more personal view than ethnography.  According to the article, Hillerman has 
stated that "The anthropological stuff lets people read escapist fiction and kid themselves they are doing 
something worthwhile."  (Bakerman 1984:25). 
 
     "Weaving Mysteries that Tell of Life Among the Navajos" discusses how Hillerman has come to an 
understanding and developed a relationship with the Navajo people.  His thrillers are "about country, people and 
poverty, second-class citizens in a rich nation, Westerners oppressed by Easterners who make the rules.  They 
are about poor rural people who nevertheless make a successful culture of their own out of determination, 
tradition, and a supple approach to modern times." (Parfit 1991:94)  Hillerman proclaims that he understands 
this because he lived it as he grew up in a poor, rural family in Oklahoma.  He says he grew up identifying with 
a certain kind of people and that the Navajos were just like the people he grew up with.  (Parfit 1991:95).  
Throughout all this praise of Hillerman, there is some negative criticism.  In a book review on Sacred Clowns, 
the author claims that Hillerman "has taken laughter - one of the Navajos strongest traits away from 
them." (Klinkenborg 1993:36) The author also talks about how Hillerman always makes the white guys guilty 
and that, "in a murder-mystery, as in life itself, guilt rains down a little more equitably on us all." (1993: 36)  
The article also claims that Hillerman has a tendency "like so many other visitors" to have "a preferential 
vision" to see positive aspects such as "the mystical union of Indians and Earth."   Klinkenborg goes on to say 
that "he chooses to portray the spirituality of the Navajos and Hopis and merely hints at the often brutal 
condition of life on the reservation." (1993: 36). 
 

Navajo Views 
 
     Most importantly,  how do the Navajo people feel about this portrayal of their culture?  Overall, the culture 
has accepted and appreciated his work.  He portrays the culture so well that some people who read his books but 
have never seen him, including Native Americans, have thought he was a Navajo. (Parfit 1991:92)  Hillerman 
has received thanks and acclaims such as, "your books are us and we win in them."  (Ames 1989:60) 
     In 1990 the Navajo honored Hillerman as "special friend" to the Dinee (the Navajo people) and for 
authentically portraying the traditional Navajo culture.  Lieutenant Ben Shirley of the Navajo tribal police says, 
"The stories are accurate.  It fits right in: the traditional cultures, the values." (Parfit 1991:102)  Hillerman's 
police officers have to deal with circumstances that are particular to their culture, and according to Lt. Shirley 
this is truthful.  For example, Shirley and his officers have to be especially careful around handling a corpse in 
that it's ghost will haunt any who comes in contact with it. (1991:102)   
     Native American children throughout the reservation schools have Hillerman books as required readings. 
(Gaugemaier 1989:58)  He even has in the past been to high schools to discuss his thrillers.  The students 
apparently love his work as they scrambled for his autograph (Parfit 1991:99).  However they have one 
suggestion - that he include more romance.  At the Hopi Junior-Senior High School the English  teacher  had  
students write different endings and many students chose to resolve the romance problem.  Hillerman wrote to 
them saying, "Where were you when I needed you? ... I grew up out in the country like you.... It never occurred 
to me that just regular people like me could write books.  But you know better.  You can do whatever you want 
to do."  (Parfit 1991:100)  Parents have also told Hillerman that his books have "stirred up interests in the old 
customs."  (Gaugenmaier 1989:58) 
 
     Tony Hillerman has widely been embraced by his Native American acquaintances.  He has many friends 
who even ask him for advice especially when it comes to cross-cultural issues.  For example, a young man 
named Ronald Horseherder was a Navajo practicing to be a hataali (medicine man) and learning about who he 
was and where he came from.  (Parfit 1991:92)  He was a Navajo learning about himself, his people, his culture.  
Horseherder sought out Hillerman for advice because they "seemed to share a common understanding." (1991: 
92)  Hillerman said he knew and understood where Horse herder was coming from.  "I haven't decided," Horse 
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herder said, "whether to stay with my grandmother (who was teaching him the Navajo ways) or go to college."  
Hillerman's advice was, "You can have a lot more impact if you go to college and go into politics."  (1991:104)  
A former student of his (who is now a jailer) once said to him, "Your books really made an impact on me.  
Every weekend I throw drunk Navajos in here, but now I think differently about them."  Hillerman replied, 
"You just justified my career."  (Ames 1989:61).  Hillerman has situated himself into a comfortable place in 
Navajo community.  There doesn't appear to be many negative criticisms of his work.  Those that surface appear 
to be somewhat "minor" details.  One Navajo friend of Hillerman's commented on Leaphorn's skepticism of 
witchcraft.  His friend said, "It doesn't ring true to me as a Navajo... I never knew a Navajo who was skeptical 
about witchcraft." (Hillerman and Bulow 1991:83)  Hillerman admits he makes mistakes.  For example, in 
Dance Hall of the Dead, Navajos inform him that the child character should be "more bashful." (Gaugenmaier 
1989:57)  Hillerman repeatedly reminds readers that he is not an expert on Navajo or other Native American 
cultures. (Klinkenborg 1993:36) On the rare occasion that he places a name in the wrong geographical spot, he 
receives hundreds of letters to let him know.  Overall, Hillerman is accepted by his multi-cultural readers as a 
valid interpreter of Navajo culture.  The Navajos themselves accept, embrace, and praise his work.  It is one 
which, as mentioned earlier, allows them "to win."  Perhaps it is true that he makes mistakes and has a 
preferential view of Navajo culture and reservation life.  Nevertheless, he represents many important, genuine 
issues of this Native American culture.  All readers can learn something from Hillerman's work.  As one book 
review said, �we get a chance to have a vivid impression of a people and place unlike any other." (Dorris 
1988:6) 
 
 

Cultural Translation and the Concept of Power 
 
     Now that Hillerman's credentials as a valid interpreter have been established, his translation can be 
examined.  Hillerman has many topics to portray about the Navajo culture.  He wants to project a fair and 
accurate view of this Native American lifestyle so that especially dominant white culture will learn and 
understand important aspects of the culture. 
He touches upon many aspects of reservation life and the endurance of the culture.  Though he is presenting 
everyday life activities and beliefs, the concept of power ultimately is a major force that is recognizable in his 
translation.  
     Power is an immeasurable and often imbalanced force in the confrontation of traditional Navajo culture with 
that of the outside, dominant white culture.  White culture inevitably has immense impact on the subordinate 
culture.  The imbalance of power is reflected in many aspects of Navajo life, and through this concept, Navajo 
tradition is made very clear.  The rest of this paper will discuss the evidence of such power relationships in 
regards to the Navajo culture. Hillerman uses a variety of tools which demonstrate this.  His plots, villains, and 
two main characters, Jim Chee and Joe Leaphorn, make the evidence of power struggles clear.   
     Perhaps the most important and prevalent theme that Hillerman tries to portray is how the Dinee (the Navajo 
people) measure life as compared to the white man.  In Dance Hall of the Dead, the contrasting values of the 
two cultures are portrayed.  According to what Hillerman's depiction, white man's measure of life is largely 
based on money, prestige and status, while the Dinee have a harder demand, to find and maintain his place in 
harmony with things.  (1973:87)  It is the importance of harmony that the Navajo live for and strive for.  It is 
also a concept which illustrates power relations.   
     In Sacred Clowns, Jim Chee is thinking about the importance of hozho, the state of harmony which is the 
goal of Navajo thought. (1993:133)  Harmony is an important aspect in this thriller because both Chee and 
Leaphorn are subjected to it.  Chee, who is the more traditional Navajo, tries to keep his life in harmony with 
the world around him, in a struggle between his deep religious beliefs, his work as a policeman and his practice 
as a traditional medicine man.  He is pulled out of harmony when he falls in love with a Navajo, Janet Pete, who 
is not sure of her clan lineage.  This poses a major problem for Chee because he realizes they may be distantly 
related and thus in violation of a strict Navajo taboo.  He struggles with the question of what to do if they are 
related.  Will he obey the taboo or will he marry her?  His hozho is momentarily disarrayed. 
     Jim Chee converses with Janet Pete, his Navajo love who has lost touch with tradition.  He tries to explain 
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his understanding of hozho.  He gives an example of a drought and says that the proper ceremony can restore 
people to harmony with the drought.  "The system is designed to recognize what's beyond human power to 
change, and then to change the human's attitude to be content with the inevitable." (Hillerman 1993:274)  Chee 
claims that it is the philosophy of hozho which has kept his culture alive and enabled the Navajos to endure.  
Chee sees hozho as an adaptation to the inevitableness of change, thus allowing the necessary adjustments to 
their ceremonial system. 
     The concept of Navajo harmony comes into a power struggle when outside, dominant cultural forces 
infiltrate.  This is made evident in the problem of the generation gap where the ideas and beliefs of elderly, 
traditional Navajo are clashed with those of the younger, more modernized youth.  In Sacred Clowns, Jim Chee 
realizes that there is a problem between generations in understanding the concept of hozho.  Since this 
theological concept is  the foundation of  the  Navajo  religion, differences in understanding would cause a rift 
between generations.  For example, Chee sees hozho allowing the adjustment of the ceremonial system.  Some 
of the younger shamans had split a long ceremony over two weekends so working people could take part.  
However Chee's uncle, a very traditional, old Navajo, Hosteen Nakai  (along with other traditionalists) believe 
that "it's poison and the ceremony winds up doing more harm than good." (Hillerman 1993:275)  Hosteen Nakai 
also believes that the Navajo are being "undermined by young shamans who are too lazy to learn the rules the 
Holy People taught, or too willing to do ceremonies the wrong way and thus adapt them to the world of the 
bilagaani." (Hillerman 1993:249) Bilagaani is the Navajo term for the white man, thus illustrating the force of 
power at work in this cultural translation.   
     Perhaps an even better example of power struggle concerning the concept of hozho is a dilemma that Chee is 
facing.  First of all, Chee is a very traditional Navajo who is deeply concerned about his people.  As mentioned 
before, he is caught between making a decision between the love of his life and the religion that has always 
given his life a purpose.  He is a tribal police officer and also a practicing hataali.  These two identities create 
friction for him.  Trying to do the job of a policeman enforcing white man's rules and laws while also trying to 
maintain traditional customs is very difficult.  Chee is struggling with this especially since he wants to be a bona 
fide traditionalist who wants to save his people for the future.  For example, in Sacred Clowns, Chee is 
searching for the drunk driver of a hit and run.  After a difficult search he finds the  responsible individual.  He 
is a grandfather, living only with his young grandson Ernie, a child suffering from fetal alcohol syndrome.  
Chee finds this man to be a loving, caring person who doesn't have a drinking problem but once made the 
mistake of driving while intoxicated.  The grandfather also knows of his mistake, and although he doesn't turn 
himself in to proper authorities, he goes about the traditional way of restoring hozho and making up for the loss 
to the victim's family.  Chee is now caught between being a cop who values punishment and a Navajo 
traditionalist who values curing.  Chee says to Janet Pete at one point, "The question is bilagaani justice or 
Navajo justice.  Or maybe it's Do you try for punishment or do you try for hozho?" (Hillerman 1993:273) In the 
end, although Chee would get a promotion for turning in the grandfather, he chooses to be set with the 
traditional Navajo way.  He even goes so far as to help the elderly man cover up incriminating evidence. 
     The concept of hozho, like all other Navajo philosophies and beliefs, inevitably becomes enmeshed in the 
power relationship between the Dinee and Bilagaani.  Hillerman addresses this by examining the pull of outside 
dominant culture on the subordinate society, in the form of alcohol abuse, loss of identity, and the distorting 
power of the outside world (shown through greed).  These forces pull the Navajo people out of balance with 
their own lifestyle. Hillerman makes it clear throughout his work that alcohol abuse is a big problem affecting 
the reservation.  In Sacred Clowns Chee is confronted by a fourteen year old boy: 

"And Chee recognized this boy's problem.  He had seen this physical evidence before. Seen it too 
often.  They called it fetal alcohol syndrome - the doom the mother imposes on her child when 
she drinks while pregnant.  It was another of the reasons Chee hated alcohol, hated  the  people 
who made it,  advertised it, and sold it, and poisoned his people with it."  

 (Hillerman 1993:199).  In  Dance Hall of the Dead,  Leaphorn also is confronted with a  drunken father.  The 
sad effect of the father's condition is seen through the shame of his son: 

     "Cecil hesitated. �You been to our place just now.  My father. Was he...”Embarrassment overcame the need to 
know.  “Yeah,” Leaphorn said. “He'd been drinking some.  But I think it'll be alright.  I think he'll be asleep by the 
time you get home.”  And then he looked away from the pain and shame in Cecil's face." (Hillerman 1973:28) 
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     Later on, Leaphorn is having a conversation with a minor character, telling her the father of the boy is dead.  
She makes it clear that although the boy was ashamed of his father, he still really loved him.  She says, "That's 
like your father being sick (about alcoholism).  He can't really help it.  You can still love them then and it's not 
so bad."  (Hillerman 1973: 116)  Leaphorn can't help but ask the question of why Shorty Bowlegs was hiding 
from his children in a bottle.  Leaphorn and Chee, on a daily basis, see alcohol as a rampant evil on the 
reservation. As in Sacred Clowns, alcohol abuse is evident in  other thrillers such as The Blessing Way.  This is 
seen in a minor character, a drunk old man, who is easily framed for a murder.  It is also seen in the sad story of 
a drunk-driving  hit-and-run case in which an intoxicated driver hit a pedestrian, backed the car up to look at the 
victim, and drove away leaving the person to bleed to death.   One character says, "With whiskey involved you 
can't tell (what people will do).  Mothers kill their children when they are drunk."  (Hillerman 1993:154).  With 
declining culture and tradition comes the loss of identity for many people. In Dance Hall of the Dead, 
Hillerman incorporates, along with a Navajo boy, three young white adults who are searching for an identity 
and place in the world.  For the young Navajo boy a struggle with his own personal identity causes him a lot of 
trouble.  George Bowlegs had no adults to teach him the traditional ways because he lived with only his little 
brother and drunken father.  He was a Navajo who wanted to be a Zuni.  George is portrayed as a lost child, 
caught up in a dream world to escape reality and search for a new identity.  The other young white adults, who 
fallen through the cracks of their own culture's power structure, are living in a small commune on the 
reservation because they feel they do not belong any other place in the world.  Hillerman reveals that the loss of 
identity is reflected in the loss of language which is the result of outside power of white, dominant society.  
Leaphorn and Chee are led to a suspect because of his language (heard over the radio).  His language sounded 
like, "childhood Navajo."  (Hillerman 1993:169)  "A lot of middle aged Navajos had a limited vocabulary in 
their language because in those days the BIA wouldn't let them speak it in school and that was the age period 
when you grow out of your childhood vocabulary."  (1993: 169). 
     Other Hillerman characters undergo the turmoil of being caught between two different worlds.  In 
Hillerman's view, one cannot comfortably embrace both lifestyles.  In The Blessing Way, three characters are 
subjected to such problems, caught up in the power struggles of both cultures, and they abruptly die tragically.  
Horseman is a character who initially is wanted by the police for an assault.  He is a Navajo who has lost the 
traditional ways, lost his hozho.  He has had three arrests for drunken, disorderly conduct, assault and battery,  
and driving  while under  the influence  of  narcotics. While Leaphorn discusses Horseman with an 
anthropologist friend, he says, "just another poor soul who didn't quite know how to be a Navajo and couldn't 
learn to act like a white.  No good for anything." (Hillerman 1970:51) 
     Another character who gets caught between the two cultures is George, whom was known as "the Big 
Navajo."  The Big Navajo was a "relocation Navajo," "a child of one of those unfortunate families moved off 
the drought-stricken reservation to urban centers during the 1930's." (Hillerman 1970:184)  Being raised in Los 
Angeles meant he had a weak command of the Navajo language and weak  belief in traditions.  It  is because of  
this that  Leaphorn comes to suspect him as a possible villain.  The Big Navajo became desperate and thus 
resorted to illegal means for survival. 
 
     The third character is Jimmie Willie Hall, a college-educated Navajo who is into electronic communication 
products.  His aim in life, however, is to beat the system and buy back his own life.  His goal is to make a lot of 
money.  It is this sort of greed which pulls him into an illegal scam with The Big Navajo.  It is greed which 
Hillerman associates with white culture and ultimately causes the downfall of so many Navajos.  Because the 
Big Navajo was not acting like a Navajo but acting more like a white man, Leaphorn was able to figure out the 
scam.  He says, "You put it together.  A lot of money and a killing.  It's not natural and it's not 
Navajo." (Hillerman 1970: 200)  Greed and coveting material possessions, Leaphorn calls, "the Navajo ultimate 
of unnatural wickedness." (1970: 182) 
     In Dance Hall of the Dead, Hillerman emphasizes the aspect of greed in the white man's life goals.  He 
portrays this through a minor character, Ted Isaacs.  At first Isaacs seems like a good guy, a very hard working 
graduate student from a poor Tennessee family.  Isaacs is working on a Folsom man dig on the reservation and 
is also involved with a girl living in a commune close by.  However, this girl is in trouble with the drug-infested 
group she lives with so Leaphorn asks Isaacs if he will shelter her.  Isaacs replies, "that would blow my 
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dissertation research, and the degree, and the whole ball game."  Instead he chooses to let his love live in 
danger.  In the end of the story, Isaacs is confronted with the dilemma of committing an professional, unethical 
act in order to save his research.  Leaphorn says, "I'm trying to learn more about the white man.  You wanted all 
that (career, money, status) more than you wanted your woman.  What else will you give up for it?" (Hillerman 
1973:242) 
     Hillerman uses his main characters, Jim Chee and Joe Leaphorn to provide a more personal look into the 
feelings and emotions of the Navajo people.  Every day these characters are subjected to an intense pull from 
both cultures (mainly because of their profession).  They perceive the distortions that are brought on by the 
forces of power. 
     Joe Leaphorn is often caught between ideas and beliefs of both cultures.  Throughout each thriller Leaphorn 
portrays some cynicism about certain aspects of the culture such as tradition, religion, and witchcraft.  In Dance 
Hall of the Dead the reader gets a glimpse of his history, childhood, and how he learned the words and legends 
of the Blessing Way, what the Holy People told Earth Surface People about how to live, and that the only goal 
was beauty and beauty was only found in harmony.  Leaphorn had an intense and traditional teacher, his 
grandfather, Hosteen Nashibitti.  Words Leaphorn lived by: 
 

     "When the dung beetle moves," Hosteen Nashibitti told him, "know that something has moved it.  And know 
that its movement affects the flight of the sparrow, and that the raven deflects the eagle from the sky, and that the 
eagle's stiff wing bends the will of the Wind People, and know that all of this affects you and me, and the flea on 
the prairie dog and the leaf on the cottonwood." That had always been the point of the lesson.  Interdependency of 
nature.  Every cause has its effect.  Every action its reaction. A reason for everything.  In all things a pattern, and 
in this pattern,  the beauty of harmony.  Thus one learned to live with evil, by understanding it, by reading its 
cause.  And thus one learned, gradually and methodically, if one was lucky to always "go in beauty," to always 
look for the pattern and to find it. (Hillerman 1973: 77) 

 
     It was these early lessons which Leaphorn was able to adapt in his profession as a police officer.  When 
trying to figure out these unsolved homicides, Leaphorn's "orderly soul demanded rational 
harmony." (Hillerman 1973:176)  However, when the crimes seemed completely irrational, Leaphorn struggles.  
Leaphorn does not count on luck but expects order.  He looks for the natural sequence of behavior.  As a 
policeman he has a "knack to sort out the chaos of observed facts and find in them this natural order."  However 
when this talent worked out unusually well, it bothered him because of the ingrained Navajo idea that this was 
far from the human norm, unnatural and unhealthy.  But when the facts weren't rational by nature, "acute mental 
discomfort" forms. (Hillerman 1970:152)  And although Leaphorn had an intense, traditional mentor and 
follows ingrained Navajo ideas, he still struggles with some aspects of these beliefs. 
     Leaphorn is especially skeptical about witchcraft.  In Skinwalkers it is clear that he has no tolerance for 
witchcraft, stories of Skinwalkers, corpse sickness or anything about Navajo wolves.  When Leaphorn is 
confronted by Sandoval, a Hataali, who asks him if he believes in witchcraft, Leaphorn replies, "My 
Grandfather, I have learned to believe in evil." (Hillerman 1970:71)  This sort of skepticism arose in Leaphorn 
from beliefs that "the tribe had been infected with the notion while it was held captive down at Fort Sumner" 
and thus had no legitimacy in Navajo culture.  (Hillerman 1986:74) 
     The sickness of Leaphorn's wife, Emma, displays some of his inner conflict.  Readers are introduced to 
Emma's sickness in Skinwalkers.  Before Emma is actually diagnosed with a brain tumor, Leaphorn fears that 
she suffers from Alzheimer's.  Because of her terrible episodes of fear and forgetfulness, there is nothing in 
either culture which can cure or relieve the suffering.  Leaphorn wants his Navajo wife to see a bilagaani doctor 
yet fears that he will say it's Alzheimers, a dreadful disease with no known causes or cures.  White medicine 
wouldn't be able to help him either. 
       In Sacred Clowns, after Leaphorn's wife has passed away, he finds it impossible to think of his wife as a 
malevolent ghost (the Navajo belief of "life" after death).  Leaphorn accepts the disapproval of her family by 
avoiding the traditional observed days of silence and grief.  He needs time to be alone with his own sorrow. 
(Hillerman 1993:234).  Leaphorn, although often caught between two worlds, is still deep down a proud 
traditionalist. While attending a Blessing Way for work reasons, he feels a "sudden fierce pride in the 
people." (Hillerman 1970:74)  Pleasant memories return of a Blessing Way performed for him before his depar-  
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ture for war.  He also finds pride in being a Navajo tracker in Dance Hall of the Dead when he is looking for a 
missing child in the wilderness. (Hillerman 1973:184)  
     As mentioned earlier, Chee is often caught between cultures also. Chee is very active in political matters.  In 
Sacred Clowns there is a secondary-story going on about a toxic waste dump proposal for the reservation.  In a 
letter to the Navajo Times Chee calls the proposal as "symbolic of the contempt felt for tribal lands." (Hillerman 
1993:4).    
     Concerning the Navajo Agricultural Industries project (NAI), Chee had mixed feelings.  It made him proud 
that his people were preserving their water use rights.  He had seen it as a "rare and seemingly small Navajo 
victory over white land grabbers." (Hillerman 1993:193)  Chee's people had effectively turned the land into 
useful irrigation property, yet the NAI had also saddened him.  Navajo tradition taught him that the spirit of 
Changing Woman claimed that the earth was a nurturing mother who must be treated with respect.  However, 
the NAI had altered the landscape as the "bulldozers had ripped away plant life, and the insects and mammals 
that fed upon it, and the birds that fed upon them." (Hillerman 1993:194). 
 
     The turmoil felt between the cultures in these stories is also demonstrated in the ideas surrounding racism, 
prejudice, and ignorance.  Chee and Leaphorn  are subjected to it daily. As Bakerman demonstrates, having the 
heroes, Leaphorn and Chee, subjecting others to and defending themselves against racism, their characters are 
deepened.  Their interaction with other Native American cultures, not just white, also proves how it is human to 
fall into racism and exploitation.  Bakerman says that, "Their own biases arise directly from the multicultural 
society in which they live and work." (1984:22).  These aspects can be seen in some of the story lines affecting 
the two main characters.  For example, in Dance Hall of the Dead, Leaphorn is uncomfortable with Zuni 
culture, with which he has to directly deal with to solve the mystery.  He realizes what these negative feelings 
stem from the memories of a Zuni college roommate  who had treated him as if Navajos were "slow and 
stupid." (Hillerman 1973:9)  He had developed what he called a "silly inferiority complex." (1973: 10)  This 
youthful relationship had created in Leaphorn his own prejudice.  While on the search for a killer he scornfully 
thinks he, "could find tracks where a Zuni couldn't." (1973: 15). 
     However, Leaphorn has to work closely to Ed Pasquaanti, Chief of the Zuni Police.  In order to find the 
killers, Pasquaanti entrusts Leaphorn with important, secret, information about a Zuni ceremony.  While at the 
ceremony, the Shalako, Leaphorn is touched by its majesty and mystery and for a moment sees, "Shalako, the 
courier between Gods and men." (Hillerman 19773:220)  As Leaphorn sits at the ceremony he reaches a 
comfortable appreciation for Zuni religion and culture. 
     Chee demonstrates the exploitation of the Hopi culture in The Dark Wind.  In order to put the clues together, 
he needs vital information about the Hopi culture, given to him by Deputy Sheriff Albert "Cowboy" Dashee.  
Cowboy comes to trust Chee and he carefully provides the necessary information Chee needs.  Chee uses this 
information to sneak into a Hopi village during a private ritual.  Even though Chee is serving justice and saving 
his career, it is a violation of custom and the confidence of Cowboy's friendship.  In these ways, Chee and 
Leaphorn show how they are like people from all cultures - subject to prejudice and racism.  They  show that 
they too find a struggle in a multi-cultural world and can subject others to like exploitation.  Hillerman wants to 
demonstrate that no one is free of such prejudice, but everyone can be aware of it and try to overcome it as Chee 
and Leaphorn do.  
     Throughout these thrillers, the role of the United States government, the FBI and anthropologists/
archaeologists also demonstrate the conflict of power between the white and Navajo cultures.  According to 
Hillerman, the government, FBI and the academics do not clearly or completely understand or appreciate the 
Navajo culture, nor do they try.  In The Blessing Way, Bergen McKee is an anthropologists who goes to the 
reservation to study witchcraft.  His character is not particularly accepting or understanding of the culture which 
he is studying.  He appears to be quite ignorant and disbelieving of some cultural aspects such as Navajo 
wolves.  He says, "My Navajo Wolves, being strictly psychotherapeutic, are certified harmless."  (Hillerman 
1970:20)  He believes, as most anthropologists would,  that the belief in witches creates a scapegoat from 
tensions derived from family, jealousies,  and sickness.  Witchcraft, as it appears to the Navajos, is just not a 
possible, legitimate, scientific solution to this anthropologist. 
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    As McKee looks for his scapegoat thesis, he also displays ridicule for the Navajo belief 
 system.  He is seen making fun of the belief in witches one night while he's at camp with his colleague, Dr. 
Canfield: 
 

“From the infinite distance came the faint sound of barking.  �Take your pick,� McKee said.  �A coyote, some 
sheepherder's lost dog, or one of my witches turned into a wolf for the evening...� Actually, McKee remembered, 
the turquoise shape wasn't a Navajo charm.  It was a much older Anastasia fertility totem with nothing at all to do 
with witches.  Of course, it didn't really matter.” (Hillerman 1970:49) 
  

    McKee also is portrayed as an ignorant anthropologist who thinks he knows everything.  When thinking 
about the custom of honking the horn to let households know a visitor has arrived he "guessed it was a universal 
custom among rural people." (Hillerman 1970: 59)  He also appears to underestimate Navajo intelligence.  
While discussing, with an old Navajo woman, the technology of dynamiting to detect oil, "McKee had not felt 
this Navajo good enough to undertake an explanation of how seismograph crews record shock waves in 
searching for petroleum deposits." (1970: 43) 
     In Talking God, "evil lies not within a single character but within the entire field of archaeology." (Neary 
1995: 60)  Hillerman uses his character, Henry Highhawk (a young, angry, Indian anthropologist), to make his 
point.  Highhawk comments on archaeology and the role of museums: 
 

"Here you see the gods of conquered people displayed like exotic animals in the public zoo.  Only the overthrown 
and captured gods are here.  Here you see the sacred things torn from the temples of Inca worshippers, stolen from 
the holy kivas of the Pueblo People, sacred icons looted from burned tepee villages on the buffalo plains.  Above 
your head, lining the halls and corridors of this very building, are thousands of cases and bins and boxes.  In them 
you find the skeletons of children, mothers, grandfathers.  They have been dug out of burials where their 
mourning relatives placed them."  (Hillerman 1989:205) 

 
     Hillerman obviously doesn't like most anthropologists and archaeologists very much.  In an interview he said 
that he tries to reflect an accurate sense of what they do and that they don't seem to resent his depiction of their 
profession.  Hillerman's main complaint and his portrayal represent the fact that he sees them as disrupters of 
hozho as they come in, study, and transform the culture bringing along their own Anglo-American assumptions 
and ideas. (Hillerman and Bulow 1991:77) 
     Another field of white culture which Hillerman is trying to make a statement about is law enforcement and 
leadership from Washington D.C.  It is another way to show how some facets of popular white culture have 
little regard for Native American culture and how their power imposes on the Navajo.  The American 
government is often depicted as a disrupting force in the Navajo culture.  Skinwalkers perhaps demonstrates this 
point the best.  In this story, Yellowhorse is the owner of a health clinic who resorts to illegal means to receive 
more government funding.  He says, "It balances way out in favor of saving the clinic... I know for sure we've 
saved dozens of lives already, and we'll save dozens more.  And better than that, we're stopping birth defects, 
and catching diabetes cases early, and we'll save dozens more.  And glaucoma, I know we've caught a dozen 
cases of that early enough to save good vision." (Hillerman 1986:273)  Yellowhorse feels that his illegal actions 
are justified.  He claims that he is, "getting the government to pay its share.  Have you ever read the treaty?  The 
one we signed at Fort Sumner?  Promises.  One schoolteacher for every thirty children, everything else.  The 
government never kept any promises."  (Hillerman 1986:275) 
 
     The history of the culture was also subjected to the imbalance of power.  In fact, the United States 
government, through such force literally transformed a facet of Navajo history.  In Sacred Clowns there is a 
brief discussion of historical transformation at the hands of the dominant power.  This occurred in a historical 
time the Navajos call Naahondzibd, the "fearing time" in which the American army joined with the Mexicans 
and Utes in a war against the Dinee.  During this time many of the Navajos were separated and taken to prison, 
however when they were released from jail they had created their own clan.  "Since they came from all over 
they couldn't name them with the place they came from, so everybody called them the Hunger 
People."  (Hillerman 1993:247)  
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     Continually throughout these thrillers Leaphorn and Chee are confronted by FBI agents who don't 
understand Navajo culture and treat the Navajo police accordingly.  The Navajo police are seen by the FBI as 
more of a nuisance in their investigations.  In Dance Hall of the Dead the FBI play a role which proves to be 
offensive to the Navajo police.  As soon as the FBI agents are introduced, they insult the local police by 
introducing a man as "Agent Baker" but not truthfully telling the Navajos that he is a narcotics agent.  While 
thinking about Agent-in-Charge-O'Malley, Leaphorn asks, "Was he green enough to believe that none of the 
men in the room would know that Baker was a narc?  Or was he arrogant enough not to care if they (the Navajo 
police) detected the insult?" (Hillerman 1973: 100).  Later on in the story the FBI once again show their lack of 
respect.  While at a Zuni Shalako Ceremony, Leaphorn and Agent Baker are both looking for a missing boy.  
"Baker glanced at Leaphorn - a glance without recognition - and then had looked away.  He obviously did not 
want to be seen talking to a man in the uniform of the Navajo police." (Hillerman 1973:222).     As it  
happens, to be able to discover the murderer of this thriller, one must have some concept of the Zuni and Navajo 
cultures.  The FBI agents basically remain clueless throughout the story because they don't see the connections 
or even try to understand the cultural implications of the murder.  Leaphorn, a Navajo with some knowledge of 
the Zuni religion, is able to put the puzzle together.  In the end, the murderer is also killed, but  because of 
complicated circumstances his body disappears and he is classed as a missing person.  Leaphorn knows this, 
putting together the whole motive and story while the FBI haven't caught any clues at all.  Leaphorn figures, 
"maybe someday he would write a note to O'Malley and let him know who killed Ernesto Cata.  But probably 
not." (Hillerman 1973:242)    
     As mentioned throughout this paper, there were many times in which Chee and Leaphorn were caught 
between being a policeman and being a Navajo.  The FBI's role also supports this.  In the story mentioned 
above, after a boy is shot Leaphorn chooses tradition over FBI procedure: 
 

"Back in the alley, he stared down at the body of George Bowlegs. Snow had whitened Leaphorn's coat and the 
boy's too-small denims.  Leaphorn squatted and picked up the dead boy, his arms under the legs and shoulders.  
He guessed he was again violating O'Malley's procedures by moving the body.  But he would not allow this boy 
to lie there alone in the icy darkness." (Hillerman 1973:232) 
 

     Hillerman is trying to make an important statement about certain academic and professional structures of 
white culture.  He is trying to prove that there is a lack of respect and understanding for this culture (and other 
Native American cultures).  Even those that claim or believe they have a fair understanding of Navajo lifestyle 
are often the ones who still have biases and lack adequate comprehension.  Those that are outwardly 
disrespectful, such as the FBI, are depicted as the ignorant ones.  Cross-cultural understandings are the major 
reoccurring theme in Tony Hillerman's thrillers.  He portrays the Navajo culture as a very complex one which is 
difficult to understand.  As it is, Chee and Leaphorn struggle with trying to learn and understand themselves and 
their culture as the frictional power of cultures divides ideas and beliefs.      Tony Hillerman's work is a valid 
exercise in the translation of the Navajo culture.  This paper has focused on his representation and how this 
illustrates the complex force of power at work.  However, in these thrillers there is much more to be learned.  
Hillerman demonstrates such aspects as how ceremonials work, the reasoning behind certain customs, and even 
how the beautiful landscape of the reservation affect its people.  There are many themes at work in this 
translation, from simple descriptions of cultural concepts to more in depth aspects such as the manifestation of 
power.  Hillerman's lesson is a readable lesson for all people and ages that promotes understanding and an 
appreciation for the views of cultural relativism.  It is the lesson of a multicultural world and the influence of 
one culture upon another. 
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